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Abstract
The focus of this thesis is on Video Based Learning Analytics as well as on interactive video based learning environments that support learning analytics.
Learning analytics on video based learning is a research area at the intersection
of learning analytics & educational data mining and video based learning. Video
based learning analytics mainly focuses in making sense of learners’ viewing behaviors while watching educational videos under various educational settings. The
approach followed in this task is data-driven and is carried out using visualizations,
statistical analysis and data mining methods.
In the first part of the thesis we introduce a framework for recording, monitoring
and analyzing video usage behaviors. This framework consists of a data capturing
mechanism, a suitable database model for storing the activity data, as well as a
set of metrics and visualizations that aid the process of monitoring and analyzing
learner activity. Moreover, the framework takes into account that today’s videos
can also contain various interactive features. The framework was used under
certain educational settings in two case studies and insights were obtained from
the harvested activity data using the visualizations and metrics of the framework
together with further data processing and analysis carried out using statistical and
data mining methods.
During the research conducted for this thesis there were noteworthy trends
taking place in the field of interactive videos as a number of online platforms that
allow educators to add various interactive features to educational videos made
their appearance. An attempt was made to follow these trends and to explore ways
of developing interactive video based learning environments that would maintain
the principles of the framework presented in the first part of the thesis. More
specifically, in the second part of the thesis we introduce a roadmap for building
interactive video based learning environments that support learning analytics using open source technologies and open Internet resources. Environments that were
build using the principles of the roadmap were used in three different case studies
and insights were obtained from the use. Again, the insights were obtained using
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the visualizations and metrics of the analytics framework as well as statistical and
data mining methods.
Keywords: video based learning, interactive videos, interactive learning environments, learning analytics, educational data mining, knowledge management,
open source technologies
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Περίληψη
Η εστίαση αυτής της διατριβής είναι στην ανάλυση δεδοµένων και εξόρυξη γνώσης
από εκπαιδευτικά ϐίντεο καθώς και στην δηµιουργία διαδραστικών περιβαλλόντων
ϐιντεο-µάθησης που ενσωµατώνουν δυνατότητες ανάλυσης δεδοµένων.
Η ανάλυση δεδοµένων και συµπεριφορών από τη χρήση εκπαιδευτικών ϐίντεο είναι ένας χώρος έρευνας στη τοµή των ερευνητικών πεδίων της ανάλυσης δεδοµένων
& εξόρυξης γνώσης από εκπαιδευτικά περιβάλλοντα και της µάθησης µε την χρήση
εκπαιδευτικών ϐίντεο. Η ανάλυση δεδοµένων που προέρχονται από την χρήση εκπαιδευτικών ϐίντεο έχει ως στόχο την κατανόηση των συµπεριφορών των εκπαιδευόµενων που παρακολουθούν εκπαιδευτικά ϐίντεο κάτω από διάφορες εκπαιδευτικές
συνθήκες. Η προσέγγιση που ακολουθείται για την κατανόηση των συµπεριφορών αυτών ϐασίζεται στην ανάλυση δεδοµένων µε την χρήση στατιστικών µεθόδων, µεθόδων
εξόρυξης γνώσης και οπτικοποιήσεων.
Στο πρώτο µέρος της διατριβής παρουσιάζεται ένα πλαίσιο (framework) για την καταγραφή, την παρακολούθηση και την ανάλυση των συµπεριφορών εκπαιδευοµένων
που κάνουν χρήση εκπαιδευτικών ϐίντεο. Το πλαίσιο αυτό αποτελείται από έναν
µηχανισµό σύλληψης δεδοµένων παρακολούθησης και αλληλεπίδρασης, ένα κατάλληλο µοντέλο ϐάσης δεδοµένων για την αποθήκευση των δεδοµένων αυτών, καθώς
και µια σειρά από οπτικοποιήσεις και δείκτες µέτρησης της δραστηριότητας των εκπαιδευοµένων. Το πλαίσιο λαµβάνει επίσης υπόψη το γεγονός ότι τα ϐίντεο σήµερα
µπορεί να έχουν διαδραστικά χαρακτηριστικά. Το πλαίσιο χρησιµοποιήθηκε κάτω από συγκεκριµένες εκπαιδευτικές συνθήκες σε δύο µελέτες περίπτωσης και εξάχθηκαν
συµπεράσµατα γύρω από τις συµπεριφορές των εκπαιδευοµένων χρησιµοποιώντας τις
οπτικοποιήσεις και τους δείκτες µέτρησης δραστηριότητας του πλαισίου καθώς και
µεθόδους επεξεργασίας δεδοµένων, στατιστικής ανάλυσης και εξόρυξης γνώσης.
Κατά τη διάρκεια της έρευνας που πραγµατοποιήθηκε στα πλαίσια της διατριϐής υπήρχαν αξιοσηµείωτες τάσεις που λάµβαναν χώρα στον τοµέα των διαδραστικών
ϐίντεο καθώς µια σειρά από διαδικτυακές πλατφόρµες που επιτρέπουν στους εκπαιδευτικούς να προσθέτουν διάφορες διαδραστικές δυνατότητες σε εκπαιδευτικά ϐίντεο
έκαναν την εµφάνισή τους. Στην διατριβή γίνεται µια προσπάθεια να ληφθούν υπόψη
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οι τάσεις αυτές και να διερευνηθούν τρόποι για την ανάπτυξη διαδραστικών περιϐαλλόντων ϐιντεο-µάθησης τα οποία ενσωµατώνουν τις ϐασικές αρχές του πλαισίου
ανάλυσης δεδοµένων που παρουσιάζεται στο πρώτο µέρος της διατριβής. Πιο συγκεκριµένα στο δεύτερο µέρος αυτής της διατριβής παρουσιάζουµε έναν οδικό χάρτη
για τη δηµιουργία διαδραστικών περιβαλλόντων ϐιντεο-µάθησης, που υποστηρίζουν
την ανάλυση δεδοµένων παρακολούθησης-αλληλεπίδρασης, µε την χρήση τεχνολογιών ανοιχτού λογισµικού και ανοιχτών διαδικτυακών πηγών. Περιβάλλοντα που δηµιουργήθηκαν χρησιµοποιώντας τις αρχές του οδικού χάρτη χρησιµοποιήθηκαν σε
τρεις διαφορετικές µελέτες περίπτωσης και εξάχθηκαν συµπεράσµατα γύρω από τις
συµπεριφορές των εκπαιδευοµένων. Για την ανάλυση των συµπεριφορών χρησιµοποιήθηκαν και πάλι τα εργαλεία του πλαισίου (οπτικοποιήσεις και δείκτες µέτρησης
δραστηριότητας) µαζί µε στατιστικές µεθόδους και µεθόδους εξόρυξης γνώσης.
Λέξεις κλειδιά: Το ϐίντεο στην εκπαίδευση, διαδραστικά ϐίντεο, διαδραστικά
περιβάλλοντα µάθησης, ανάλυση δεδοµένων, εξόρυξη γνώσης, διαχείριση γνώσης, τεχνολογίες ανοιχτού λογισµικού
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Introduction

1.1

Field research and Thesis objectives
The use of computer based applications for learning is a common practice

today amongst educators from all over the world. These computer based applications that are mostly web based offer us an opportunity to collect records of learner
browsing and interaction behaviors and use these records to conduct analysis in
order to draw useful conclusions about the learning process and the settings in
which this process takes place.
Analyzing and modeling the learner behavior while interacting with educational
applications and finding associations between this behavior and other factors such
as the students performance or the student dropout rates is a challenge that lies
within the research objectives of Educational Data Mining and Learning Analytics.
While there has been a lot of writing about the differences and similarities of these
two fields it is commonly accepted that both communities share similar goals and
focus where learning science and data-driven analytics intersect (Papamitsiou &
Economides 2014). Both communities use theory from the learning sciences to
guide their choice of analyses, and aim to contribute back to theory with the results
of their analyses (Baker & Siemens 2013).
Most of the data analyzed by researchers in the fields of Educational Data
Mining and Learning Analytics has been so far usage data coming from Learning Management Systems or ‘LMS’, Intelligent Tutoring Systems ‘ITS’ and Adaptive
Hypermedia Systems ‘AEHS’. Of course, the literature also contains research efforts that concentrate on other web based environments such as Social Networks,
Virtual Learning Environments, and recently the Massive Open Online Course environments known as the MOOCs etc. Detection, identification and modeling of
students’ learning behavior is a primary research objective of both research fields
as depicted in the study of Papamitsiou & Economides 2014. However, today there
is only a small number of publications that deal with the analysis of data coming
from video based learning environments and educational videos in general, and at
1

the time that this thesis started (January 2012) there were only a few instances
of research efforts that concentrated on the topic. This is however not in line with
the growth recorded in the recent years in Video Based Learning (or ‘VBL’) practice
and research but also to the growth recorded in the research fields of Educational
Data Mining and Learning Analytics. This year’s Learning Analytics Conference
LAK 2016 was the largest conference that the specific community organized since
its inauguration in terms of participants.
Video based learning has been practiced for a long time and according to some
researchers there are examples of video based learning since World War II where
soldiers were then trained with a combination of audio and film strips (Yousef at.
al. 2014). Educational videos however became known to a larger audience through
television programs and later with the appearance of the video cassette recorder
known also as the ‘VCR’. The VCR was first used for recreational purposes but it
was soon also introduced in classrooms and libraries for educational purposes.
Although video use for educational purposes witnessed an increase during that
period it was later the Internet and the availability of video content on the web that
contributed to a new and greater growth cycle of video based learning. Research
on the field also followed this growth. The growth in both video based learning
practice and research was particularly strong after 2005 and this is reported in
literature reviews and reports conducted by various stakeholders and which will
be discussed in the first chapters of this thesis.
Although video use today is a widespread practice in K12, Higher education
and in Distant Learning settings and video based learning research counts a large
number of publications, the research that conducts analysis on data coming from
video based learning settings, in order to obtain insights and possibly model the
learner behavior, is a research field that hasn’t received the expected attention.
Moreover, today’s videos can be interactive and this should also be taken into
account when conducting research in video based learning and learning analytics.
Taking into account the above gap in research the objectives of this thesis will
be:
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(a) To develop a framework for capturing, storing and analyzing learner behaviors
from learners that view and interact with educational videos. The videos can
be both linear and interactive. Although videos have been used in education
for a long time it is the recent technological advancements in video players that
enable us to capture the viewing activity in detail (e.g. the segments viewed by
learners). Moreover, the framework should contain a suitable database schema
for storing such data and ways for monitoring learner behaviours and learner
engagement through visualizations and quantitative metrics.
(b) To use the above framework in educational settings in order to collect and store
learner viewing activity data and to conduct analysis using data processing
and data mining methods as well as visualizations and statistical methods.
The aim of the analysis will be to obtain insights on learner behaviors and to
investigate any correlations that these behaviors might have to other factors of
the educational settings, such as the time that the video viewings took place (e.g.
before an assignment, before exams), the length of the videos, the interactive
items that are present in the videos as well as any correlations that the student
viewing patterns might have to learner academic performance.

This thesis will also put special emphasis on interactive videos. Today the levels and types of interactivity in video based learning environments are constantly
evolving and at this point there are important trends that concern interactive videos
that have not been addressed adequately in literature. Therefore another important objective of this thesis will be to explore ways for building interactive video
based learning environments that support learning analytics and to conduct further analysis in such environments.

1.2

Contribution of the Thesis
The thesis focuses on the field of video based learning analytics as well as on

interactive video based learning environments. More specifically, the contribution
of the thesis is related to the research objectives mentioned in the previous section
and is summarized in the following parts:
3

(a) A framework is presented for capturing, storing, and analyzing learner activity
from learners that interact with educational videos. The framework consists of:

• a logging mechanism for capturing learner activity. Initially the logging
mechanism relied on the capabilities of a known commercial e-learning
content production software (i.e. Adobe Captivate). In the second part of
the thesis a similar logging mechanism was developed using the API of an
open source Html 5 video player.

• a suitable database schema for storing the learner activity data.
• a set of visualizations that depict learner viewing patterns and engagement
on learner and video level. The visualizations are obtained using open
source tools and some of these are unique to this research effort.

• a set of metrics for measuring the activity on learner and video level.
The framework also takes into account that today’s educational videos can be
interactive.
The framework was adopted in educational settings and two research experiments were conducted using data analysis and data mining methods (Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2014a and 2014b). The aim of the analysis was to understand learner viewing & activity behaviors and any relations between the
activity and other factors of the educational process such as the events that
take place during a semester (e.g. assignments, exams) as well as the learner
performance.
Initial work on the framework was published in our paper Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2013b.
(b) A novel roadmap is presented for incorporating a broad range of interactive features into a video based learning environment using open source technologies
(i.e. Html 5 video players and their APIs) and open Internet resources (Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2015 and 2016b). The roadmap also describes how the open
source tools are used to support learning analytics and, more specifically, to
build the logging mechanism of the analytics framework presented in the first
part of the thesis.
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Using a commercial software for data capturing in the beginning of our research
suited our needs since we had in our possession a large number of instructional
videos created with the particular e-learning tool. However, using a commercial tool does come with a cost and in this part of the thesis we substitute
the commercial tool and its data capturing mechanism with an open source
solution.
Interactive video based environments that were build using the principles of the
roadmap were adopted in educational settings and were used in three different
research experiments (Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2015, 2016a and 2016b). The
learner behaviors were once again logged and an analysis was carried out on
the captured data-set using visualizations, statistics and data mining methods.
The aim of the analysis was again to understand learner viewing activity and
interactions with respect to the interactive features of the environment and
the educational events that were taking place during the academic semester of
the experiments (i.e. video related assignments and exams). Again, relations
between learner engagement and performance were investigated.
Finally, an open source library is distributed in GitHub1 to aid educators with
the technical knowledge setup an interactive video based learning environment
that supports learning analytics. The library consists of a number of modules
written in the PHP scripting language together with the necessary documentation guidelines on how to set up the database and get the modules running.

1.3

Structure of Thesis

The thesis consists of 9 chapters.
Chapter 1 covers the field research, thesis objectives and the thesis contribution.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of Web Mining in Education. The initial goal of
this thesis was to investigate for a fertile ground for research in the area of datadriven methods and applications that aim at understanding student behaviors, and
1

https://github.com/kleftodimos/IVB-An-interactive-video-builder-that-supports-learning-analytics
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the settings in which students learn in. Since the Educational Data Mining field
was mature at the time that this thesis started, we start this thesis by exploring
the EDM research and, more specifically, the Web Mining in Education research
literature. Since most educational environments today are web based this chapter
focuses on knowledge discovery from web based environments and open Internet
resources. The overview categorizes the recorded research using the web-mining
taxonomy: web content, web usage and web structure mining. The overview also
attempts to identify future trends in the research field. In this chapter we also
provide a short introduction to Learning Analytics by focusing on expert opinions
about the similarities and differences with the field of Educational Data Mining.
Chapter 3 focuses on Video Based Learning. The first part of this chapter
focuses on the growth of video based learning practice and research. The second
part of this chapter focuses on Video Based Learning Analytics. In this part we
explore all research that conducts data analysis on logged data coming from video
based learning environments. Since this research is at a primary stage and there
are not a lot of publications that focus on the field, we present all the publications
that were found during our research.
Chapter 4 presents a framework for recording, monitoring and analyzing learner
behavior while watching and interacting with on-line educational videos. The chapter proposes: (a) a software specific methodology for capturing learner activity data,
(b) a data model for storing the activity data, (c) indicators for measuring the learner
viewing activity (metrics), and, (d) visualizations on learner and video level that aid
the data-analysis process.
In Chapter 5 the framework is adopted in educational settings. Student viewing
behaviors are recorded and analyzed in order to obtain insights on the learner
viewing patterns and any associations between these patterns and other factors of
the educational process such as the events that take place during a semester (e.g.
assignments, exams) as well as the learner performance.
In Chapter 6 more data is gathered and the metrics of the framework are used in
order to conduct analysis using the data mining method of clustering. The analysis
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is carried out in order to obtain groups of learners with similar behaviors, groups of
videos with similar engagement indicators and groups of viewing behaviours with
similar characteristics. Associations with performance are again explored.
Chapter 7 introduces a roadmap for building an interactive video based learning
environment that supports learning analytics using open source technologies and
open Internet resources. The chapter also presents how this environment was used
in educational settings and the findings obtained from analyzing learner activity
data gathered over an academic year.
Chapter 8 uses the principles of the roadmap to build an interactive video based
environment for learning ‘Image Editing’ techniques. This environment was used
in educational settings to support a course with title ‘Image and Video Editing
Principles’ and a dataset of viewing & activity behaviours was obtained. Indicators
from this dataset were used in a clustering scheme to obtain groups of learners
with similar characteristics.
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis and discusses limitations and future directions.
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2

An Overview of Web mining in Education
The initial goal of this thesis was to investigate for a fertile ground for research

in the area of data-driven methods and applications that aim at understanding
learners and the settings in which they learn. At the time that this thesis started
(January 2012) the Educational Data Mining field was already mature. Four conferences were organized by the Educational Data Mining ‘EDM’ community and
the same community published the first issue of the Journal of Educational Data
Mining in 2009. Learning Analytics on the other hand was at a starting phase
since the ‘LA’ community launched its first conference in 2011.
So since the EDM research area was more mature at the initial phase of this
thesis we started our effort by exploring this area and by concentrating more on
the Web Mining in Education research.
This chapter provides an overview of the advances on web mining in the domain
of education by categorizing research on the field using the web-mining taxonomy:
web content, web usage and web structure mining.
Previous reviews focused on data mining methods applied to data derived from
educational software applications (web based or not) and institutional administrative systems as well as from data gathered in typical classroom environments.
This overview on the other hand focuses on knowledge acquired from web based
educational environments and the open web. More specifically, it addresses: (a) applications that dynamically update their content by extracting relevant educational
information from the open web in order to meet user specific needs, (b) applications
that extract knowledge from usage data coming from educational web-based environments, and, (c) applications that obtain knowledge coming from structure data
such as links or social network connections that exist in e-learning applications
and the open web.
This overview is also included in Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2013a.
At the end of the chapter we carry out a short discussion on the similarities and
differences between the field of Educational Data mining and the closely related
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field of Learning Analytics that made its appearance in 2011.

2.1

Introduction

The term web mining was introduced by Etzioni (Etzioni, 1996) to denote the use
of data mining techniques to automatically discover web documents and services,
extract information from web resources, and uncover general patterns on the Web.
Over the years, web mining research has been extended to cover the use of data
mining and similar techniques to discover resources, patterns, and knowledge from
the Web and web-related data (Chen & Chau 2004).
Web mining is broadly interdisciplinary, attracting researchers from various
science fields, such as databases, artificial intelligence, statistics, cognitive social
theory, pedagogy, psychology, linguistics and so on. The World Wide Web is today
a huge and widely distributed source of information and applications, and has advanced to a point where it is affecting almost every science field and every aspect of
the human activity and communication. As a consequence, web mining has applications in many areas, such as e-commerce, e-services, administration, medicine,
and areas of societal benefit, such as e-government, politics, public security and
crime investigation (Lappas 2008). Another area affected by the advances in web
mining is education.
Today there is a vast amount of educational resources that can be found all over
the Internet, from University web sites to tutor personal web pages and recently
the social web with sites like Facebook, Blogger and YouTube, where educational
material is hosted in text and multimedia form. However, educational content that
exists in the web is in unstructured or semi-structured form and in many different
formats. This makes the task of discovering and organizing this content in an
automated way a complex task.
The developments in educational technology have introduced a broad range of
educational applications and platforms that are mainly web-based. These applications can be interactive and they can also support collaborative learning. The
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educational content in these applications can be in the form of text or multimedia.
These applications can also combine entertainment with educational tasks and in
this case they are called edutainment applications. They may also contain other
interesting features that aid the learning process. For example, they can contain ‘intelligence’ in order to provide the learner with individualized instructions
(i.e. intelligent tutoring systems) and adapt their content to the learners’ needs
(i.e. adaptive hypermedia systems). More specifically, Intelligent Tutoring Systems
(ITSs) are computer-based instructional systems with models of instructional content that specify what to teach, and teaching strategies that specify how to teach
(Wenger 1987, Ohlsson 1987). Adaptive hypermedia systems on the other hand
build a model of the goals, preferences and knowledge of each individual user, and
use this model throughout the interaction with the user, in order to adapt to the
needs of that user (Brusilovsky P. 1998). A variety of other platforms are also used
in education today, for storing, organizing and distributing educational content
and for providing the means of communication between all stakeholders (students,
tutors, etc.). Examples of such applications are the Learning Management Systems (e.g. Moodle) and Social Networking engines that have been designed and
developed for institutional use (e.g. ELGG Social Software 2 , Edmonto 3 ).
Data Mining (DM) research in education has been recorded since the mid 90s
(Romero & Ventura, 2007) and the interest in this field of research has been increasing since then. A considerable number of publications have been presented
in conferences and journals related to Educational Technologies. The interest increased over the years and special workshops were dedicated to this particular
research area in a number of conferences that took place from 2000 to 2007 (e.g.
5th International Conference in Intelligent Tutoring Systems - ITS’00, 20th National Conference on Artificial Intelligence AAAI’05, 13th Artificial Intelligence in
Education Conference AIED’07, 7th IEEE International Conference in Advanced
Learning Technologies - ICALT’07) (Romero & Ventura, 2010). Besides the ongoing
publications that are presented in conferences and journals related to e-learning,
this area has advanced today to the point where an International Conference on
2
3

https://elgg.org
https://www.edmodo.com/
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Educational Data Mining (EDM) is being organized annually since 2008. Annual
conferences on EDM were joined by the Journal of Educational Data Mining, which
published its first issue in 2009. The first Handbook of Educational Data Mining
was published in 2010 and in 2011 the International Educational Data Mining
Society (IEDMS4 ) was formed with a mission to promote research in the interdisciplinary field of educational data mining, and to organize the EDM conferences and
journal.
Educational Data Mining, according to the EDM community definition, is ‘‘an
emerging discipline, concerned with developing methods for exploring the unique
types of data that come from educational settings, and using those methods to better understand students and the settings in which they learn in’’. The educational
settings include the typical classroom environments (off-line education), e-learning
applications and information systems that hold data related to the educational process such as student attendance, performance and profile information. Although
there are research papers that apply DM on data gathered in classroom environments (e.g. student’s behaviour/performance, curriculum, etc.), and data coming
from institutional administrative systems, most of the research papers presented
in EDM conferences deal with DM techniques applied on data coming from Learning Management Systems (LMS), Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and Adaptive
Hypermedia Systems (AEHS) (Romero & Ventura, 2010). These applications are
mainly web based and data used from these educational applications for data mining purposes is mainly learner usage data and to a smaller extend content and
structure data.
By 2013 three reviews had been produced by recognized members of the EDM
community in order to record the developments in the field (Romero & Ventura,
2007, 2010, 2013; Baker & Yacef, 2009). In these extensive and analytical reviews research was categorized according to different taxonomies. Research categorization was either based on the data mining techniques used (i.e. clustering,
classification and outlier detection; association rule mining and sequential pattern
mining; and text mining) and on the areas of application of EDM methods (i.e. im4

http://www.educationaldatamining.org
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provement of student models, pedagogical support, looking for empirical evidence
to refine and extend educational theories etc.). However, besides the main focus of
the EDM community which is knowledge extraction from e-learning applications,
there is also research that focuses on extracting valuable educational knowledge
from the open Web. More specifically, there is research that aims at discovering,
organizing and aggregating valuable educational content from the open web, using
web mining techniques, and incorporating this content in e-Learning applications.
The aim of this overview is to also identify and report this ongoing research. Therefore, this overview diverges from the focus of the EDM community, which deals
mainly with knowledge extraction from data derived from e-Learning applications
because it provides a broader perspective of the applications of web mining in education by incorporating research on discovery and classification of educational
content, as well as knowledge acquisition from open web resources in general.
In this overview we will organize research associated with web mining in education using the prevalent web mining taxonomy and its three main categories:
web content, usage, and structure mining. Although we will be referring quite
often throughout this text to the data mining techniques that are frequently used
(i.e. classification, clustering, etc.) it is outside the scope of this work to describe
in detail these techniques. This overview is organized as follows: the web-mining
taxonomy is described in Section 2.2, the research in educational web mining is
categorized with respect to the web mining categories in Section 2.3, and a discussion is carried out in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 the field of Learning Analytics
is introduced in brief and a short discussion is carried out on the differences and
similarities between the field of Web Mining in Education and the field of Learning
Analytics. The chapter summarizes in Section 2.6.

2.2

Web Mining Taxonomy

Etzioni in 1996 proposed an organization of web mining into the following sub
tasks: (a) resource discovery, for locating unfamiliar document and services on the
web, (b) information extraction, for automatically extracting specific information
for newly discovered documents, and, (c) generalization, for uncovering general
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patterns from web sites. A year later, in 1997, Cooley et. al. (1997) presented a
taxonomy with two main categories: web content and web usage mining. Today,
this taxonomy, extended by one more category (structure mining) is widely accepted
and this is evident from a large number of publications. However, the definitions
of the categories have been changing and will continue to change to map the web
evolution and to embrace new research methods.

2.2.1

Web Content Mining

Web content mining describes the discovery of useful information and the extraction of knowledge from the contents of the Web. Application of text mining to
web content has been the most widely researched topic. Issues addressed in text
mining are: topic discovery, extraction of association patterns, clustering of web
documents and classification of web pages (Srivastava et. al. 2005). Web content
has been increasing steadily over the years and this process has been accelerated
with the advent of Web 2.0 and the user generated content. Today the web is
not dominated by commercial and institutional sites anymore and content can be
uploaded by every individual with a connection to the Internet. Web content may
encompass a very broad range of data. Besides the typical hypertext or the document data that exists in various formats (i.e. pdf), the Web also contains large
volumes of multimedia data, such as images, video and animations. The advent
of high speed broadband connections and the arrival of video and image sharing
sites like YouTube and Flickr, contributed to the increase of multimedia data on
the Internet. This gives particular importance to a research field related to web
content mining called multimedia web mining. Multimedia web mining focuses on
mining methods applied to multimedia data. Another field that is closely related to
web content mining (or is part of content mining, according to some researchers)
is opinion mining and sentiment analysis. This field uses natural language processing (NLP) and text mining techniques in order to automatically identify and
recognize opinions and emotions in text derived from user posts and comments in
web forums, blogs and other social media sites.
Web content mining is also closely related to information retrieval (IR). Re-
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searchers have claimed that resource or document discovery on the web is an
instance of web content mining and others associate web mining with intelligent
IR. Kosala and Blockheel (2000) claim in their work that web mining is part of the
(web) information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE) process since web
mining methods such as document classification or categorization are frequently
used in both information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE). The authors propose that research in web content mining could be differentiated from two
points of view: Information Retrieval (IR) and Database (DB) views. The goal of
web content mining from the IR view is mainly to assist or improve the information
finding or the filtering of the information, while the goal of web content mining from
the DB view is to model data on the web and to integrate this data so that more
sophisticated queries other than the keywords based search could be performed.
They also state that IR view has global scope and spans the entire Web, while the
DB view has local scope and spans a specific web page.

2.2.2

Web Usage Mining

Web usage mining focuses on the discovery of knowledge from user activity while
browsing Internet sites and web applications (e.g. Cooley R., 2000; Srivastava
et. al. 2000; Mobasher, B. 2006; Liu B., 2007; Román et. al. 2010). This
activity data can be found in various formats and in a number of places, such as
web server access logs, proxy server logs, browser logs, cookies, and databases of
online applications, depending on whether the collection is carried out at server
level, client level or proxy level. Browsing activity can also be recorded with the
aid of small software programs that enhance the functionality of the client browser
(i.e. Google toolbar, Firefox addons, Chrome extensions). The browsing activity
captured by the browser can then be stored in remote databases. Web usage
mining exploits user data in order to go one step further than log analysis tools,
which provide statistics about site visitor activity (i.e. page hits, times of visits, hits
per hour, etc.). Acquiring knowledge about the user behaviour and usage patterns
has proven very useful for a number of application areas, such as e-commerce,
video games and e-learning that is the focus of this overview.
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2.2.3

Web Structure Mining

Knowledge extraction based on the structure of the Web is known as web structure mining. The Web contains a large variety of objects with no unifying structure,
such as web pages, multimedia data, etc. These objects can be connected to one
another either by hyperlinks or other types of social connections. Mining these
types of connections is known as Hyperlink Network Analysis (HNA) or social network analysis (SNA) or structural analysis. The social network notion is derived
from sociology. A social network is a set of nodes (people, organizations or other
social entities) connected by a set of relationships, such as friendship, affiliation
or information exchange (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Social network analysis (or
social network mining) is a set of research procedures for identifying structures in
social systems based on the relations among system components. Hyperlink network mining on the other hand casts hyperlinks between web sites as social and
communicational ties applying standard techniques from SNA (Park & Thelwall,
2003). Thus, web structure mining is the process of obtaining knowledge from a
web graph (e.g. identifying communities and influential websites or blogs), which
is formed either by extracting link connections between web pages or by extracting
other types of connections that result from interaction and communication activity
amongst users in the social web. Such activity can be the friendship relation between Facebook users, the ‘likes’ and comments attached to a Facebook post, the
follower connection in Twitter, the subscription in a You-Tube channel, the rating
or the comments in a You-Tube video or a blog post. These social connections
however can also be viewed as hyperlinks from a strictly technical point of view.
HITS and PageRank are two page ranking algorithms that are based on web structure mining. These algorithms calculate the importance of web pages from the
link structure of the web. Similar techniques based on the analysis of the linking
behaviour amongst web pages, can also be applied to the social Web. For example
these techniques can be used to calculate the importance of blogs in the blogosphere (e.g. Technorati authority measurement) or the importance of individuals
in web communities (e.g. influential social media users). Similar techniques are
used for ranking the importance of scientific journals (e.g. impact factor).
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2.3

Applications of Web Mining in Education

Several procedures were followed to produce this overview. First the Scholar Google
and DBLP databases were searched extensively based on a range of key terms. The
key terms used were always a combination of terms associated to web mining and
terms referring to education (i.e. education, educational content, e-learning etc.).
The terms associated to web mining included content, usage and structure mining, classification, clustering, association rule, information retrieval and focused
crawling, mashups, social network analysis, and link analysis. Furthermore the
reference section for each relevant article found was searched in order to find additional articles. More than 100 articles were examined. Finally, all EDM conference
papers from 2008 to 2012 were scanned in order to be categorized according to the
Web mining taxonomy. The overview concentrates mainly on research carried out
from 2005 onwards.

2.3.1

Web Content Mining in Education

Content mining methods can be viewed from an information retrieval (IR) or database
(DB) view. IR has global scope while DB view has local scope. Global scope spans
the entire web while local scope spans a specific web page. These web pages can either be ordinary sites with educational content or content that exists in e-learning
applications. In this section we will examine applications of web content mining in
education giving focus to the IR view.
Web content mining in education encompasses methods used to retrieve meaningful educational content from the Web to meet user specific needs, and valuable
knowledge that could help educators in the learning process and in decision making. The web resources that contain educational content are following the general
trend of the web where information is constantly changing. New sites are coming
into existence and old sites are either updated or withdrawn on a daily basis. The
popularity of exchange and dissemination of content through the web has created a
huge amount of educational resources, and the challenge of locating suitable learning references specific to a learning topic has become a big challenge (Prashant et.
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al. 2010) . Various researchers tried to address this specific problem by using
information retrieval methods and data mining techniques such as classification
and clustering. These methods were used either to provide the users with efficient
tools to track topic specific educational resources or to build digital libraries and
e-learning applications that update their content dynamically.
For example, Prashant et. al. (2010) attempted to give a solution to the problem
of locating learning materials in the web tailored to user needs, by developing an
intelligent repository of educational resources that updates its content dynamically.
Their work used crawling, classification, and information extraction techniques for
the task of identifying useful softwares/tools for education from the web. Tang
and McCalla (2005) developed an e-learning environment that updates its content
in a dynamic manner by retrieving topic specific scientific articles from CiteSeer.
Besides acquiring knowledge from the web with the use of information retrieval
methods, this system also extracts knowledge from the users’ interaction with the
system (usage data) to recommend new articles to the user according to his/her
interests. Therefore, the authors in this system combine content mining with usage
mining methods, which are considered in the next section.
Focused crawling is an information retrieval method that can be used in order
to discover and categorize educational content by topic area. A focused crawler can
be defined as a web crawler that seeks, retrieves, indexes and maintains pages on
a specific topic, which represents a relatively narrow segment of the web. There are
examples of research where focused crawling is used in order to search and deliver
appropriate learning material to users. Focused crawling was used by Biletskiy
et. al. (2009) who developed a technical solution for tracing learning objects from
digital libraries on the Web, for further search and delivery to learners. Premlatha and Geetha (2011) used focused crawling to traverse the Web and collect
educational resources, categorized by topic area, for an e-learning content management system. Schmitz et. al. (2002) used focused crawling in their system
called Courseware Watchdog, which aimed at finding and visualizing educational
material on the web and in peer-to-peer networks according to user needs. Lawless
et. al. (2008) developed a system named Open Corpus Content Service (OCCS) that
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enables the discovery and classification of educational content from open corpus
sources in the web and the incorporation of such content into e-learning systems.
OCCS discovers, harvests and indexes content with the use of a focused crawler,
content classifier and indexer. These are some examples but we have also spotted
some others in the literature (Lawless,2007; Lee et.al 2008) .
The volume of the Web is increasing rapidly and this process has been accelerated by the introduction of the social web and the user generated content that is
added to it (e.g. YouTube). The content of Web 2.0 can be exploited for educational
purposes. APIs that provide interfaces to Web 2.0 services, crawling techniques
and other content mining methods can be used in order to retrieve and aggregate
useful educational content. An example of such an effort is the research conducted
by Hong et. al. (2010) who used information retrieval, clustering and natural language processing (NLP) techniques to construct a multimedia encyclopedia called
Mediapedia, which is automatically produced and dynamically updated by leveraging on the online Web 2.0 resources (i.e. Wikipedia and FlickR). The system crawls
diverse images from Flickr and uses clustering to generate exemplar images for
specific concepts. It then associates the exemplar images with relevant contents
derived from Wikipedia, by using NLP techniques and noisy tag filtering. As a last
step the system presents the text contents for each concept with a synchronized
video presentation that is constructed from the exemplar images.
Content mining can also be used in combination with other techniques in order
to produce new content from existing content on the web. Microsoft researchers
Scott, Liu and Zhou (2011) used web content mining and NLP techniques in order
to develop Engkoo, a system for exploring and learning languages by mining translation knowledge (a massive set of bilingual terms and sentences) from across billions of web pages. Engkoo was primarily used for Chinese users who are learning
English, but the authors claim its underlying technology is language independent
and can be extended in other language domains.
Although so far we focused on content mining from the Information Retrieval
(IR) point of view, and specifically, in applications that extract knowledge from
the open web, content mining methods can also be applied to content that exists
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inside web pages and e-learning platforms. Research in this field includes text
mining and sentiment mining techniques applied to learner generated data (e.g.
student discussions in forum threads) (Lin et. al 2009; Kim & Calvo, 2010), text
mining techniques applied on e-learning material in order to construct a concept
map (Šimko & Bieliková,2009), natural language processing and other content
based methods that automatically evaluate student knowledge about a topic by
comparing student input with various sources of knowledge that describe the topic
accurately (Rus et. al 2009), etc.
Finally, web content mining in the context of education can also be used to
deliver knowledge to educators in order to support decision-making. Ciolac et.
al.

(2010) proposed an automated web content mining framework to evaluate

the compatibility between university curricula and market qualification needs. To
achieve this, they used software information agents to derive information from
university and e-recruitment web sites.

2.3.2

Web Usage Mining in Education

Advances in educational technology are constant and have a considerable impact
on the way teaching is conducted. Technology developments affect almost every
area of education. Interactive learning applications have been developed for a
broad range of subjects such as mathematics, science, language learning, and
for different areas of education, such as special education and teacher education.
These applications can contain ‘intelligence’ and adaptability to the user needs
(i.e. Intelligent Tutoring systems, Adaptive Hypermedia Systems). In other words,
these applications can match their instructional content or adapt their educational
content to the learner’s changing state of knowledge, performance or interests,
motivations and identity. These applications can be operated off-line but many are
web-based and can be accessed through the Web. Learning management systems
are also web-based. Almost all higher institutions use in one way or the other
some form of web based environment for educational purposes and web usage
data coming from these environments make up a gold mine for educational web
usage mining.
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Web usage mining has been used in the past by various disciplines, such as
e-commerce, to obtain knowledge about the consumer interests and navigational
behavior (e.g. Mihai, 2009; Kohavi, 2001; Cho et. al. 2004). This knowledge
was then often used to increase consumer sales. Equivalently, web usage mining
in educational environments can be used to understand student learning patterns
and the environment in which the learning process takes place. Most papers in the
field of web mining in education are dedicated to data mining methods performed
on usage data in order to acquire a better understanding on the student learning
patterns. The EDM community research focuses on knowledge extracted from
educational settings and these settings are mainly educational environments and
to a smaller extend typical classroom environments and administrative information
systems that hold student profile and performance information.
Web-based learning environments are able to record student actions and interactions (in log files and databases), and hence, are able to provide a huge amount
of learning profiles. Web usage mining in educational environments can be used to
answer questions like: ‘which are the most common navigational routes followed
by the learners and which of these routes lead to effective learning?’ (Romero et.
al. 2008a), ‘how effective is an educational environment?’, ‘Which are the pages/topics that students skip and what is the amount of time the students spend with
a single page, a chapter or the full course?’ ‘can we predict the performance of
the learners by examining their activity in an LMS?’ (Zafra & Ventura, 2009), ‘how
likely a student is to give a correct answer to a problem in an intelligent tutoring
system?’ (Cetintas et. al. 2009), ‘which are the main student categories according
to their learning patterns in an LMS?’ (Romero et. al. 2008b), ‘can we predict the
student failure and dropout rate?’ (Lykourentzou et. al. 2009).
In this category of Web usage mining, where the data is coming from educational environments, we find a great number of publications mainly presented in
the EDM conferences and workshops but also in other conferences and journals
dedicated to education. Web usage data in EDM research is mainly derived from
learning management, intelligent tutoring, and adaptive hypermedia systems, and
to a smaller extend, from other web-based applications that assist and evaluate
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learning, such as, educational games, online tests and quizzes, etc. Until 2005,
data universally came from the research group conducting the analysis. In other
words, in order to do educational data mining research, a researcher first needed
to collect one’s own educational data (Baker & Yacef, 2009). This is no longer a necessity due to the fact that Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center opened a public
data repository, the PSLC DataShop , which makes substantial quantities of data
from a variety of online learning environments available for free to any researcher
worldwide. In this way, a data mining researcher who does not have access to
usage data stored in log or database files of educational environments, can use
DataShop data in order to conduct research but also to compare research findings
with other researchers that have used the same data sets, or to build on other
researchers’ past efforts (Baker & Yacef,2009).

2.3.3

Web Structure Mining in Education

Web structure mining also has applications in education. In the last few years,
there has been an increasing focus on social software applications and services
as a result of the rapid evolution of Web 2.0. Web 2.0 tools such as blogs, wikis
and social networking platforms (i.e. Facebook, Twitter) and other types of collaborative learning tools are adopted today by many educators (Minocha, 2009;
Tekinarslan, 2010; Aydin, 2012). Web 2.0 features are also incorporated in known
e-learning platforms (e.g. Moodle). The exploration of social relationships developed in these environments but also in other collaborative learning environments
through user interactions and collaboration can be used for drawing important conclusions about the learner behaviour and to discover communities that are formed
in these environments. The SNA approach offers a method for mapping interactions amongst actors within a network, visualizing connectedness, and quantifying
some characteristics of these processes within a community (De Laat et. al. 2007).
The actors (or nodes) of a network graph in e-learning settings typically represent
students or teachers. Nodes may also represent other entities if the domain is the
open web such as web pages, digital libraries institutions and articles. E-learning
in work settings can also involve co-workers and collaborators.
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In the literature we encounter a number of publications concerning SNA in online learning environments. De Laat et. al. 2007 provided a general overview of
how SNA is applied in computer-supported collaborative learning research. Stepanyan et. al. 2010 and Ullrich et. al. 2010 used the microblogging platform
Twitter in the educational process and carried out SNA to identify the patterns and
trends of network dynamics. Xu and Recker 2010 collected user activity data in
a peer production educational system, and followed a social network perspective
in analysing this data. They focused their research on the relationships between
users (teachers in this case) in order to identify important users and like-minded
user groups. Crespo and Antunes 2012 used effective techniques for social network analysis to quantify the performance of students in teamwork. There are
of course more instances of SNA applications in e-learning (Shen et. al. 2008;
Obsivac et. al. 2012).
In the category of structure mining, we also need to include the large number of
applications that use books and articles stored in scientific databases (i.e. Citeseer,
Scholar Google, DBLP) in order to obtain knowledge from article content and the
citation graph. These applications use web content mining and web structure mining methods for tasks such as identification of web communities, areas impacted
by specific research, co-authorship networks (Liu et. al. 2005), the network of
conference participants (Matsuo et. al. 2003) etc. For example, Tang et. al. 2008
developed the ArtMiner System that aims at extracting and mining academic social
networks. Their goal was to build a system that extracts researcher profiles automatically from the web and integrates these profiles with publication data derived
from on-line digital libraries. Furthermore the system models the entire academic
network and provides search services for this network. Cai et. al. 2005, used
data mining techniques to discover hidden communities in heterogeneous social
networks, and used the DBLP dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of their
method. The applications in this field are numerous and the whole field of citation
analysis could fall under this category.
There are also publications that use link analysis to identify inter-institutional
relations (Ortega et. al. 2007). Although academic and research community
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identification is not directly related to the learning process, it may be of interest to
various stakeholders and also valuable to the educational progress.
Finally, according to some researchers (Romero & Ventura, 2010), collaborative
filtering or social filtering is also related to social network or structural mining.
Collaborative filtering is a method of making automatic predictions (filtering) about
the interests of a user by collecting taste preferences from users that share a
number of similar interests. In this case, the graph examined is the graph created
by the user preferences. Collaborative filtering is used for producing personal
recommendations.

2.4

Discussion

Having given examples of applications of web mining in education, it must be stated
that the mining tasks of web content, usage, and structure mining can be used in
isolation or in combination (Kosala & Blockeel, 2000). There are many applications
that use more than one of these tasks in combination in order to accomplish their
objectives. For example there is research that combines social network analysis
with content analysis to gain a richer picture of networked learning, investigating
not only who is talking to whom, but what they are talking about and why they
are talking in this way. For example De Laat et. al. 2006 applied SNA to visualize
the social structure of Networked Learning Communities, Content Analysis (CA)
to identify learning and teaching processes and Context Analysis (CxA) to study
students’ personal experiences and intentions. Recommendation or personalization techniques (content based and collaborative filtering) rely mainly on usage
data but also on educational content and structural information that reside in elearning applications in order to provide users with the information they want or
need, without expecting from them to ask for it explicitly. There are of course other
examples where we have a combination of mining methods for achieving a task
and some examples have been given in earlier sections of this overview (Tang &
McCalla, 2005; Šimko & Bieliková, 2009).
Another point of consideration is that the distinction amongst the web mining
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categories has never been clear-cut (Kosala & Blockeel, 2000). These distinctions
are probably even more blurred today with the evolution of the participatory Web
2.0. For example, text posted by users on a social web platform can be subject
to all three categories. Web content mining techniques such as text mining and
opinion mining can be used to obtain knowledge from the textual data (e.g. the
sentiment polarity of the document), web usage mining methods can be used to
acquire knowledge about the user behavior by exploring more quantitative aspects,
such as the number of posts a user makes and the amount of text in a post, and,
finally, text postings (i.e. comments) in a blog, forum, or another social networking
platform can be viewed as interaction data between the users, and therefore, be
subject to web structure mining. The web mining taxonomy is heavily related to
the Web 1.0 environment and the arrival of Web 2.0 may pose the need for new
taxonomy theories or redefinition of the existing ones.
Web usage mining methods in education appear considerably more frequently
in literature when compared to content mining and structure mining methods. As
explained in the beginning of this chapter, the EDM community research focuses
on extracting knowledge from educational settings. Although these settings are not
restricted to e-learning applications most of the research concentrates on data mining methods applied on usage data coming from intelligent tutoring systems (ITS),
adaptive hypermedia systems (AEHS) and learning management systems (LMS),
which are used in higher but also in other levels of education. However, there are
also other environments used in learning such as video based environments and
mining usage data from these environments seems to be an unexplored area.
Content mining research focusing on discovering, organizing and aggregating
educational content is also limited. In the search carried out in scientific databases
(DBLP and Scholar Google) and in EDM conference proceedings (in the academic
year 2012-2013), we were able to spot only a handful of instances and most of
them are included in the references (e.g.Prashant et. al 2010; Schmitz et. al 2002;
Tang & McCalla, 2005; Biletskiy et. al. 2009; Premlatha & Geetha, 2011; Lawless
et. al. 2008). This research is of great interest since it proposes automated ways to
utilize the vast amount of educational material that resides in the web. However,
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the task of discovering and organizing relevant educational material is a complex
task due to the fact that web content is in unstructured or semi structured form
and educational material exists in many different formats (e.g. notes, articles,
videos, powerpoint presentations etc.).
Social network analysis (or structural analysis) methods in web based education appear more frequently than IR content mining methods but considerably less
frequently than usage mining methods. Research efforts that use social network
analysis to extract knowledge from educational applications made their appearance
after 2005 according to the EDM review carried out in 2010 (Romero & Ventura
2010). In this review 15 out of the 306 references examined were related to social network mining. By looking at the publications from the top five Journals in
the Scholar Google Educational Technology impact list (i.e. Computer Education,
British Journal of Educational Technology, Journal of Computer Assisted Learning,
Educational Technology & Society, Educational Technology Research and Development) for the year 2012 together with the EDM conference proceedings for the
same year, we identify 6 publications that use social network mining techniques
(Crespo & Antunes 2012; Obsivac et. al. 2012; López et. al. 2012; Cadima et.
al. 2012; Oshima, et. al. 2012; Jimoyiannis,et. al. 2012). Thus, we could conclude that research on using social network analysis in the educational domain is
increasing and will most likely continue to increase since the use of educational
Web 2.0 applications and collaborative tools is a relatively new and emerging trend.
The fact that Web 2.0 tools usage is an emerging trend in education is evident from
the number of publications that appear in the five journals mentioned above for
the year 2012. An examination of the aforementioned publications will reveal that
there are two special issues dedicated to the use of Web 2.0 tools in education with
6 and 5 publications accordingly that are directly related to the topic (Pachler et.
al. 2012; Ravenscroft et. al. 2012). Furthermore we were able to track at least 5
instances related to the use of Web 2.0 tools in education in the other 3 journals
(i.e. Junco, R. 2012; Bennett et. al. 2012; Chuang et. al. 2012; Tambouris et. al.
2012; Aydin, S. 2012).
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2.5

Learning Analytics: Similarities and differences with Educational Data Mining
Besides Educational Data Mining another related field that comes by the

name of Learning Analytics has also emerged in the wake of the ability to capture
an increasing volume of data from educational environments and settings. Learning analytics and Educational Data Mining are two research fields with overlapping
objectives and methodological approaches but also a number of differences.
Today the research fields of Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining are
being represented by two communities. Besides the common interests and objectives as well as methodologies and tools the two communities also share a number
of researchers that participate in both communities.
Both communities organize their own conference annually. The Learning Analytics community organizes the Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK) conference
while as already mentioned the Educational Data Mining community organizes the
Educational Data Mining (EDM) conference. Moreover, most conferences on learning technologies (e.g. ICALT, ICSLE, ECTEL etc.) dedicate sessions or workshops
to the particular fields. The two communities also maintain two different journals,
the Journal of Learning Analytics and the Journal of Educational Data Mining.
According to the definitions introduced during the 1st International Conference
on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK), LA is ‘‘the measurement, collection,
analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of
understanding and optimizing learning and environments in which it occurs’’ 5 .
According to the EDM society ‘‘Educational Data Mining is an emerging discipline,
concerned with developing methods for exploring the unique types of data that
come from educational settings, and using those methods to better understand
students, and the settings which they learn in’’ 6 .
Besides the similarities that can be spotted in the definitions given by the two research communities many researchers have given their own opinions about where
5
6

https://tekri.athabascau.ca/analytics/
http://www.educationaldatamining.org
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these two areas meet and where they differ. However, there are differences in the
opinions of these researchers which makes the borders and overlapping areas of
the two research communities somehow blurred.
As far as similarities are concerned both fields focus on the educational domain,
work with data originating from educational environments, and convert this data
into relevant information with the aim of improving the learning process.
According to Baker & Siemens (2013) researchers in EDM are more interested
in automated methods for discovery within educational data while researchers
in LA are more interested in human-led methods for exploring educational data.
This difference approximately tracks the relationship between data mining and
exploratory data analysis, in the wider scientific literature.
According to Ferguson (2012), EDM focuses more on the technical challenge,
that is working with DM algorithms for extracting value from big sets of learner
data while Learning Analytics focuses on the educational challenge, that is finding ways to optimize opportunities for online learning. A similar opinion for EDM
belongs to Romero & Ventura (2013) who states that EDM is concerned with developing, researching, and applying computerized methods to detect patterns in
large collections of educational data that would otherwise be hard or impossible to
analyze due to the enormous volume of data within which they exist.
Baepler & Murdoch (2010) draw the distinction between learning analytics and
data mining in that LA is hypothesis-driven while EDM is not. EDM lacks a hypothesis to drive the investigation and waits for data mining techniques to reveal
hidden patterns in student behaviour without a preconceived hypothesis.
Papamitsiou & Economides in their literature review that focuses on both fields
state that LA adopts a holistic framework, seeking to understand systems in their
full complexity while EDM adopts a reductionistic viewpoint by analyzing individual
components, seeking for new patterns in data and modifying respective algorithms.
According to the authors these two research areas are complementary and in order
to capture the whole picture, someone should follow their traces alongside each
other.
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Erik Duval (Baker et. al 2012) a researcher from the LAK community states
that Learning Analytics is about collecting traces that learners leave behind and
using those traces to improve learning. Educational Data Mining can process the
traces algorithmically and point out patterns or compute indicators. Erik Duval
and his research team uses the traces in order to empower learners to be ‘better
learners’. They focus on building dashboards that visualize the traces in ways that
help learners or teachers to steer the learning process.
Learning analytics is not a genuine new research area. It reflects a field at the
intersection of numerous academic disciplines such as learning science, pedagogy,
psychology, Web science and computer science (Dawson et al., 2014). Compared
to sciences such as physics, biology, and climate science, the learning sciences are
relatively late in using analytics. For example, the first journal devoted primarily
to analytics in the biological sciences, Computers in Biology and Medicine, began
publication in 1970. By contrast, the first journal targeted towards analytics in
the learning sciences, the Journal of Educational Data Mining, began publication
in 2009.
LA concepts and methods are drawn from a variety of related research fields
including business intelligence, web analytics, academic analytics, action research,
educational data mining, recommender systems, personalized adaptive learning
and predictive analytics. According to Chatti (2012), the techniques used for LA
can overlap with those used in EDM but also can include some other methods that
are typically used in data analysis. EDM focuses on the application of typical data
mining techniques (i.e. clustering, classification, and association rule mining) to
support teachers and students in analyzing the learning process. In addition to
data mining techniques, LA further includes other methods, such as statistical and
visualization tools. LA has also a more pedagogical focus (Chatti 2014). It puts
different analytics methods into practice for studying their actual effectiveness on
the improvement of teaching and learning (learner-focused analytics).
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2.6

Summary

In this chapter we provided an overview of the applications of web mining in education by categorizing applications with respect to the three web mining categories:
web content, web usage, and web structure mining. Content mining methods are
used to retrieve, organize and aggregate educational resources from the web and
to extract knowledge from the content that lies inside e-learning platforms. This
chapter also reports research that uses content mining methods from the IR view,
which was absent from previous reviews that focused mainly on knowledge extraction from usage data coming from e-learning environments. Web usage mining
methods are used to obtain knowledge from learner activity data in web based educational settings. Web structure mining methods, such as social network analysis,
extract knowledge from graphs that are formed from interactions and collaboration
amongst users in e-learning applications, but also from links that reside in the web
between educational related entities (e.g. inter- institutional web link connections)
as well as co-citations in scientific articles.
From our research that took place in the academic year 2012-2013 we concluded the following:
Web usage mining methods in web based education appear considerably more
frequently in literature when compared to content mining and structure mining
methods. These methods are typically applied on usage data coming from learning management systems, intelligent tutoring systems and adaptive hypermedia
systems. However, there are other environments that are also used in learning
such as video based learning environments and there seems to be a shortage of
research efforts that apply usage mining techniques to data coming from such
environments.
Research using content mining methods from the IR view in order to discover
and organize or aggregate educational content from different sources was also limited. On the other hand research using social network analysis in educational
environments started to appear from 2005 onwards and by 2013 there were signs
that this research (relying on SNA techniques) was increasing. By looking at the
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publications from the top five Journals for the year 2012 together with the EDM
conference proceedings for the same year, we identified 6 publications that use social network mining techniques. Three years after, just by looking only at the conference proceedings of EDM 2015 we identified again 6 publications (i.e. Bydžovská
2015; Brown et. al. 2015; Jiang et. al. 2015; Dowell et. al. 2015; Hayashi 2015;
Anaya et. al. 2015). It is evident that the trend continued.
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the Web Mining research in Education
in order to identify potential areas for further research. The field of EDM was
already mature by the time that this thesis started. In 2011 another closely related
research field made its appearance, the field of Learning Analytics. In the end of
this chapter we carried out a short discussion on the similarities and differences
of the two fields.
The research conducted in this thesis spans both fields since it uses data mining
and exploratory analysis methods. More specifically, we use methods typical in
data mining (e.g. K-means clustering), statistical methods (e.g. parametric and non
parametric t-tests, Pearson’s correlation coefficient etc.) as well as visualizations
that aid in the faster interpretation of the data. These methods are used in order
to make sense of learner behaviors and to test the impact of educational videos to
learning. Although the research is mainly data driven, surveys were also conducted
in order to get learners opinions on various issues and to understand some aspects
of their behaviour. The data that is being analyzed is activity data coming from
video based learning environments and the focus of the next chapter is on Video
Based Learning.
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3

Video Based Learning

3.1

The growth of Video Based Learning

Video based learning has a long history. According to a literature review written
by Yousef et. al. (2014) there is evidence of video use in learning since the Second
World War. At that time soldiers were trained with a combination of audio and film
strips in order to increase their skills while saving time at doing this.
Video use for educational purposes however became more widely known to the
public through television programs in 60’s that were dedicated at educating the
public on specific topics. The television programs were mainly addressing children
of any age but there were also programs that addressed older audiences also. The
educational videos at that time were produced exclusively by professionals and
disseminated through the mainstream media at scheduled times.
Later in the 80’s the Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) was a technological advancement introduced to every home mainly for recreational purposes. The VCR
played (or recorded) analog video with the use of magnetic tapes. The VCR was
soon also used for watching educational films and the VCR entered classrooms
and libraries. An article published in the mid eighties by W. Reider (1985) highlighted the significant increase in the use of VCRs in schools in the mid 80’s. The
biggest advantage of the VCR was that it allowed learners to watch a video on their
own time and at their own pace at home or in libraries. It also gave the ability to
educators to distribute educational films that were created by them with the use
of an analog video camera. However, the necessary tools for video editing were not
available to the general public until the advent of the digital video.
In the 90’s we have the appearance of the optical discs that stored video in
digital format. The CDs and DVDs started to gradually replace the magnetic tapes.
The use of the computers and the digital video gave also new perspective to video
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education since it gave the ability to educators and e-learning content producers
to produce videos with the use of digital video cameras and video editing tools.
Today although educational videos are still broadcasted by mainstream channels and libraries continue to hold significant video repositories either in analogue
VHS format or in digital DVDs, educational videos are mainly distributed through
the Internet. Online video was first used for recreational purposes but soon video
distribution over the net for educational purposes became also a common practice.
Video files that are distributed in a digital format through the Internet using personal computers or mobile devices are also been referred to as podcasts (Heilesen,
2010), vodcasts, webcasts (Giannakos et. al 2012), and video streams (Bennett &
Glover, 2008).
Today in 2016 educational video distribution over the Internet is a widespread
practice. A vast amount of educational videos is offered in either an organized or
unorganized manner, by institutions and independent educators in video-sharing
sites like YouTube

7

and Vimeo

8

.

Additionally, massive online open courses

(MOOCs) became an important part of education (Martin, 2012). Leading institutions deliver educational videos through open courseware initiatives, such as
Coursera 9 , edX

10

, and Stanford Online

11

. Furthermore non-profit educational

organizations, (e.g. Khan Academy 12 ) as well as for-profit organizations (e.g. Udacity

13

), have organized large collections of educational videos for a broad range of

subjects.
Educators typically use video as support material in K-12 and higher education
and as a substitute for the physical lecture in distant education settings.
Video use also plays an important role in the application of the flipped classroom
pedagogical model (Bishop and Verleger, 2013, Giannakos et. al. 2014a). Flipped
classroom is a relatively recent model that reverses the traditional educational ar7

https://www.youtube.com
https://vimeo.com
9
https://www.coursera.org
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https://www.udacity.com
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rangement by delivering educational content outside the classroom and preserving
the classroom time for engaging in participatory (and often collaborative) learning
activities as well as the presentation of case studies in order to explore topics in
greater depth. The educational content that is aimed for home use is mainly in the
form of video.
Real time video has also a place in education (e.g. real time broadcasting of
lectures, teleconferencing etc) but this form of video will not be in the scope of this
thesis where the emphasis will be given on asynchronous online video.
The delivery of online educational videos in K12 and Higher education is still
a growing trend and is most likely to continue to grow over the coming years as
more and more educators perceive video as an important tool for their teaching.
This is depicted in a number surveys that are published from 2005 onwards. The
importance of video in K-12 education is reflected in the findings of two consecutive surveys carried out by the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in USA (2010 &
2011). The surveys reveal the increasing extent to which teachers value video as a
teaching resource. Amongst the 2011 survey key findings was that the percentage
of teachers reporting that they stream or download video content increased from 55
percent in 2007 to 76 percent in 2010. Increased use of video content by teachers
was matched by increases in their perceptions of its benefits in K-12 education.
Concerning the use of video in post-secondary education a report with title
‘Video Use in Higher Education’ was conducted by Intelligent Television with the
cooperation of New York University (2009). Amongst its key findings were that
the educational use of video on campus was accelerating rapidly in departments
across all disciplines, and although the majority of video usage in 2009 was still
confined to audiovisual viewing equipment in classrooms or at the library, the faculty and administrators expected the sources of their video to shift from offline
analog storage to online delivery. Faculty staff also expected their use of video in
education to grow significantly over the next five years. And that’s what happened.
The trend continued. Kaltura, a video technology provider

14

, produced two con-

secutive reports (2014 & 2015) after conducting surveys about the state of video
14

http://corp.kaltura.com
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in education. In the 2015 survey the respondents were educators, instructional
designers, IT professionals, digital media professionals, senior administrators, and
students from around the globe. Around two thirds belonged to higher education
institutions, a quarter to K-12 institutions and the rest came from edtech and other
organizations. 1200 questionnaires were completed.
Some of the key findings of the 2015 survey that depict the continuous increase
of video use in education are the following:

• Using video for remote teaching/learning is now common place in higher
education (66%).

• Flipped classroom is becoming a widely used pedagogical method (46%).
• Video content from free online resources is the most widely used form of
video (97%), followed by licensed content (92%). 93% of respondents say that
teachers create custom videos, while 88% call out students as creators of
videos in their organizations.

Moreover, according to the 2015 survey, the rates recorded for various video use
cases (e.g. video used in assignments, in classroom, in remote teaching settings or
as supplementary course material) have shown significant increase when compared
to the rates recorded in the similar survey conducted a year before (i.e. 2014).
Besides the surveys that are conducted in the last decade and which depict
that video use in education is constantly increasing the trend is also the same in
the scientific research that focuses on video based learning. Three extensive literature reviews that portray the state of video use in education have been published
between 2012 and 2015 (Kay, 2012; Giannakos, 2013; Yousef et. al. 2014). Two
of these studies (Kay, 2012; Giannakos, 2013) agree that the number of scientific
articles that focus on the topic have increased significantly after 2006. Kay argues
that two key factors changed the direction and frequency of video use in education.
Kay notes that the increase of video use in education followed the appearance and
rapid growth of online video. He notes that the first factor that helped change
the landscape of video use in education was the increase and availability of band
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width. Between 2006 and 2010, the adoption of high speed Internet access increased rapidly in homes and schools (Smith, 2010). The second factor that played
a significant role in the growth of online video was the appearance of the video
sharing platform YouTube in 2005. By 2006, YouTube received 100 million views
per day (Infographics, 2010) and in the next year YouTube was viewed over 3 billion times per day (Henry, 2011). So according to Kay these two factors gave a
significant boost to the growth of online video.
Summarizing, although video use in education has a long history there has
been an unprecedented rapid growth of video use for educational purposes from
2006 onwards. This growth took place mainly because of the technological advancements that made web video a popular trend. Broadband connections and
the appearance of the popular video sharing platform YouTube gave a significant
boost to the video use, in the beginning for recreational purposes and educational
purposes shortly after. As a natural consequence research related to video based
learning also followed the growth trend.

3.2

Research on Video Based Learning

To address the state of video based learning in the current time frame we relied
on the three literature reviews that were published after 2012. The manuscripts
approach the body of literature from different angles in order to depict the current
situation.
Kay (2012) categorizes educational videos with respect to the purpose of use,
the pedagogical strategies in which the videos were used and the academic focus.
The author also addresses the reasons found in literature for using video in the
educational process, the reported effective and cognitive student attitudes, the
impact of video use in learning performance, and the challenges of using videos in
the educational process.
Giannakos (2013) categorizes video based learning research according to the
type of research (e.g. theoretical, empirical), the sample size, the subject area, the
technologies used and the style of videos (e.g. main learning medium, supplemen35

tary learning medium).
Yousef et. al. (2014) categorize video based learning research into four main
categories. These four categories are (a) effectiveness of video based learning in
terms of learning outcome, interaction and student satisfaction, (b) the teaching
methods in which videos are used, (c) videos used in teacher and student reflection
and (d) the design of various video based learning systems.
For the rest of the section an attempt is made to synthesize the information
found in these reviews in order to depict the state of research in video based
learning as it is shaped today. In this effort we also add significant information
and factors that are not addressed in the reviews.
The following aspects will be addressed:

• Types of educational videos
• Purpose and academic focus of video use
• Reasons for video use
• Effectiveness of educational videos
• Design of video based environments

3.2.1

Types of educational video

Educational videos can be produced for aiding the learning process in literally
any subject. There are several factors that can differentiate the videos from one
another but we will concentrate on the presentation style of the educational videos
and the technologies involved in the making of the video. One of the most common
presentation styles is the simple video capturing of a lecture. A lecture can be
recorded in various settings. In the beginning the most common practice was to
record an entire lecture that takes place in a typical classroom environment (or
amphitheatre). In today’s MOOCs however filming a lecture in other settings has
also become a common practice. These settings can be a professionally equipped
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studio, a library, the educator’s home, office or any other place chosen by the
educators or the e-learning content creators. A production (or presentation) style
that is also common in educational videos is the ‘talking head style’ where the video
focuses only on the face of the educator excluding all of the educator’s surroundings
(e.g. Figure 1).
Besides lectures there are also documentary style videos, real world demonstrations (e.g. Schwan & Riempp, 2004), videos explaining various topics with the
use of animation, screencasts for presenting software features and other computer
based actions and processes (e.g. Lloyd & Robertson 2012; Van der Meĳ, H. & van
der Meĳ, J. 2014), video capturings of an interactive drawing board with voice over
(Khan style), powerpoint presentations enhanced with audio, summaries of class
lessons or textbook chapters (e.g. McGarr, 2009).

Figure 1: A video with a combination of Talking head style & ScreenCasting. A
snapshot from a Coursera video used to present the features of a software
program

The production style of a video is an important factor in video based learning and
there is evidence that production styles (e.g. Khan style, talking head, PowerPoint
slide presentation with voice-over) have different effects on student engagement,
performance and attitudes (Ilioudi et. al. 2013; Guo et. al. 2014)
The technologies used for creating educational videos may involve capturing
real video with a camera, screen capture tools for recording computer actions,
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tools for video editing (e.g. Adobe Premiere, Final Cut Pro) and e-learning tools for
enhancing the video with other features and capabilities (e.g. Adobe Captivate and
Articulate Storyline). Today’s e-learning tools can add to a video a range of other
features such as captions, visual effects, synchronized powerpoint presentations,
in-video quizzes etc.
As far as the dissemination of content is concerned the educational videos can
be designed for viewing in any device that may exist today (e.g. desktop computers,
mobile devices).

3.2.2

The purpose and academic focus of video use

Educational videos can be used as a main learning medium and a supplementary
learning medium (Giannakos 2013). In cases where the typical classroom meeting
is not present (e.g. distant education) or is reserved for other activities (e.g. flipped
classroom method) the video plays the role of the main learning medium. In most
cases however the video will act as supplementary material for either helping the
students in revision (e.g. real lecture recording), missed classes, or as additional
material for helping students extend their knowledge.
Videos can also be used in various learning methodologies. We were able to
distinguish three methodologies in which video plays a crucial role: (a) active and
collaborative learning (b) flipped classroom (d) student centered learning. Videos
can also be used for teacher and student reflection.
In active and collaborative learning students are not only supposed to watch
and listen to the video but also to work actively and collaboratively with the videos
in class. Their active participation can involve activities that take place outside the
video environment such as finding relevant information to answer questions posed
in a video episode, discuss with the teachers and peers about the issues raised
by the video content etc. Active learning can also involve other activities that take
place in the video based learning environment such as annotating the video with
comments that may help other students understand the video content better or
assist their navigation in the video content (Risko et. al 2013; Yousef et. al 2015).
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Flipped classroom as described in the previous section is the pedagogical method
which reverses the traditional educational arrangement. In flipped classroom the
learners watch videos as part of their homework and the class time is saved for
more active learning sessions. In these active learning sessions the teacher can
present case studies and students can get involved in activities such as quizzes,
games, simulations, experiments and discussions on the video content. As it is
evident the flipped classroom can also involve active and collaborative learning as
it is presented in the previous category (Bishop and Verleger, 2013).
In student centered learning, students engage in active video production as part
of the learning process. In this learning method the students are not the receivers
of knowledge through the use of video but rather the producers of video content.
The method often requires students to acquire and present their knowledge on a
topic through the use of video storytelling. The video production is an outcome of
either individual or collaborative work (e.g. Malzahn et. al. 2016).
Video based learning can also be used to support teachers’ and students’ reflection on their teaching and learning activities (Tripp & Rich 2012; Kong et. al.
2009). In ‘teacher reflection’ the video recordings of the classroom lessons are used
to help the teachers in reflecting on their performance. The reflection can be either
individual or collaborative (Calandra et. al. 2009). 85% of the studies on reflection
in VBL noted that teachers prefer to reflect on their teaching performance with
colleagues (Yousef et. al. 2015). In the same manner the recording of classroom
activities can also be useful for learners that want to reflect on their own learning
experience, evaluate their performance, and get a clearer overview of their learning
progress (e.g. Kong et. al. 2009).

3.2.3

The reasons of using (or not using) educational videos

The reasons stated in this section for choosing to watch videos hold for the settings
where video is used as a supplementary learning medium. In cases where video
acts as a main learning medium, such as in distant education with a use of a
MOOC, the learners have no alternative but to use video as the main source of
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knowledge.
The majority of studies that attempt to give an answer to the question of why
students use educational videos do that by using interviews, surveys, and focus
groups. In many of the studies the main reason for using video lectures is for reviewing prior to tests and examinations. Other reasons included preparing for class
lessons and self checking for understanding. Another important reason for watching videos was the control that the medium offered over learning (e.g. Heilesen,
2010; Hill & Nelson, 2011). There are students that prefer videos over traditional
lectures since in a video the learner has the control to view the content that he/she
likes while leaving out segments that do not pose interest. The motive of these students is often to simply get the information necessary to succeed. The need of
control over learning is a typical need of the ‘net’ generation. Today’s students
have grown into a world where Internet has always been present and they have
learned to have full control over the content that they access (e.g. webpages, online videos) as well as the place and time that this access takes place. Another
typical reason that students stated for using video is for catching up on classes
they were unable to attend (e.g. Traphagan et. al. 2010; Lonn & Teasley, 2009).
Besides the studies that present reasons for using videos in education there is
also a smaller number of studies that report reasons for not using videos. These
reasons mainly have to do with technical issues and preference to face to face
lectures. Technical problems include, speed access (Hill & Nelson, 2011), display
size, and not knowing how to get videos to work (e.g. Chester et al., 2011). There
are studies where most students simply favored lectures and claimed videos were
not sufficient to support their needs (e.g. Chester et al., 2011) or that videos
were not as engaging as real world lectures and that there were more distractions
when viewing videos at home (Foertsch et. al., 2002). Certain studies also report
that students missed being able to interact with the educator by asking questions
or getting immediate clarification on issues (e.g. O’Bannon et al., 2011). Other
studies indicate that video may harm students by increasing their tendency for
procrastination (Geri et. al., 2014).
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3.2.4

Effectiveness

The effectiveness of video use in education will be examined in terms of learning
outcome and user satisfaction. In the examined literature reviews there is substantial evidence supporting the beneficial impact of video in the student learning
performance. Many scholars believe that video based learning has the potential
to promote the learning outcome. There are a number of studies that record significant differences in the acquired learner skills and academic performance (e.g.
test scores) between students who used videos vs. students who relied exclusively
on more traditional teaching methods (e.g. text-based learning) (Kay & Edward
2012; Lin and Tseng; Boster et al. 2007; Traphagan et al. 2010). Nevertheless, there are studies that indicated that there were no statistically significant
differences between learning with the use of video and learning by other methods
(Donkor F. 2010; Lindgren et. al. 2007). We believe however that research questions regarding the effectiveness of video use on students learning performance
cannot be answered without taking in mind other factors such as the design of the
video based environment, the quality of content of the video and the pedagogical
approach within which video based learning is employed.
As far as satisfaction is concerned most of the studies that deal with this issue
report that students who use educational videos are generally satisfied with the
medium (e.g. Traphagan et. al., 2010; Vajoczki et al., 2010). In studies where video
based learning is compared to traditional methods, higher levels of satisfaction are
reported in the group of students that use videos.
Some of the comments reported in the studies suggest that videos are enjoyable
to watch, helpful, motivating, and effective with respect to improving the learning
process. A number of studies note that students believe that videos are an efficient
medium for test preparation (McCombs & Liu, 2007) and that they reduce their
anxiety before a test situation (Traphagan et al., 2010). Other studies note that
students believe that videos help them build connections with the instructor and
other students (e.g. Fernandez et al., 2009; McCombs & Liu, 2007). There are also
studies reporting that students found the videos convenient and easily accessible
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and that they liked the flexibility of using videos since they were able to select
the time, location and pace of learning (McCombs & Liu, 2007). Finally, there are
also studies that note that videos can improve the attention to the subject of the
lecture in addition to the positive impact on the learners’ motivation level (Smyrni
& Nikopoulos, 2010; Verleur et. al. 2011).
Besides the positive effect that video has on students perceptions, positive effect
is also reported in several studies on students behaviours with respect to engagement. A number of studies indicated that students who used educational videos
often spent a considerable amount of time watching them (Moss et. al. 2010;
Shantikumar, 2010).
One of the main concerns of educators who consider using lecture video capturing is whether the availability of lecture videos would reduce student attendance.
While there are studies that indicate that students who watched videos consistently attended fewer lectures (e.g. McCombs & Liu, 2007; Traphagan et al., 2010)
there are also studies indicating that video lectures had a very small impact on
attendance (Copley, 2007).

3.2.5

Design

There is a considerable body of research that deals with the design of video based
learning environments.

In literature we encounter various tools that facilitate

a number of interactive features such as annotations, in-video quizzes and discussions. Video based learning environments that facilitate annotation allow the
users to add their notes, comments, explanations, and presentational mark-ups
to a video without altering the content of the video. According to literature the
video annotations can help the students in video content comprehension and navigation. There are several tools in literature that facilitate annotations such as
Video-mapper (Yousef et. al. 2015) and CLAS (Risko et. al 2013). There are
also tools that combine two or more features (e.g. annotations and discussions,
Schroeter et. al. 2003).
In-video quizzes is a feature that can be present in educational videos and is a
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feature often observed in videos found in edX and Coursera. Discussions is another
feature that can accompany videos (Agarwala et. al. 2012). A discussion forum
can be integrated in a video based learning environment in order to give learners
the necessary space for exchanging concerns and raising issues about a specific
topic covered in a video. Another interactive feature found in tools reported in
literature is the synchronization of a video stream with powerpoint presentations
(Chunwĳitra et. al. 2012).
Interactivity in video however is a topic that is constantly evolving and at this
point there are important trends that have not been addressed in literature. Recent
trends in video interactivity is also a topic that this thesis will focus on and we will
be addressing this issue extensively in Chapter 7.
Another interesting feature found in video based learning environments is content summarization. In literature one can find tools that are able to extract summary information from lecture videos and provide it to the learners in an automatic
manner (Chang et. al. 2011a,b). Additionally there are tools that perform video
content indexing in order to enable content-based search for finding particular
information in videos (Milrad et. al. 2005).

3.3

Video based Learning, Analytics and Data mining

As we have seen in Section 3.1 the use of video in education has witnessed an
unprecedented growth during the last decade and so did the research that focuses
on the topic. Learning analytics is also a field that has a continuous growth and
the LAK conference held in Edinburgh in 2016 was the largest conference of the
LAK community in terms of participation. The growth however in both fields was
not followed by an equivalent growth on the research field that deals with analytics
and data mining on video based learning. In Kay’s review we can find a number of
papers that deal with learner viewing patterns (e.g Copley, 2007; Heilesen, 2010;
Hill & Nelson, 2011; Traphagan et. al. 2010) but the majority of these studies
address this issue by the use of questionnaires and focus groups. At the time that
this thesis started in 2012 we were able to spot only four papers that dealt with
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learner behaviours by inspecting and processing the actual viewing data rather
than administering questionnaires (i.e. Reuther & Meyer 2002, De Boer 2011,
Gorissen et. al. 2012a,b).
However, there is a small body of research that investigates in-video interactions
but this research does not focus on the use of videos for educational purposes. This
research mainly uses Markov model theory and focuses on evaluating video system
designs and understanding and modeling video click behaviors. For example DeySircar et. al. (1994) applied Markov model to develop a tool for evaluating video
system designs, Li et. al. (1996) applied Markov chains to formulate an effective
way of fast-forward/rewind service, Syeda-Mahmood et. al. (2001) and Westphal &
Syeda-Mahmood (2002) used Hidden Markov Model to model the behavioral states
of user transitions while browsing, and applied this knowledge to create video
previews that best represent interesting video segments, Mongy et. al. (2005),
Mongy & Djeraba (2007) and Mongy et. al. (2007) used Markov Models and Kmeans clustering for modeling video viewing user behavior and Gopalakrishnan et.
al. (2011) modeled interactive usage and user activity in IPTV systems again by
utilizing Markov theory.
From 2013 and onwards there is a steady growth of the field of analytics in video
based learning. Apart from a number of papers published in known conferences
there were also three workshops organized in the coming years. The workshop
on ‘Analytics on Video Based Learning, Wave 2013’, which was jointly organized
with the Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference 2013, the ‘International
Workshop of Smart Environments and Analytics on Video-Based Learning’ organized in conjunction with the 2nd International Conference on Smart Learning
Environments (ICSLE 2015) and, finally, the ‘Workshop of Smart Environments
and Analytics on Video-Based Learning 2016’, organized in conjunction with the
Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference 2016. There was also a call for a
thematic series in the Journal of Smart Learning Environments15 with title ‘Smart
Environments and Analytics on Video-Based Learning’.
However, although there has been progress on the research that focuses on
15

http://slejournal.springeropen.com/
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the field there is still a big distance between the extend in which video is used
today in education and the number of publications in the field of analytics in
video based learning. Although learning analytics and educational data mining
are two research fields with a rather big number of publications and two active
research communities we have pointed in the first sections of this thesis that
research that goes on in the field deals with other environments such as learning
management systems, intelligent tutoring systems, adaptive hypermedia systems
and social networks. One possible reason for the limited number of publications in
the field of video based learning analytics might be the difficulty of finding concrete
connections between low level interactions (click-level video analysis) and learning.
Another possible reason might be the fact that in the past there were not any known
and publicly available tools for capturing the video viewing information such as
the video segments viewed by a learner and the various in-video interactions (e.g.
pause, resume, forward and backward jump, volume change etc.). Researchers in
the past had to rely on custom developed players for achieving this task.
In the following section we try to present all the publications that focus on the
topic of learning analytics in video based learning that fell into our notice after an
extensive investigation.

3.3.1

Research on video based learning and analytics

Most of the research in the field of learning analytics in video based learning was
unfolding at the same time as this thesis was in progress (after 2012). As mentioned
in the previous section there is a steady increase of research efforts that focus on
the field after 2013.
Much of the research on viewing behaviours before 2013 relied on questionnaires and focus groups (e.g. Copley 2007) rather than on the analysis of the trace
data.
At some point researchers started to use data and very simple indicators such
as the number of downloads and total viewing time to understand how learners
used educational videos. Gradually more sophisticated methods and visualizations
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were employed for understanding and modeling the learner viewing behaviour.
Since literature that focuses on the topic, at the time that this chapter is being
written (April 2016), is not big, an attempt will be made to report all research efforts
that fell into our notice.
Besides the analysis of viewing behaviours there is also recent research on video
based learning and analytics that relies on questionnaires in order to gather responses from learners (e.g. preferences, opinions, intentions etc) and then analyze
this data using statistical methods in order to answer research questions (e.g. Ilioudi et. al. 2013; Mikalef et. al. 2015). This type of research however will be
excluded from the focus of this thesis.
Research that also relies exclusively on very simple indicators (e.g. download
times, viewing time) to answer research questions and to understand how learners
view videos will also be excluded from the following list.
Our papers are also included in this list in order to give a perspective of how
our research evolved with respect to the rest of the literature.
To provide an overview of this research we look into the following dimensions.

• The kind of data gathered and used for the analysis
• The purpose of the analysis
• The methods used in the analysis
• The educational settings
• The results of the analysis

The first 3 dimensions were proposed in the reference model for learning analytics developed by Chatti et. al. (2012) using different labels. Papers that are
extended versions of other papers are reported together since there are not significant differences in the dimensions used.
The list of publications follows in an ascending chronological order:
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The effect of personality type on the usage of a multimedia engineering education system

(Reuther & Meyer 2002)

Data: Logged usage statistics from the DVJ2 multimedia system. DVJ2 delivers
high resolution MPEG videos. Data collected from surveys was also used. Surveys
were used to determine the student personality type.
Purpose: To explore connections between learner interactivity and learner personality types.
Methods: Statistical analysis, a series of multiple factor analysis of variances
(MANOVA) were performed and a number of linear regression analyses
Settings: User statistics were collected for the fall 1998 and spring 1999 semesters.
Both semesters were taught in the same format, with the class split into two sections. One section was a traditional lecture series and the other section required
that students watch the lecture material on the DVJ2 system. In the traditional
lecture students attended ‘normal lectures’ for fifty minutes three times a week.
The group that used the DVJ2 system met twice a week: once for an optional help
session and once for a recitation in which quizzes were administered and homework was collected and discussed. The number of students that took part in the
experiment was 222.
Results: Various correlations between the interactivity and the personality types
were found. For example the ‘intuitive’ students and the ‘perceiving’ students generally had higher jump ratios, while the ‘sensing’ students and the ‘judging’ students generally had lower jump ratios. However, the majority of these statistical
correlations were not strong.

Using learning styles and viewing styles in streaming video

(De Boer et. al.

2011)
Data: Trace data from the log file of streaming media server
Purpose: To investigate: (a) correlations between the viewing styles and pervasive personal traits of students, (b) whether students follow a consistent preferred
viewing style while watching instructional videos, and (c) if viewing style awareness
promotes higher learning outcomes.
Methods: Observing the log file entries to determine distinguishable viewing pat-
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terns, using questionnaires: Felders learning styles test and Huai’s short-term
memory test were used to determine the student personal traits
Settings: 50 students in a controlled experiment. The students followed a nine
week course
Results: The authors determined the following viewing styles: elaboration viewing
style, maintenance-rehearsal viewing style, and linear viewing style. No strong
correlation between the viewing styles and pervasive personal traits of students
was perceived. Some students seem to switch their viewing style based upon their
cognitive need, without lowering their test score.

Usage reporting on recorded lectures using educational data mining

(Goris-

sen et. al. 2012a,b)
Data: Data logged by a lecture capture system (LCS)
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to describe a data pre-processing method for
data coming from a lecture capture system and to present findings from the analysis of the data. The data logged by the lecture capture system (LCS) was used and
combined with collected survey data in order to compare students’ verbal reports
with the actual usage as logged by the recorded lecture servers. Other aspects are
also examined as why and when the viewings take place and whether viewing video
lectures affect student performance.
Methods: Preprocessing procedures for data cleaning, identifying learner sessions,
and removing outliers. Statistics and graphs were used to withdraw results
Settings: A MOOC with 8,000 recordings and over 5,000 hours of video. The first
part of the analysis was conducted on the resulting filtered total dataset. The second part of the analysis focuses on one single course (35 recorded lectures) that
spanned the period of August 2009 through January 2010. 280 students followed
the course (10% did not watch videos)
Results: The analysis showed that it is useful to perform a triangulation of the
survey data and the data logged by the system because there are differences between both data sets. The analysis also showed that students view videos for exam
preparation and there is strong evidence that studying the recorded lectures during
exam preparation increases the chances of passing the exam.
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A framework for recording, monitoring and analyzing learner behavior while
watching and interacting with online educational videos

(Kleftodimos & Evan-

gelidis 2013b)
Data: Trace data from educational videos
Purpose: To present a mechanism for capturing user viewing activity data in linear
and interactive videos. The framework includes a data base model for storing the
data and modules for monitoring and visualizing the learners activity.
Settings: The framework was first used in natural conditions over a semester period and some preliminary results were derived. More specifically, 26 linear videos,
20 interactive videos and 2 videos that contained in-video quizzes, were developed
for supporting a first year lab course of the curriculum (i.e. Introduction to Computers). The duration of the videos ranged from 1 to 10 minutes with most videos
being under 3.5 minutes. The videos were handed out as support material to 87
students.
Results: Preliminary results showed that students viewed videos in the proposed
order and videos were watched mostly in sequential order. Pausing and resuming
was not frequent and was mainly observed at an assignment period where students
used these buttons to navigate to video segments relevant to the assignment. The
findings also revealed design problems related to some interactive items.

Analyzing student viewing patterns in lecture videos

(Ulrich et. al. 2013)

Data: Trace data from a MOOC
Purpose: To use viewing patterns in order to see whether learner performance
and the rating teachers received from students can be predicted. The authors also
investigated whether the teacher who taught the course can be identified using
machine learning techniques.
Methods: Machine learning techniques (i.e. classification)
Settings: Data was collected from a MOOC over a two month period (May to July
2010) and from 2992 students and 253 courses.
Results: Student performance could not be predicted but the teacher who taught
the course as well as the teacher ratings could be predicted with the methods used.
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Visualizing Lecture Capture Usage: A Learning Analytics Case Study

(Brooks

et. al. 2013)
Data: Trace data from a video based learning environment
Purpose: Using visualizations to understand whether there are meaningful patterns in how learners view lecture videos. The visualizations dealt with rewatching
behaviour temporal patterns of viewership.
Methods: Visualizations.
Settings: Second year undergraduate Chemistry course. This course was taught
using traditional lectures to 546 students. 333 watched video content for at least
five minutes.
Results: The aim of the study was to present the visualizations.

Understanding in-video dropouts and interaction peaks in online lecture videos
(Kim et. al. 2014)
Data: Trace data from the edX platform
Purpose: Understanding the reasons behind dropouts and viewing peaks in lecture videos
Method: Time series visualizations. Man Witney U tests
Settings: 862 videos in edX, 127.839 students
Results: Higher dropout rates were encountered in longer videos, re-watching sessions (vs first-time), and tutorials (vs lectures). Peaks in re-watching sessions and
play events indicate points of interest and confusion. Results show that tutorials (vs lectures) and re-watching sessions (vs first-time) lead to more frequent and
sharper peaks.
More than half of the peaks accompany visual transitions in the video (e.g. a
transition from a slide view to a classroom view).

Exploring student viewing behaviors in online educational videos

(Kleftodi-

mos & Evangelidis 2014a)
Data: Trace data from educational videos (screen capture videos)
Purpose: To evaluate the framework presented in Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2012
and draw conclusions on how students use educational videos
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Methods: Data processing, statistical analysis (t-tests) and visualizations
Settings: A series of linear and interactive video lessons were created and used
for supporting two courses. More specifically, 26 linear videos, 20 interactive, and
2 videos containing in-video quizzes were used for supporting a course called ’Introduction to Computers’ and 28 linear plus 14 interactive videos were used for
a course called ’Communication Technologies’. The duration of the videos ranged
from 1 to 10 minutes with most videos being under 3.5 minutes. The data used in
the analysis was gathered over two consecutive semesters. 87 students from the
1st course and 146 from the second viewed the videos.
Results: A number of findings were found regarding when and where students
view videos (e.g. before exams and assignments), and the viewing patterns that
emerged.
The paper also validates that in order to draw conclusions on learner viewing
behaviour researchers cannot rely exclusively on questionnaires as most of the
research had done in the past.

Merging Learner Performance with Browsing Behavior in Video Lectures

(Cho-

rianopoulos & Giannakos 2013) & Open Service for Video Learning Analytics
(Chorianopoulos et. al. 2014)
Data: Trace data from an open video based learning environment
Purpose: To understand the learners’ behavior data and to detect the important
video segments.
Methods: Time series visualization.
Settings: 23 university students were involved in a controlled environment experiment in order to get some first insights on the system use.
Results: This was work in progress and the papers mainly aimed at introducing
an open system for video learning analytics. A controlled experiment was used for
validation. The same system (Social Skip) was used in subsequent publications of
the same authors.

Collective intelligence within web video

(Chorianopoulos 2013)

Data: Trace data from an open video based learning environment (Social Skip)
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Purpose: To identify interesting video segments and to perform user interest modeling. Video-frames are an important part of user navigation and identifying interesting video segments can play an important role in the system design.
Settings: 23 university students in a controlled experiment. Same settings as in
(Chorianopoulos & Giannakos 2013) since this is an extended version and relied
on analyzing the same dataset.
Results: Delivery of an open system for analytics and identification of heuristics
that detect interesting video segments

Using metrics and cluster analysis for analyzing learner video viewing behaviours in educational videos

(Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2014b)

Data: Trace data from educational videos
Purpose: To present a set of metrics in order to measure learner engagement and
video popularity. To use these metrics in conjunction with data mining methods
to gain insights into learner viewing behaviour
Methods: Data processing, K means clustering, statistics.
Settings: A series of linear and interactive video lessons for supporting two courses
(same settings as our previous study). The data used in the analysis was gathered
over 3 continuous semesters. 350 learners accessed the videos (both linear and
interactive).
Results: The analysis revealed clusters of learners with varying preferences to
linear and interactive videos and with different levels of engagement. The cluster
analysis on the video popularity metrics revealed two clusters of videos differentiating videos of high interest from videos of low interest. The analysis also revealed
clusters of different viewing patterns. There were no visual associations between
the clusters and the learner performance (learner clusters and pattern clusters
were mapped to the marks scale). The analysis also showed that a learner can
follow different viewing styles.

How Video Production Affects Student Engagement: An Empirical Study of
MOOC Videos

(Guo et. al. 2014)

Data: Trace data from edX
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Purpose:

Investigating how different production decisions in video making (e.g.

Khan style, talking head) can affect student engagement.
Method: Analyzed data from four edX courses (log file analysis) and supplemented
quantitative findings with qualitative insights from interviews with six edX staff
members who were involved in producing those courses
Settings: Four courses from edX offered in Fall 2012. The courses were from all
three edX affiliates at the time (MIT, Harvard, and UC Berkeley)
Results: Talking head style and Khan style are more engaging, high production
value does not seem to matter, pre-production improves engagement, speaking
rate affects engagement, students engage differently with lectures and tutorials.

Collecting and making sense of video learning analytics

(Giannakos et. al.

2014b) and Making sense of video analytics: Lessons learned from clickstream
interactions, attitudes, and learning outcome in a video-assisted course (Giannakos et. al. 2015)
Data: Trace data from a video based learning environment (Social Skip) and data
from an online assessment quiz that accompanied the video
Purpose: Monitoring, analysis, investigating the relationship between video navigation (repeated views) and the level of cognition/thinking required
Methods: Aggregated time series visualization (e.g. viewings per second), charts,
statistical methods (t-tests, man whitney test)
Settings: Small-scale longitudinal study. 11 freshmen (18-20 years old, 6 females
and 5 males) participated in the experiment.
Results: Positive relation among students’ learning performance scores and their
views on the respective video used for the assessment. Activity peaks (global-local
maximums) were identified at the video segments with information related to the
answers of the assessment. A correspondence was found between the level of
cognition/thinking each question required and the size of the respective peak.

How Do In-video Interactions Reflect Perceived Video Diffculty?
2015a)
Data: Coursera MOOC trace data
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(Li. et. al.

Purpose: Monitoring, analysis. Determining whether in-video interactions reflect
students’ perceived video difficulty and how video interactions of different types
and intensities correlate with the difficulty in learning.
Methods: The researchers use statistical methods (e.g. logarithmic distributions)
to reveal the relationships between video interactions and perceived video difficulty.
They also use visualizations
Settings: Two courses in Coursera, 22794 and 9086 active learners. The learners
viewed videos and answered a questionnaire about the perceived difficulty
Results. Video speed decreases, frequent and long pauses, infrequent seeks with
high amount of skipping or re-watching suggest higher video difficulty.

MOOC Video Interaction Patterns: What Do They Tell Us?

(Li. et. al. 2015b)

Data: Coursera MOOC trace data (same dataset as in Li. et. al. 2015a )
Purpose: To categorize the video behaviors into patterns by employing a clustering
methodology based on the available types of interactions, namely, pausing, forward
and backward seeking and speed changing. To explore the relationship between
video interactions and a) perceived video difficulty, b) video revisiting behaviors and
c) student performance
Methods: K-means clustering, statistics, visualizations.
Settings: Two courses from Coursera, (36 and 58 videos)
Results: The authors derived clusters of similar viewing patterns and gave labels to
these clusters (e.g. Replay, HighSpeed, JumpSkip, FrequentPause, Inactive). The
authors found relations between video interactions and perceived video difficulty
(e.g. Replay and FrequentPause patterns reflect significantly higher video difficulty
while SpeedUp pattern reflects significantly lower video difficulty). They also found
relations between some of the clusters and the probability of revisiting the video
(videos with Replay and FrequentPause patterns are significantly more likely to
be revisited). Analysis also revealed that strong students tend to interact less
with the videos (clusters HighSpeed, SpeedUp, Passive and Inactive sessions are
significantly higher amongst these students) while weaker students tend to interact
more with the videos (e.g. FrequentPause and Replay)
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An interactive video-based learning environment supporting learning analytics: Insights obtained from analyzing learner activity data

(Kleftodimos &

Evangelidis 2015) & Using open source technologies and open Internet resources for building an interactive video based learning environment that
supports learning analytics (Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2016b)
Data: Trace data from an interactive video based learning environment plus data
from questionnaires and student performance
Purpose To provide a roadmap on how open source technologies and open Internet
resources are used for building interactive, time based video learning applications
that support learning analytics. The first paper presents insights obtained from
analyzing learner activity data, gathered over a semester period. The second paper
is an extended version of the first paper and presents more ideas for enhancing
video interactivity. The second paper also includes a second case study where data
is collected over a subsequent semester and analyzed in order to withdraw conclusions on learner behaviour and to spot any correlations between learner behavior
and learner performance as well as any associations between learner activity and
the events that take place during an academic year (e.g. exams, assignments).
Methods: Data processing, simple charts and more advanced visualizations to
depict learners navigational behaviour in the video content. Statistical methods
(parametric and non-parametric tests, Pearson correlation test) were also utilized
for investigating correlations between student performance, video viewing activity
and activity on video related assignments (e.g. in-video quizzes) .
Settings: The interactive video based environment was used in order to support
multiple courses (using different interactive features). The data obtained and analyzed was from two different courses taught over two consecutive semesters. 2
interactive videos were handed out (one for each course) and students were expected to complete a video related assignment. The video durations were 30 and
7 minutes each. The video content was included in the examination syllabus as
well. 57 students watched the video for the first course and 51 for the other.
Results: Analysis showed two peaks regarding views and actions (e.g. pause &
resume), one before the assignment deadline and the other just before the exam.
Students were more active in the assignment period in terms of section jumps
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(jumping from one logical video segment to another). One of the interactive features that was incorporated into the video based environment was the table of
contents and this was used far more intensively in the assignment period and for a
video with longer length. Students that engaged into more active ways of learning,
such as completing video related assignments while viewing educational videos,
performed better in the exam video related questions. Viewing time was found to
be positively correlated to performance in a setting where video was not used as a
supplementary material but as the main source of knowledge.

Investigating Students’ Use of Lecture Videos in Online Courses: A Case Study
for Understanding Learning Behaviors via Data Mining

(Kuo et. al. 2015)

Data: Trace data from Blackboard Learn 9.1, survey data, and students’ final
grades
Purpose To cluster learning behaviors and to investigate if there are statistically
significant differences within the cluster groups in terms of learning satisfaction,
final grades, etc.
Methods: The analysis applied data mining techniques, including sequential patterns, decision trees, and clustering analysis, as well as inferential statistics using
ANOVA and correlations
Settings: A fully online psychology course which offered 76 streaming lecture
videos and supplementary resources, as well as individual and group activities
Results: The following groups were derived from the cluster analysis: ‘adaptive
viewer’, ‘self-regulating viewer’, and ‘infrequent viewer’. Statistically significant differences within the cluster groups were found in their learning satisfaction and
final grades. This case study has shown that students’ learning behaviors varied
in the online environment and that the way that they watched the videos affected
their learning outcomes.

An interactive video-based learning environment that supports learning analytics for teaching ‘Image Editing’

(Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2016a)

Data: Trace data from an interactive video based learning environment used for
learning ’Image Editing’ techniques.
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Purpose: The purpose of the paper was (a) to present features of an interactive
video based environment that supports learning analytics for teaching ’Image Editing’ techniques and (b) to use clustering on the collected data in order to spot
learners with similar behaviours and to see if the results are interpretable and
useful to the learning process. The results of the clustering scheme were also compared to the results of a questionnaire.
Methods: Data processing and K-means clustering. A questionnaire was also administered.
Settings: 90 students used a video based environment with various interactive
features (e.g. time based editing activities, table of contents etc). The students
used the environment in order to complete an optional assignment for a course
called ‘Image and Video Editing Principles’. The video duration was 36 minutes
and it was accompanied by 6 editing activities.
Results: The clustering scheme helped us to distinguish between learners that
seem to have completed the assignment without any problems and those who encountered problems related to the design of the environment.

Video annotation and analytics in CourseMapper

(Chatti et. al. 2016)

Data: Trace data from the system
Purpose: To present the features of a video annotation system with learning analytics capabilities. The system is compared with other video annotation tools. The
analytics capabilities of the system focus on the learners in order to help them
monitor the learning process
Methods: A questionnaire was used to evaluate the learning analytics feature of
the system (a heatmap scrub bar) in terms of usability and effectiveness
Settings: CourseMapper was used in an e-learning course over a semester period.
A controlled environment experiment was conducted to evaluate the analytics features. Results: Evaluation results revealed a user acceptance of CourseMapper
as an easy to use and useful collaborative video annotation and analytics platform
that has the potential to support monitoring, awareness, reflection, motivation and
feedback.
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Video-based learning ecosystem to support active learning: application to an
introductory computer science course

(Giannakos et. al. 2016)

Data: Trace data from a video based learning environment (Social Skip)
Purpose: To present a video-based learning ecosystem framework and the first
captured results of its application. The framework incorporates basic e-learning
tools and traditional learning practices to assist project-based or flipped classroom
approaches where video is in the center of learning. The goal of the empirical validation was to provide the first analytics-based evidence regarding the effectiveness
and acceptability of the proposed framework
Methods: Three different types of measures were used: (a) Students’ video navigation (collected via a video learning analytics system), (b) Students’ learning performance/score (collected via the quizzes), (c) Students’ attitudes toward the course
(collected via the post survey). Students’ video navigation was analyzed with aggregated time series visualizations and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to
analyze the student performance from the assessment quizzes. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the students’ attitudes towards the course
Settings: The empirical evaluation was conducted in two identical classes (in terms
of learning goals, teacher, teaching method etc.). The classes had 510 computer
science students enrolled in a web technology course
Results: Most of the video viewings happened in three instances (3 peaks were
identified): in the release week, the assignment week and during the last week
before the exam. The ‘attractive’ (in terms of views) video segments were identified
at the video points where the presenter was giving the solution for a respective
problem. Low question intensity (very few questions, i.e., 2 or 3 in the video) decreases the number of students’ views and increases the early dropouts from the
video. Very high intensity yields similar results. Medium question intensity (i.e. 3
to 10 questions) is found to keep students interested in the video and also not to
frustrate them. As far as performance is concerned scores were at very high levels
in the pre, mid and the post assessment. Performing an ANOVA test, the results
showed no significant difference indicating that there was no shift in students’
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score throughout the course. Regarding the students’ attitudes the analysis revealed positive views concerning usability, control, and usefulness of the proposed
approach

3.4

Summary

In this chapter we discussed about the unprecedented growth that Video Based
Learning experienced in the last decade. One reason behind this growth is the
adoption of broadband connections in homes and schools which made video distribution over the Internet feasible. Another reason is the appearance of the popular
video sharing platform YouTube which is today widely used for recreational purposes but also for communication and educational purposes. Moreover, MOOC
initiatives such as Coursera, edX and Khan Academy also played a significant role
in the growth of video based learning. This significant growth is also depicted in a
number of reports conducted by various stakeholders (e.g. Kaltura, PBS).
The growth of video use in Education was also followed by an increase in the
research associated with the field. According to two literature reviews that concentrated on the field (Kay, 2012; Giannakos, 2013) this increase was rapid especially
after 2006 which was also the year of the appearance of YouTube. An attempt was
made in this chapter to present the directions of this research by synthesizing the
information found in three literature reviews and by adding significant information
and factors that were not addressed in these studies, in order to depict the state
of research in video based learning as it is shaped today. Research was categorized using the following dimensions: (a) Types of educational videos, (b) Purpose
and academic focus of video use, (c) Reasons for video use, (d) Effectiveness of
educational videos, (e) Design of video based environments.
Learning Analytics is also a field that has a continuous growth and the LAK
conference held in Edinburgh in 2016 was the largest conference of the LAK community in terms of participation. The growth however in the research field of
Learning Analytics and the field of Video Based Learning (or videos use in edu-
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cation) was not followed by an equivalent growth in the research area that lies at
the intersection of both fields, and deals with analytics and data mining on data
coming from Video Based Learning environments. In Kay’s review (2012) we can
find a number of papers that deal with learner viewing behaviours but the majority
of these studies address this issue by the use of questionnaires and focus groups.
By investigating research before 2012 we were able to spot only few research efforts
that have used a data driven approach (data analysis, data mining and visualization approaches) to analyze data coming from video based learning environments
in order to understand and model learner behaviour. Thus we can say that this
field did not attract the expected attention. We can say that one reason behind this
was the absence of available tools to gather video viewing data in the recent past.
Another possible reason is that it may be hard to obtain meaningful insights from
video viewing data since this data contains low level interactions that are difficult
to interpret or to associate with other aspects of the academic process.
An attempt was made in this chapter to provide an overview of the research efforts in the field of video based learning analytics by presenting all the publications
that fell into our notice throughout our research and after an extensive investigation. To provide the overview we concentrated into the following dimensions (a) the
kind of data gathered and used for the analysis, (b) the purpose of the analysis, (c)
the methods used in the analysis, (d) the educational settings and (e) the results
of the analysis.
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4

A framework for recording, monitoring and analyzing learner behavior while watching and interacting with online educational videos

The first part of this research work that took place in the academic year 20122013 concerns ways to capture and store learner viewing activity data that can
then be analyzed in order to understand how learners view videos and whether
their viewing patterns are associated to other factors such as the academic events
that take place during a semester (e.g. exams, assignments etc.) and the learner
performance. In our data capturing and storing mechanism we are not only interested in when the learner starts a video or when he/she pauses a video but also
about the segments that each learner views. Moreover, by 2012 when this research
effort started videos had become more interactive as e-learning software providers
(e.g. Adobe, Articulate) provided ways for adding interactive elements to a video
and therefore the logging mechanism would also have to incorporate the learner
interactions with these elements as well.
As already mentioned up to 2012 there were not many studies that dealt with
learner viewing behaviors and followed a data-driven approach in order to do this.
Several publications in Kays’ literature review (2012) dealt with learner viewing
patterns that emerge from watching educational videos. These studies were not
data-driven and mainly used surveys, but also focus groups and controlled environment experiments, for obtaining information on the learner viewing patterns
and for understanding the factors that lead to specific viewing styles. We were able
to spot only one research paper in this review that dealt with the issue by using
data from the log files of a streaming server (De Boer et. al. 2012). As Kay noted in
his review,‘‘future research in the VBL area could focus on a more detailed analysis
of viewing style and its impact on learning outcomes’’.
Some other studies that came to our notice used very simple indicators to
conduct analysis (e.g. video visits) while other studies used in-house developed
video player systems (e.g. Reuther & Meyer 2002) without giving sufficient details
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on how the system captured and stored the learner viewing activity. Even today
(April 2016) in most studies that focus on analytics in video based learning, the
details of the activity tracking mechanism that each researcher uses (or lie behind
the system used) are not fully explained.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce a framework for (a) capturing the viewing
activity and interactions from learners that watch educational videos, (b) storing
this data in an appropriate database schema (c) obtaining metrics for measuring
engagement on learner and video level (learner engagement and video popularity)
as well as graphical representations for visualizing the learner activity and engagement.
Initial work on the framework was included in our publication Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2013b. The approach is integrated in the sense that it takes into account
the fact that today’s videos can contain interactive elements and quiz questions.
More specifically, in Section 4.1 we describe a methodology for capturing learner
viewing activity data and a suitable database schema for storing this data. In this
section we also explain how this approach can be applied to any video imported in
Captivate. In section 4.2 we provide the metrics and visualizations for measuring
and observing activity on learner and video level. A summary is given in Section
4.3 together with some preliminary findings.

4.1

Capturing and storing learner viewing activity data

Capturing and storing the learner’s viewing activity data while watching educational videos is important in understanding the learners viewing behavior. It is
useful for the educator or researcher to be able to track the student viewing activity in order to get informed about the videos watched by learners and the way that
these videos were watched.
Learner viewing patterns can vary. The learners can view the video sequentially
from the beginning to the end or they can at any point perform the following actions:
(a) go back in the video timeline in order to view certain segments again, in case
there are points of interest or points that are not understood; (b) perform a forward
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jump, in order to omit certain video segments that do not pose interest (c) pause
the video, in order to reflect on the video content or to simply take a break and (d)
abort video execution.
Statistical analysis and data mining methods can be used on the harvested data
in order to obtain insights on student engagement and the video content popularity
and efficiency (segments of interest, points of dropout etc). The analysis can also
reveal the existence of different learner profiles or viewing patterns as well as any
correlations between these patterns and the learner performance.
The first task to be addressed is to find a way to log learner viewing activity. Previous researchers have relied on the use of special video players in order to record
browsing behavior. For example Reuther & Meyer (2002) in their paper analyze the
student usage of an educational multimedia system called Digital Video JockeyVersion 2 (DVJ2). The authors developed a plug-in application for the specific
system in order to log the student’s actions, and investigated connections between
the student viewing activity and their personality types. They derived the following
statistics in their analysis: number of video viewing sessions; total seconds spent
on viewing videos; number of video viewing sessions that lasted more than 20
minutes; average duration of a video viewing session; average number commands
per minute during video viewing sessions; forward and backward transitions, and
jump ratio. The paper also proposed possible ways to improve the DVJ2 system in
light of the analysis.
However, developing custom video players from scratch, in order to gather viewing data, requires resources in terms of time and money and these are not always
present in todays educational establishments. According to our research other
methods can be used in order to achieve such a task easier and quicker. More
specifically, this task can be achieved by using open source video players and their
APIs’ (e.g. JW Player

16

, MediaElement.js

17

, Flowplayer

18

) or exploiting the APIs’

of known video sharing sites (e.g YouTube, Vimeo) or using the Mozilla popcorn
16

https://www.jwplayer.com/
http://mediaelementjs.com/
18
https://flowplayer.org
17
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framework 19 . This task can also be accomplished by using the capabilities of popular e-learning tools. E-learning tools with screen capturing capabilities are widely
used for the production of educational videos. These tools are either commercial
or open source. Adobe Captivate, Articulate Storyline, and, Camtasia are three examples of popular software packages. In our proposed methodology we use Adobe
Captivate and follow a certain procedure during the production and distribution
phase in order to capture learner viewing activity. We also propose a suitable data
base schema for storing this activity data. The reason for using Adobe Captivate is
that it is a widely known and very efficient tool for creating e-learning content and
educational videos that combine a number of features (e.g. screencasts, interactivity). Another reason is that we already owned a series of videos created with the
particular tool for supporting lab classes and we were in the process of producing
more.

4.1.1

Basic features of the the e-learning software used

Adobe Captivate is an advanced tool for creating e-learning content. This e-learning
content can include demonstration videos or interactive simulations that can be
accompanied by other videos (e.g. a talking head), synchronized Powerpoint presentations, in-video quizzes, and other interactive elements.
Furthermore, the content can be enriched with text captions, animations, narration and background music. We will call these additional media elements as
‘elements’ or ‘objects’ throughout this chapter. Captivate screen casting capabilities allow one to record a sequence of events in order to demonstrate the usage of
a software tool or other educational procedures such as searching effectively in the
Web and in scientific databases (e.g. Wales, T.,Robertson 2008; Brown-Sica et. al.
2009; Dawson et. al. 2010).
Captivate provides three recording modes for screen cast videos: demonstration, training and assessment. Demonstration mode is used to demonstrate
a procedure or a feature. The movie produced in this mode does not provide any
scope for user interaction besides the movie VCR type control buttons (play, pause,
19

http://popcornjs.org/
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play-head).
The training mode is used to produce interactive videos where the learner is given
the opportunity to try procedures during the movie. The video advances only if
the user performs the correct actions (e.g. selecting the right menu item from a
software program, typing in the correct text in a text box). The user can be assisted
in his navigation with hints and messages displayed on the video screen. In Fig.
2 one can see an example of interactivity provided by videos produced in ‘training
mode’.

Figure 2: An interactive video produced in training mode

The assessment mode is similar to the training mode with the difference that
the learner is assessed for his/her actions. The creator of the interactive video can
set a score for every correct click and can also set the maximum number of times
that the user can interact with an element before the video proceeds.
Captivate has also two recording options, automatic and full motion. Automatic recording produces much lighter files and it is the option that it is typically
used. Adobe Captivate projects produced by automatic recording are typically composed of video segments called ‘slides’ that are played in succession. A slide is the
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smallest unit of a project (Fig. 3). Much of the editing work is done on slide level.
In screen cast videos slides are not of equal length and the duration of each slide
depends on the user actions. Mouse, keyboard, or system events are the common
triggers for capturing new screenshots which are then placed in different slides. If
a video from another source is imported to Captivate then the video can be distributed in a number of slides.
Another feature of Captivate is the timeline (Fig. 3). The timeline can control the
timing of any slide or element. The movie elements can be moved along the timeline
in order to appear at appropriate points in the video.

Figure 3: Adobe Captivate

The creator can intervene at any time and edit the recorded video. The editing
capabilities of Captivate give the freedom to the creator to alter content at any point
in the video. For example, the user can remove specific segments from a video, rerecord specific actions, re-record a narration and remove or insert elements at any
point in the video timeline.
Captivate has also a number of other interesting features such as the ‘advanced
actions feature’ that gives the creator the ability to create branching scenarios, and,
a mechanism for determining a number of sections that will show up in a ‘table
of contents’. The table of contents allows viewers to access different portions of a
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video on demand, by pressing on a relevant section link.

4.1.2

Capturing user viewing activity data

Captivate can publish the final movie in a number of formats (e.g. swf, avi, exe).
We concentrate on the Flash format since Flash besides a format that is suitable
for fast Internet access (due to the light weight swf files) it is also a format suitable
for capturing user viewing behavior.
Captivate contains a feature called Widgets that allows movie properties and
events triggered by the movie or the user to be captured. Captivate Widgets are
programs written in Actionscript that can be embedded in the published Flash
movie. Various movie properties and events can be captured by these scripts.
Typical events captured by Captivate Widgets are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Events captured by Adobe Captivate Widgets
Event

Description

on_start event
on_stop event

triggered at the start of the movie
triggered when the movie reaches the end

on_slide_enter
on_slide_exit
on_Pause

triggered when the movie enters a slide
triggered when the movie exits a slide
triggered when the movie pauses
triggered when the movie resumes by pressing the play button
triggered when an interactive item is submitted
triggered when a question is submitted

on_Resume event
interactive_item_submit
event
question_submit

The interactive_item_submit event is triggered in videos that are interactive
(i.e. assessment or training simulations). Interactive videos as mentioned stop
at specific points that are defined by the video creator and wait for the user to
perform the right actions (e.g. mouse click on a specific area or element, fill in a
text box with the right text) in order for the movie to proceed. This event is triggered
when the user performs these actions successfully or unsuccessfully. Moreover, all
types of videos (either demonstrations or training simulations) can contain quizzes.
Since in-video quizzes can be an integral part of educational videos we will also
log the question_submit event and all the data that accompanies this event (i.e.
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successful/unsuccessful attempt, points earned etc.).
When the above events occur, a number of movie properties can be captured
by the Widget. These are the current date and time, the time elapsed since the
beginning of the movie, the slide number and frame number of the triggered event,
the slide label given to the slide by the creator at editing time, the name and
description of the movie (filled in as parameters at editing time), the number of
frames in the movie and a property called userPause and userPlay that indicates
whether a movie pause or resume event was caused by a user action and not by
some interactive element or quiz question. For example interactive videos stop at
certain points and wait for a correct user action in order to proceed. This type of
pause is not initiated by the user.
Moreover, properties concerning interactive items and quiz questions can also
be obtained. The properties related to the interactive items are the interactive item
number and name and the is_Successful property that returns true if the learner
has submitted the item correctly. Equivalently, there is a series of properties that
can be obtained at the question_submit event such as the question number, the
question type (i.e. multiple choice, true/false, fill in the blank, hot spot, sequence
etc.), the question response (correct or not) and the number of question attempts.
All properties obtained can be seen in the data model covered in Section 4.1.4.
These movie properties captured by the Widget on specific movie events can
then be passed into a PHP program in order to be stored into a database (such
as MySQL, Postgresql, etc.). Flash programs written in Actionscript run on the
client computer and cannot directly interact with Databases such as MySQL that
reside on the server. To by-pass this problem we need a ‘mediator’ program written
in a server side language such as PHP. The ‘mediator’ program takes care of the
communication with the database (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Actionscript-PHP Communication
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4.1.3

Defining Movie sections

A movie can be split into sections in order to help the educator segment the video
into logical sections where each section reflects a different video topic. Sections
can be used in order to provide a table of contents so the learner can navigate to
different video segments with a click on a related link.
Sections can also help in the data capturing process. In order to determine
the video segments viewed by a learner the events triggered when using the VCR
control buttons (e.g. pause, resume , forward and backward jumps) will not suffice.
For example if a learner starts a video and does not carry out any actions from that
point onward, there is no way to determine which parts were viewed. This is
because the learner can abandon the video at any time by closing the browser
window and this is an event that cannot be logged.
The task of determining the segments viewed by a learner would be straightforward if Adobe Captivate provided a mechanism to insert markers in a movie and
trigger an event when a marker is reached. Markers together with learner actions
will be sufficient in order to determine the segments viewed. However, this feature
is not present in Captivate. Moreover, slides cannot be used as ‘sections’ since
their length can vary substantially. On the other hand, storing every slide in the
database on the on_enter slide event can cause considerable traffic.
We work around this by letting a number of slides make up a section. We do this
by using slide labels. A section can be defined as a sequence of slides having the
same label as seen in Fig. 5.
So according to our methodology, the creator has to define sections by entering
slide labels at editing time. The recommended way to define sections is on topic
basis and by using appropriate descriptive names and a section number (e.g. ‘1 An
Introduction to the Excel functions’, ‘2 The If function’, ). The creator determines
which slides correspond to different topics in the movie and creates sections by
giving appropriate slide labels to these slides. It is also recommended that sections
do not have substantial differences in length.
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Figure 5: Defining sections in Adobe Captivate

Determining which sections are viewed by a learner is an efficient way of obtaining detailed activity data. At the time that this research started (academic
year 2012-2013) other studies that followed a data-driven approach either used
streaming server log files and followed a pre-processing procedure in order to identify learner sessions or were limited to simple indicators related to the number of
video views (with no indication of the video portions viewed) and the viewing time
(e.g. the average time the learner spent on videos). Sometime in 2012 it came into
our notice that YouTube had released two visualizations in YouTube analytics that
indicated the times that a specific point in the video is viewed by the audience.
These visualizations are called absolute and relative ‘audience retention’ (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: YouTube Absolute and Relative Audience Retention

The absolute retention visualization shows the views for every moment of the
video as a percentage of the number of views of the beginning of the video, and,
the relative audience retention compares this value with YouTube videos of similar
length. This information however could not be accessed through the YouTube API
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on user level (i.e. how many times a specific user watched a particular second in
the video) at the time that this research was conducted. Similar graphs were used
later in the work conducted by other researchers (Chorianopoulos et. al. 2014 ,
Kim et. al. 2014)

4.1.4

Database schema

We mentioned before that educational videos created by e-learning software can
contain interactive items and quizzes. Thus, we provide an integrated approach for
capturing and storing all kinds of activity data that can be derived from watching
and interacting with such videos.
The database information is split into two types. First, we have the ‘initial
information’ such as the number of videos and the characteristics of each video (i.e.
length, number of frames, movie sections). Then, we have the ‘session information’
that is inserted into the database whenever the videos are being viewed by learners.
The initial information is necessary in order to have a reference point for any
statistical analysis and data mining task.
The initial information is inserted once in the beginning by an initialization
procedure. After the video production process is finished a widget is embedded
in every video with a task to capture the initial information. The videos are first
run by the creator for this task to be accomplished. After the initial information is
gathered, another widget is inserted to every video with the task to capture session
information from the learner sessions.

Initial information

(Fig. 7): The tables in the database that contain the ini-

tial information are the following: Videos, Video_sections, Interactive_elements,
and, Quiz_questions. The tables contain information about the videos, the video
segments that each video is divided into, the elements that exist in interactive
simulation videos, and, the quiz questions that may exist in a video.
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Session Information

(Fig. 7): Session activity information is information ob-

tained from learners viewing the videos.

In our methodology, we have a web

page with links to educational videos and users must follow a login procedure
in order to have access to this web page. A user session is defined as the period starting from user login and until the user exits the web page. Users obtain accounts in order to access the videos and cookies are used on login. The
session information is stored into the following tables: Users, Sessions, Session_videos, Session_video_sections, Session_interactive_elements, and, Session_quiz_questions. Session_videos are the videos started by a learner within
a session and Session_video_sections are the sections visited within a particular
video viewing. This table also contains all the actions and events that take place
during video viewing such as pausing and resuming. Tables Session_interactive_elements
and Session_quiz_questions contain the elements and questions performed within
a particular video viewing.

4.1.5

Technical aspects

Videos can only be viewed online in order to capture the learners viewing activity
and technical care has been taken to prohibit downloads (flash videos) and to
ensure that there is a connection to the database throughout sessions. To do
this, a simple handshake procedure takes place when the learner starts viewing
a video. In this procedure, a connection is established and the video obtains its
incremental id from the database as well as the learner’s name that is displayed on
start-up with a greeting. The video id is then used for storing all the video related
data (i.e. sections, interactive items, quizzes). If no connection is established
then the video cannot be viewed and an appropriate error message is displayed.
Following this procedure we expected to get a clean set of data that would not
need any of the trivial preprocessing steps that are necessary in case of server log
files (i.e. identification of learner sessions, path completion etc). However, some
preprocessing was necessary in order to correct entries in the database where the
videoid and the sectionid was missing due to some technical issue related to the
Adobe Widgets.
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Figure 7: Initial & Session Information
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4.1.6

Applying the capturing methodology to any video

The novelty of the described methodology is that it can be applied to any video. One
can insert any type of video in Captivate. Captivate converts a video to FLV format
before inserting it. The video is inserted initially into one slide. Then, Captivate
allows the distribution of the video amongst multiple slides using the ‘Video->Edit
Time’ option. Note that one can always insert other content (e.g. captions, sound,
and animation) and synchronize it with the imported video.

4.2

Monitoring the learners activity: Metrics and Visualizations

In this section we provide a set of metrics and visualizations to measure engagement on learner level (learner engagement) and video level (video popularity). The
metrics and visualizations are derived from the data captured by the framework.
As already mentioned, the framework stores information about the videos visited by learners, the sections visited in each video viewing, the actions performed
(pause, resume, forward and backward jumps) as well as the interactive elements
attempted by learners who view interactive videos and the quiz questions attempted
by learners who view videos containing quiz questions.
One thing that becomes of particular interest is the frame intervals viewed by
a specific learner. This is important for calculating specific metrics and obtaining
visualizations regarding learner engagement and video popularity. The frame intervals watched in each video viewing (or section) can be estimated with sufficient
accuracy since we have information about the sections visited but also about any
actions performed.
A video (or video section) can be viewed completely in one viewing or in a number
of video viewings. Although a video segment is most likely to be viewed in one go
we cannot exclude the second case. To calculate the video frames watched in one
or more video viewings, the frame intervals watched each time must be recorded,
and put together by ignoring overlapping segments. The intervals watched are
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calculated with the following algorithm where the term entry means a database
entry concerning a section_enter event or any action triggered by the VCR buttons
(e.g. pause, resume, moving the playhead).
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for calculating the viewed intervals
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Initialize array Intervals
Get first DB entry
i=0;
while entry < > null do
if entry = Start_session or Resume then
Interval[i]. start= entry.frame;
end if
if entry= start_next_section, pause, stop then
Interval[i].stop= entry.frame;
i=i+1;
end if
get next entry;
end while
return Intervals

An interval starts with an entry in the ‘session_video_section’ table that indicates the start of a section or a resume within a section. The interval ends either
with an entry that indicates the start of the next section or a pause action. The
interval can also end with a ‘stop event’ if the video reaches its end.
If a start of an interval is not followed by an end then the interval is not recorded.
For example if a learner finishes a video (or section viewing) by closing the browser
window, the interval that had been watched just before quitting will not be recorded
because quitting by closing the browser window is an event that cannot be captured.
After gathering all the viewing data (i.e. frame intervals) we can calculate the
segments viewed by a specific learner and for a specific video by taking into account
the frames visited amongst one or more viewings. The overlapping segments that
are viewed between multiple viewings can be taken into account if we want to
calculate the number of times that each video frame was visited, or ignored if we
just want to concentrate on the frames visited.
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4.2.1

Learner Engagement Metrics

In this subsection we will present metrics that measure learner engagement while
watching educational videos. The metrics can be derived for a specific video but
also for a series of videos in cases where we have a number of videos supporting
the same lesson. In the latter case we might want to get representative metrics
that depict the situation for all videos in the platform that are associated with a
specific lesson.
The metrics can also be calculated for sections in case we want to get an insight
about the learner engagement on section level.
The metrics below can be derived for both linear and interactive videos. The
metrics are derived on learner level (i.e. for a specific learner)

• Number of times a video is started, the number of times a video was started
by a specific learner. This metric can also be calculated for a specific section
or for a number of videos. In the first part of this thesis we will be dealing with
a large number of video lessons that are supporting two different courses. So
in the case of multiple videos we would have to count the total number of
times that videos were started. In the case of multiple videos we could also
have the metric percent of distinct videos started. To obtain the metric
‘percent of distinct videos started’ we first find the distinct videos that have
been accessed by the learner and divide this number by the total number of
available videos.

• Percent of video watched, distinct frames watched / total number of frames.
Different segments of the same video can also be viewed in different viewing
sessions. As already mentioned, from the framework we can derive not only
the times that a video is started but also the frame intervals that were viewed.
The same metric can be derived using seconds instead of frames in cases
where frame information is not present. This metric can also be derived on
section level. In case where we have a series of videos then this metric would
be: number of distinct frames viewed (from all videos)/number of overall
frames (from all videos).
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• Number of times that learners abandoned a video, if the number of viewed
video frames are below a certain threshold then the video is concerned as
‘abandoned’. This threshold can be defined by the educator or researcher.
The metric can again be derived for specific sections or for a number of videos
(calculated for all videos started and dropped out)

• Number of actions performed. The typical actions carried out by pressing
the VCR control buttons are pause, resume, backward and forward jumps.
This metric can be specific to any type of action or it can be used to count
the total number of actions regardless the type. In the second case this will
tell us how interactive a learner is. However, different actions usually mean
different things. Backward jumps most of the times mean that the learner
goes back in the video timeline to re-watch a point of interest (or difficulty) and
forward jumps mean that the learner is either possibly seeking for specific
content or that he/she decides to skip content that doesn’t pose any interest.
A pause and resume from the same point may mean that the learner paused
the video to take notes, to observe something, to reflect on the video content
or to simply take a break. So if the metric is used for specific types of actions
it will give us an insight on the learner profile.
The metric can again be calculated for a specific section or for a number of
videos.

• Number of days that the viewings took place, Views / Number of days. A
learner might access a large number of videos in a long or small time interval
(e.g. before an assignment or before the exams). However, accessing a lot of
videos in a small time interval is bound to have implications in the learning
process as the learner might not be able to absorb the required information.

Besides the above metrics that can be calculated for any video, linear or interactive, below we also present metrics that are specific to interactive videos.
Interactivity in educational videos can mean a lot of things and it is a notion that
is constantly evolving. In this section by the term ‘interactivity’ we mean videos
where the learner is prompted to interact with video content at specific points in
order for the video to continue execution (e.g. pressing on a specific area, or filling
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in a text box).
The metrics that are specific to interactive videos are listed below.:

• Percent of interactive elements performed, unique elements attempted for
a specific video / number of elements in the video. The same metric can be
calculated for the all elements available in a series of videos supporting the
same lesson or for elements in a specific section.

• Percent of interactive elements performed with success (and without
success), this is similar to the metric above only this time we calculate the
percentage of elements performed with or without success, on the first attempt, for a specific video, set of videos, or a specific section.

• Number of times elements are performed without success, this metric
is also useful since when compared with the unique elements attempted, it
gives us an indication of how many times attempts went wrong

Questions, in-video questions of any type (i.e. multiple choice, check box, open
ended) can also be thought of as interactive elements and the above metrics can
also be calculated for Questions.
The same metrics can be used when we want to measure overall engagement
on video level (video popularity). Then we do not carry the calculations only for a
specific learner but for all the learners and for a specific video.
In brief below are some examples of the same metrics when calculated on video
level:

• Number of times a video is started, The number of times a video was
started by learners. The same metric can be obtained for a specific section of
the video.

• Number of learners that accessed the video. The number of distinct learners that have accessed the video. Again, the same metric can be derived on
section level.
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• Percentage of learners that started a video, The unique learners that accessed the video (or section) / the overall number of learners in the database

• Number of times the video is viewed, This is different than the number of
times the video is started since we count only the video (or section) viewings
where the percentage of viewed frames exceeds a certain threshold (e.g. 60%)

• Number of times a video is abandoned, This is complementary to the previous metric. It is the number of times that the video (or section) is abandoned,
meaning that the number of viewed frames is below a certain threshold

• Percent abandoned, number of times the video was abandoned / number of
times the video was started

• Number of actions, Number of pause-resume, backward and forward jumps
learners performed for the particular video

Concerning interactive items, the metrics that were derived on learner level can
similarly be derived on video level.

4.2.2

Data Visualizations

In this subsection we describe visualizations that are obtained by processing the
data and then using visualization packages such as GraphViz20 , JpGraph21 , the
R data analysis package

22

, as well as Microsoft Excel and LibreOffice Calc. While

some visualizations are obtained through an ‘Administrator dashboard’, others are
obtained externally using the exported dataset and the data analysis packages.
The Administrator dashboard was developed for monitoring the learner activity
and contains table views and visualizations. The table views obtained through this
panel on learner and video level are described in the following paragraphs:
20

http://www.graphviz.org
http://jpgraph.net
22
https://www.r-project.org/
21
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Learner level:

Starting from learner level the administrator-educator can view

the database tables in the following sequence: sessions of a particular learner,
videos that are viewed within each session, sections visited and actions performed
within each video viewing (Fig. 8).
Video views that have not reached the end are colored with yellow. Different colors
are also used to distinguish the actions within a particular video view.

Figure 8: Table views on learner level

The administrator can also create graphical representations in order to observe
learner viewing (or activity) patterns. This is accomplished by following a related
link that appears under the table views. For example when the administrator
decides to obtain a table view of the sections visited within a particular video
he/she also views two links at the bottom of the page (i.e. ‘create section graph’
& ‘create detailed section graph’). If the administrator decides to create a section
graph, then by clicking the related link a graph is produced depicting the sequence
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of the sections visited. Different colors are used to depict the different actions and
the end of video event (i.e. orange for pause, green for resume and red for the end
of the video). Dashed lines are used when sections are omitted due to a forward
jump. Examples of such graphs can be seen in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Section sequence 1

Figure 10: Section sequence 2

If the administrator chooses the ‘Detailed graph option’ then more information
about the visited sections (or actions performed ) is also displayed. This information is the date, time and frame of the section or action entry.
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In a similar way the educator can also obtain graphical sequence representations of (a) all videos viewed by the learner, plus the date and time of the viewings,
(b) videos viewed within a particular session, and (c) interactive items and quiz
questions attempted in a specific video viewing.
For interactive videos the administrator can obtain a section graph but also an
interactive items graph depicting the sequence of the interactive items. Different
colours are again used for successful and unsuccessful attempts.
At this point it has to be mentioned that the graphs produced in this way can
be very large if we deal with a large number of videos or large number of defined
sections.
The sequence graphs on learner level proved to be useful in investigating viewing
patterns in Chapters 5 and 7. The sequence graphs are created using the GraphViz
open source package.
From the Administration dashboard one can also get a number of visualizations
that depict learner engagement (Fig. 11). The bar charts obtained through the
Administrator dashboard are created using JpGraph open source package.

Figure 11: Dashboard for obtaining visualizations on learner level

One of the visualizations depicts the sections visited from each video as well as
the extend to which these sections are viewed. For example in our setting for the
lesson ‘Communication Technologies’ (today called ‘Web page Design’) there were
42 videos (28 linear and 14 interactive), and with the aid of the visualization the
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educator can view which sections were visited by a learner and the extend to which
these were viewed (Fig. 12).

Figure 12: Percentage of viewed sections

Although up to this moment the graph was only available to the educator, it
seems that it can also be useful to the learner, as it provides a quick and efficient
way for the learner to realize what is viewed and what is missed out from a number
of videos. As already mentioned using Adobe Captivate the video designer can
provide the learner with a ‘table of contents’ where each entry in the table is a link
that directs the learner to a specific video section. By using the table of contents
the learner will be able to visit the omitted or partially viewed sections.
As far as interactive videos are concerned we can obtain a visualization of the
interactive elements attempted. This visualization depicts the times that the elements were attempted, if the attempt was successful or not, or if the element was
omitted.
Furthermore we can get a retention graph (i.e. views on frame level) for every
video that is available and a graph depicting the number views in a time scale (i.e.
over a semester period). These graphs can be obtained for all the videos viewed by
a learner. These graphs will however be explained in the next section since they
can also be obtained on video level.
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Video level:

In this section we will describe the visualizations and statistics ob-

tained on video level. Entering the particular module in the Administration dashboard the educator can view Section bar charts, Interactive item bar charts (for
interactive videos), Retention, Drop outs, and Views in the semester time interval
(Fig. 13). These charts are again created by using JpGraph open source package.

Figure 13: Dashboard for visualizations on video level

Section bar charts simply depict the number of section visits. If a section
pauses more visits than the others then we can assume that this is a section of
particular interest to the learners and this could be associated with many factors
(e.g. difficulty to understand, relevant to an assignment etc.). It was a common
observation almost for all the video graphs that the last sections of every video
accumulated less visits due to drop outs towards the end of the video.
Concerning the Interactive item bar charts the administrator can view the number of attempts and if these attempts were successful or unsuccessful (Fig. 14).
By viewing the unsuccessful attempts the administrator is able to spot elements
that received an unexpected number of unsuccessful attempts and this can help
in spotting design errors.
For example in our interactive videos the learner is asked to perform a task such as
to press the right menu item or to fill in a text box with the appropriate content. This
task most of the times is accompanied with some guidance in a form of a caption
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Figure 14: Interactive video items

(e.g. press Insert–>Image to insert an image). This guidance is usually sufficient for
the user to proceed with success unless he/she is careless. In some cases however
the learner is asked to perform a task without the necessary guidance. This as
expected will cause a larger number of unsuccessful attempts. In both cases after
an unsuccessful attempt a more detailed guidance is given with a caption that
points to the right element.
Besides the expected unsuccessful attempts some interactive elements caused
an unexpected high number of unsuccessful attempts. These had to do with the
nature of the element (spin buttons and text boxes caused more problems) but also
with design errors. In some parts of the video it was not clear to the learner how
he/she should proceed and in some instances the video would not proceed even
if the student performed the right action. An example of a situation that caused
confusion to the students is displayed in Fig. 15. The picture is associated with
an interactive video for learning Microsoft Word. In one of the video interactive
tasks the learner is asked to change the format of the ‘bullets’ in Microsoft Word by
choosing the right menu option and then by choosing the icon with the rhombus
shape. It is evident from the picture that there are more than one of these shapes
in the dialogue window and this caused confusion and an unexpected number of
unsuccessful attempts.
Although in most cases the reason behind a high number of unsuccessful attempts
was obvious, there were also cases were the problem could not be identified.
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Figure 15: Interactive task within a video where students were asked to select
the rhombus shape icon in order to change the ‘bullets’ appearance in Microsoft
Word.

Another visualization that poses interest is the retention graph (Fig. 16).

Figure 16: Time series retention Graph. Views per second.
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The retention graph was first introduced by You-Tube analytics and shows the
views in every moment of the video. In our framework we can obtain this type
of graph since as explained the number of visits to each frame are recorded (and
thus the visits to every second in the video). This type of graph, as mentioned in
one of the previous sections, has been used by other researchers to investigate the
reasons behind peak points and points of dropout (e.g. Giannakos et. al. 2015;
Kim et. al 2014; Giannakos et. al. 2014b).
The next graph (Fig. 17) depicts the number of viewings and number of dropouts.

Figure 17: Video views and times abandoned

Its important to track videos which have a large number of dropouts and thus
fail to engage learners. A video is considered abandoned if the number of frames
that are not viewed exceed a certain threshold.

In our case this threshold is

60%, but of course other values can be used. The threshold value is stored in a
general parameters table together with other variables that are necessary for data
processing tasks.
The graph in Fig. 18 depicts the views in a time scale. We obtain this graph in
order to view the changes in learner views throughout a specific period. The period
can be an academic semester, an academic year, or any other period of interest. In
this graph one can see the learner visits that took place within a two week period,
in the spring semester of the academic year 2012-2013.
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Figure 18: Views in time

Graphs obtained in Excel/Calc and R:

As part of our work we have also de-

veloped various data processing tasks (or scripts) in order to obtain suitable data
files that can be imported in statistical & data analysis packages (e.g. R, Excel,
Calc, Weka and SPSS) in order to obtain visualizations and perform data mining
and statistical analysis. A graph that is obtained in this way using Excel is again
a graph depicting the views and other actions in a time scale. As mentioned in
the previous section, initially we used JpGraph within our Admin environment in
order to obtain such graph. Later however we decided that it is also simple to get
such graphs using simple SQL queries and Excel. These graphs can depict the
temporal fluctuations in views and other actions.
Different factors may trigger a change in the number of views or in the number of
video actions that take place during a semester. Our research showed that events
such as the hand out of an assignment or the exams triggered changes in learner
behaviors. For example we observed that students performed a high number of
views before the exam and before an assignment deadline. Another observation
was that although there was a higher number of views (peak in the views graph) in
the days preceding the exam these views were mostly linear (i.e. without actions).
Views were more interactive in an assignment period where students performed a
high number of backward jumps most likely in order to re-watch particular sections
that were related to assignment tasks. This type of graphs are used in the analysis
that takes place in Chapters 5 and 7.
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Another type of graph that can be obtained in R is a heatmap graph. Heatmap
graphs can be utilized in various ways. In Fig. 19 we can see the sections of the
28 linear videos of the course ‘Communication Technologies’. Each section obtains
a color that reflects the video visits of the section. Higher visits are associated
with warmer colors that are close to red. By viewing this graph the educator can
have an overview of the levels of engagement associated with every video and every
section of each video. Section names are omitted from the graph because of the
limited space, but can easily be found by looking at the relevant database table.

Figure 19: Heatmap of video sections visited

Another graph that can be useful in extracting valuable information is a graph
that depicts section transitions. With such graph we can explore learner navigation
within video viewings. For example if there are many jumps from one section to the
previous one then we can assume that the learner jumps back in the timeline to rewatch something interesting or something not understood. If there are many jumps
from the last section to the first then we can safely assume that learners wanted
to re-watch the video from the beginning. Such plots are particularly useful when
they reveal transitions that are not expected and which thus have to be further
investigated.
Like before a heatmap is one kind of plot that can be used to visualize transi-
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tions. It is typical of such graph to have high values in the diagonal where the most
typical transition is the one from one section to the section that succeeds it. In the
heatmap in Fig. 20 we can also see that the number of visits from one section to
the next decline towards the end due to dropouts in a 10 minute video. We can
also see that transitions from section 3 to section 3 are particularly high. This is
due to the high number of pause-resumes (pausing and resuming from the same
point) or jumps (forward or backward) within the same section. Transition graphs
are used in our analysis in Chapter 7.
Sections as explained so far are video segments defined by the educator that
reflect different conceptual topics. Sections however can also be defined to reflect
different time intervals of equal length. Transition graphs can reveal common or
unusual behaviors and can give us valuable information about the learner viewing
behavior.

Figure 20: Section transition graphs

Another aspect that could be interesting for investigation is the sequence patterns within video viewing. In the previous section we obtained sequence graphs
using Graphviz. These graphs are obtained for individual learners. These visualizations proved useful in observing learner viewing patterns as we will see in the
subsequent chapters. However, in order to perform sequence processing, mining
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and visualization on a larger number of viewings, we used the Traminer23 package
within R. TraMiner is a package for performing sequence processing and mining.
Various studies have investigated sequence patterns through visualizations or
sequential pattern mining. These studies dealt with learner navigational patterns
in learning management systems, intelligent tutoring systems or other web based
environments. However, sequence mining in educational video viewings is an unexplored topic. This probably has to do with the nature of the data, as it is hard
to obtain meaningful and generalized findings from such low level data. However,
we cannot cancel out the existence of patterns that would actually give us valuable
information about the learner behavior.
In this section we introduce video sequence graphs that could be useful in
mining patterns. Using sequence graph visualizations we can quickly observe the
most frequent patterns but also any unusual patterns that might be worthwhile
investigating. The patterns can be derived from logical sections, sections that
reflect equal time segments or a combination of sections and other activities that
take place within video viewings such as in-video quizzes.
In Fig. 21 we see the most frequent patterns of a video that has six logical
sections. The sections reflect different conceptual topics and are represented by
different colors in the specific graph. As we see the dominant pattern is the sequential view where all the sections are visited in the expected order. The next
most frequent patterns are patterns from viewings that are sequentially viewed but
dropped out at some point.
With TraMiner one can also perform clustering on sequential patterns in order
to obtain groups of patterns with similar characteristics.
At this point we have to say that in our investigation we used sequence mining
methods and sequence visualizations for a large number of viewings but we did not
derive many findings that are worth reporting. This is because the learner patterns
were either sequential or varied from learner to learner. However, although we did
not obtain useful findings, we report the tools and the methods that were followed
23

http://traminer.unige.ch
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Figure 21: Obtaining frequent sequences with the TraMiner package

for obtaining such visualizations because this might aid other researchers who
would like to experiment further with sequences within educational videos.

4.3

Summary and Preliminary Findings

In this chapter we described a framework for capturing and monitoring learner
viewing and activity data while engaging with linear and interactive videos. The
interactive videos used in this case are videos that can contain quiz-questions (invideo quizzes) and items that the learner has to interact with in order for the video
to continue. Examples of such interactive items are an area that the learner has
to click on (e.g. a menu item in a screencast video), a text box that has to be filled
in with specific text etc.
The frameworks consists of

• a logging mechanism for capturing learner activity data. The logging mechanism described in this chapter relies on the capabilities of a known e-learning
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production software (i.e. Adobe Captivate).

• a suitable database schema for storing the learner viewing activity data
• a set of metrics and visualizations for assisting knowledge management and
data analysis. The metrics are used for measuring the learner engagement
and video popularity and the visualizations are employed for observing learner
activity, viewing and interaction patterns, as well as engagement on video
level. Some visualizations are obtained through an Administrator dashboard
(by the use of open source packages such as Graphviz and JpGraph) and
others are obtained externally by using R, Excel or Calc.

The framework was adopted for a series of video lessons produced with Adobe
Captivate. These video lessons were created for supporting the courses ‘Introduction to Computers’ and ‘Communication Technologies (Web page Design)’ for the
students of the Department of Digital Media and Communication (former Public
Relations and Communication ) of the Technological Institute of Western Macedonia. The first series of video lectures were used in the fall semester of 2012-2013
and details of the settings are given in the next chapter. Logging took place successfully.
Some preliminary findings showed that only a small number of students viewed
videos regularly and in the proposed order. Moreover, video sections were viewed
mostly sequentially especially in the period before the exams. Pausing and resuming actions as well as backward jumps in the video sequence were mainly observed
at a period when an assignment was given out. In this period a number of students
paused (and resumed) often in order to concentrate on a topic relevant to the assignment. The findings also revealed design problems related to some interactive
items that caused an unexpected number of unsuccessful attempts.
At this point we have to say that using a commercial software for capturing
learner viewing activity is certainly a limitation but Adobe Captivate is a popular
software for creating e-learning content and we already had in our possession a
sequence of video lessons created with the specific software and we were in the
process of producing more. Thus although we had also spotted few other possible
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ways for accomplishing the task of data capturing, using a mechanism that relied
on Adobe Captivate features (i.e. widgets) was the most logical thing to do at the
time. In Chapter 7 of this thesis we provide an alternative way for developing a data
capturing mechanism using open source Html 5 video players. The mechanism can
be used for educational videos that are either found on video sharing platforms
(e.g. Youtube and Vimeo) or hosted on an institutional web server. Although the
front end data capturing mechanism is always specific to the technology used (e.g.
Adobe Captivate or open source Html 5 players), the database schema used to store
the viewing data as well as the metrics and visualizations are independent of the
technology used for reproducing the videos and capturing the viewing and activity
data.
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5

Exploring student viewing behaviors in online educational videos

The aim of the current chapter is to present the experiences gained from using
the framework of Chapter 4 in educational settings to gather and analyze learner
viewing behaviors, and to compare these findings to the outcomes of research
conducted by other researchers in the past. The work in this chapter is also
presented in the publication Kleftodimos & Evangelidis (2014a).
More specifically, in Section 5.1, we describe the educational settings of the experiment, and, in Section 5.2, we discuss the findings and compare these findings
to similar studies that have been carried out in the past. We summarize in Section
5.3.

5.1

Educational settings

The framework was adopted for a series of educational videos. These video lessons
were created for supporting the course ‘Introduction to Computers’, taught in
the 1st semester and the course ‘Communication Technologies’ taught in the 6th
semester at the Department of Digital Media and Communication of the Technological Institute of Western Macedonia. In the course ‘Introduction to Computers’
and in the laboratory hours students are taught principles of word processors and
spreadsheets using Microsoft Office Word and Excel. The course was later renamed
to ‘Introduction to new Technologies in Communication’. In the lab hours of the
course ‘Communication Technologies’ students are taught web page design with
the use of the software package ‘DreamWeaver’. The course was later renamed to
‘Web Page Design’.
Screen capturing was used to produce videos that demonstrated various topics
specific to the software packages. The videos were enhanced with sound, captions
and text animations.
Two web pages were created for accommodating the educational videos (Fig. 22
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& 23). One column in both web pages contains the links to the linear videos and
another column contains the links to the interactive ones. The webpage for the
second course (Web page Design with DreamWeaver) contains also a third column
with links to document files. The document files consist of detailed instructions
and images and cover the same topics as the corresponding videos. These files are
intended for those who wish to read rather than watch online videos (Fig. 22).

Figure 22: Video lessons for the course ‘Communication Technologies’

Figure 23: Video lessons for the course ‘Introduction to Computers’

The students have to follow a login procedure in order to access these web
pages. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the videos can only be accessed
through a live Internet connection and a connection to the database. A learner
session is defined as the period starting from user login and until the user closes
the browser window, exiting in this way the video platform.
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The lectures that are supported by the video lessons have obligatory attendance
and students are taught the same topics in class as well. Thus, in our setting,
videos are not the only source of acquiring the necessary knowledge and this has
to be kept in mind when interpreting results from the data analysis. The order in
which the topics are covered in class is more or less the same with the order of the
videos in the webpage.
The first series of videos supporting the course ‘Introduction to Computers’
consists of 26 linear demonstration videos plus 20 interactive videos and 2 videos
that contain in-video quizzes regarding Microsoft Office Word and Excel concepts.
The second series of videos supporting the course ‘Communication Technologies’
consists of 28 linear demonstration videos and 14 interactive video lessons for
learning the Dreamweaver web page design software. The duration of the videos
that are designed to support the two courses ranges from 1 minute to 10 minutes
approximately. However, most of the videos are below 3.5 minutes. It was a design
decision to keep these video lessons short in order to keep engagement at high
levels and downloading time shorter. The first series of video lessons was used in
the fall semester of the academic year 2012-2013 and the second series was used
throughout the spring semester of the same academic year.

5.2

Findings

The findings described in the current section were obtained by (a)querying the
database, (b)carrying out data processing, (c)importing data to Excel and SPSS and
carrying out statistical analysis, and by (d)observing the graphical representations
that exist in the framework.

5.2.1

Questionnaires and logged data

A questionnaire was handed out for the course ‘Introduction to Computers’ on
the exam day. 78 out of 87 students that took part in the experiment completed
the questionnaire. The questionnaire addressed questions in order to find out
which students had access to a computer and an Internet connection since both
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aspects are necessary for accessing the video lessons. Moreover, the questionnaire
addressed questions about the quality of the video lessons, the perceived usage of
the video lessons by students and the reasons that may have prevented students
from using the video lessons.
The questionnaire revealed that 74 out of the 78 first year students that filled
the questionnaire have their own computer and 63 had an Internet connection at
home. So accessing the video lessons was not a problem for the majority of first
year students. This is also true for the students of the 6th semester because by
that time they have already implemented a number of assignments in courses of
the curriculum that require Internet access. Most of the first year students that
did not use the video lessons stated that they did not use them due to the lack of
an Internet connection at home. They also stated that distributing the videos via
a CD or DVD would have been a better option for them. The majority of students
stated that they found the quality of videos very good and certainly a better way of
learning when compared to printed handouts that are normally distributed in most
lab lessons as learning material. This was also confirmed from the data analysis
we present in the next sub-section.
However, the number of students stating that they used the video lessons is
in discordance with the numbers retrieved from the database. 66 students stated
to have used a video lesson at least once but from the logged data it was revealed
that actually only 47 did. This leads us to the conclusion that either some students viewed videos together, or viewed videos using someone else’s login id and
password, or simply they did not answer the questionnaire honestly despite the
fact that the questionnaires were answered anonymously and without the tutor’s
presence. This is also in line with Gorissen et. al. (2012b) that also concludes that
it is useful to perform a triangulation of the survey data and the data logged by
a system because there are differences between the datasets. Studies conducted
by Gorissen et. al. (2012a,b) identified discrepancies between the logged data and
the student survey responses. Although logged data gathered according to the
framework described in the previous chapter may pose some questions regarding
integrity (e.g. viewing videos with somebody else’s id), it can undoubtedly give us
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much more accurate metrics concerning learner engagement and video popularity
and better knowledge on the viewing patterns followed by learners, when compared to surveys and interviews that are used by the majority of research papers
examining learner behaviour.
By querying the database we found that for the course ‘Introduction to Computers’ only 47 out of 87 students that took part in the experiment ( 54%) had
used the video lessons. For the course ‘Communication Technologies’ the number
of students that viewed at least one video was 146 out of the 231 that attended
the course ( 63%). These 146 learners performed 6043 video viewings with 5331
concerning linear videos and the rest interactive videos.
We continue to the next subsection by focusing more on the findings obtained
from the course ‘Communication Technologies’ since for this course a larger and
more representative dataset was obtained.

5.2.2

Viewing videos. When and where

For both courses most of the video viewings took place a few days before the exam,
but also on the exam day as well. For the 6th semester course laboratory exams
took place on four consecutive days where students were tested on webpage design
principles. A considerable number of video viewings also took place during a period
when an assignment was handed out but the number of viewings was significantly
higher on the days (or even hours) before the exam (Fig. 24).

Figure 24: Viewing dates for the course ‘Communication Technologies’
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This finding is in accordance with many research papers that also found that
video use (or audio podcast use) increase dramatically before course exams indicating that students use videos for exam preparation (e.g. Brittain et. al. 2006;
Copley 2007; Gorissen et. al. 2012).
We can conclude that in the particular educational setting, students view videos
mostly to prepare for exams and to a smaller extend to prepare for assignments.
It has to be mentioned that in our case the exam weighted significantly more
than the assignment and it is most likely that the number of viewings is analogous
to the weight of the evaluation (exam or assignment).
In our setting, students watched videos mostly on working days. However, this
is due to the fact that most video viewings took place one or two days before the
exam and these days were mostly working days. Also, students viewed videos
mainly between 14:00 and 00:00 with the peak being between 16:00 and 17:00.
These findings are again very similar with the findings in the research conducted
by Copley (2007). However, there are studies mentioned in Kays’ review (2012)
where students tended to view videos mainly on weekends.
Students attending both courses could use the computers in the library for
viewing the videos and moreover students attending the introductory course were
encouraged to view the videos in the library, and practice at the same time as well,
since Microsoft Office Word and Excel were both installed in the library computers.
However, although this option was available and the library was open till 21:00,
most students viewed the videos from places outside the University campus. This
was found by analyzing the visitor IP addresses. Approximately 4.7% percent of the
video viewings were accessed from within the campus for the introductory course
and 5.3% for the 6th semester course. The rest were from places outside the
University campus.
Learner visits to the text version of the exercise were also logged. We note that
the concepts in the text were described with sufficient detail using also images.
However, the visits to the text files were only 475, a rather small number when
compared to the 6043 video viewings performed by learners that attended the
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course. Students did indeed prefer video lessons than text handouts as they stated
in the questionnaire and this is again in line with the findings in Copley’s research
(2007).

5.2.3

Video viewings and Performance

In order to test whether viewing videos have an impact on student grades, the
sample was divided in two independent groups. The first group was comprised of
85 students who did not watch any video and the second group was comprised of
146 students who watched at least one video. Then, independent samples t-test
was conducted to test whether there was significant difference in the grade received
between those who viewed at least one video and those who did not view any video
at all. Table 2 shows the results of the independent samples t-test. Findings
indicate that significant differences at the p=0.01 level exist in the mean scores of
student grades between students who did not watch any videos and students who
watched at least one video (t=3.815, p=0.000). Specifically, students who viewed at
least one video received better grade (M=7.04) than those who did not view videos
(M=5.68).
Table 2: Results of Independent samples T-Test
Medium

Watch/did not Watch

Mean

T-Statistic

Grade

Did not Watch
Watched at least one video

5.68
7.04

3.815*

*

Significant at 0.01 level

We also conducted Pearson Correlation tests to see whether there is a linear
correlation between different metrics on student engagement and student performance. As described in the previous chapter, in the proposed framework we have
the ability to measure not only the times that videos were visited but also the
frames that were viewed during a video visit. We can thus measure the percentage
viewed from the whole corpus of videos used for supporting the courses. The tests
showed that metrics such as the ‘number of videos visited’, ‘number of distinct
videos visited’ and ‘overall percentage of videos viewed’ were not linearly correlated
to the marks that students obtained.
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This is probably because in the particular setting videos were used as supplementary material for lessons that were also taught in class. So videos were used mainly
for revision purposes or for completing the designated assignment and video usage
most likely depended on whether the students grasped the concepts in class or
not.

5.2.4

Viewing patterns

Researchers who focused on the behaviour of learners while watching educational
videos or listening to educational audios have distinguished various viewing or
listening styles.
De Boer et. al. (2011) noted four distinct styles of viewing behaviour: (a)
linear, (watching a complete video once), (b) elaborative, (watching a complete
video twice), (c) maintenance rehearsal, (watching part of a video repeatedly) or (d)
zapping, (skipping through video and watching brief segments). They also noted
that viewing style is not constant and appears to shift based on the cognitive needs
of the user.
Moran et. al. (1997) dealt with listening profiles from students that listened to
educational audios. They recorded listening profiles that portray different salvaging
activity. They noted five profiles: (a) Straight-Through, (listening to an audio file
sequentially), (b) Stop-Start, (performing a number of pauses and resumes, from
the same point, at a number of points in the audio track), (c) Re-listen, (stopping and going back at specific points to re-listen portions of the audio), (d) Skip
ahead, (pausing and moving forward, skipping portions of the audio), and, (e) Non
sequential, (going back and forth and listening to portions of the audio).
One can see that there are similarities between the viewing and listening styles
recorded by the researchers. In our setting we found traces from all the styles
mentioned by these researchers. We found these traces by observing the video and
section sequence graphs generated by our framework. For example a combination
of the elaborative style (watching a complete video twice) and the Re-listen (or
Re-watch) profile, stopping and going back at specific point to re-watch a specific
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portion, is observed in Fig. 25.

Figure 25: Sequence of viewed sections

Apart from observing the sequence graphs, we also carried out data-processing
to obtain new information (in a form of a new database table) from the data contained in the database. Every viewing was characterized either as a sequential
viewing or a sequential viewing that was dropped off or a non sequential viewing.
The number of media actions was also recorded for non-sequential viewings.
In particular for the course ‘Communication Technologies’ taught in the 6th
semester course, there were 5331 viewings in the database concerning linear videos
(non-interactive). In Table 3, video viewings are classified according to the actions
encountered (e.g. the 3rd line presents the number of video viewings that contain
only backward jumps).
It is obvious that the sequential viewing (linear or straight-through) is by far the
dominant viewing pattern. Many times, though, videos are viewed in a linear way
but learners stop viewing at a certain point, before the end is reached (sequentialdrop-off). In order to differentiate linear viewing sessions completed by the learner
from sessions that were linear but not viewed till the end we introduced a threshold.
We considered a video as viewed if more than 60% of the video sections were visited.
The total viewings that were dropped off (either sequential or not) were 849
(16%). The video that had the largest percentage of drop offs was the longest
video in the series, an important video that recaps the whole procedure of creating
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Table 3: Viewings classified by actions
no

Viewings containing only

N

Percentage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

sequential viewings
sequential viewings -drop off
backward jumps
backward jumps + pause-resume actions
pause-resume actions
forward jumps
backward jumps + forward jumps
Backward + forward jumps + pause resume
actions
forward jumps + pause-resume actions

3281
637
333
292
250
182
153

61.55%
11.95%
6.25%
5.48%
4.69%
3.41%
2.87%

142

2.66%

61

1.14%

8
9

5331

a website. This video was significantly longer than the rest and also received
significantly more drop offs. In response to this finding, we tested whether the
student drop-off rate of video lessons is related to the video length (total frames
in video) by carrying out a correlation analysis based on the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. The analysis was carried out on the 28 linear videos. Findings indicate
that there is a strong association between the length of the videos and the student
drop-off rate (r=0.503, n=28, p<0.01).
We set also a threshold in the number of frames jumped in order to define
backward jumps and forward jumps. Very small jumps (<150 frames) were counted
as stop-resume actions.
The stop-resume and backward jump actions were encountered significantly
more than the forward actions, meaning that omitting parts of the video by moving
forward was less frequent. More specifically, the stop-resume actions were 2220,
found in 745 video viewings, the backward actions were 1803 encountered in 920
viewings and the forward actions were 855 found in 538 viewings.
At a first glance, our results are different when compared to another study written by Brotherton & Abowd (2004). In this study the authors obtained statistics
about media actions and viewing profiles (as these are described by Moran et. al.
1997). When comparing the results mentioned above to the results derived by
Brotherton & Abowd, we observe that in that study the StraightThrough salvage
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technique (i.e. sequential viewing) is also dominant, but, on the other hand, forward jumps were significantly more than backward jumps (stop-resume actions
are not recorded in their study). However, there are differences between the two
studies that need to be considered. The videos used in the study of Brotherton
& Abowd were longer and this fact may cause different viewing behaviours (e.g.
more skipping actions). Those videos were lecture recordings, when the videos
used in the study of the current section are instructional videos of short length.
Another important difference is that in the Brotherton & Abowd study, the environment used for viewing videos provided 3 different methods of accessing video
segments. Only one method (mentioned as timeline) is similar to the only method
that we provided in the videos as an accessing method, which is the use of the
pause and resume buttons with the parallel use of the slide bar (or playhead) to
perform backward and forward jumps. When comparing the results of our study
only to the results derived by this similar accessing method, then the results are
similar since sessions where the re-listen pattern is encountered (i.e. backward
jumps only) are more than sessions where the ‘skipping’ pattern is observed (i.e.
forward jumps).
Other observations concerning our setting are the following:

(a) learners change viewing styles from viewing session to viewing session. For
example, they can view one video linearly without any actions, and, then, view
the next one by performing a number of stop and resume actions. Students are
flexible in changing their viewing behaviour and this is a fact also observed in
the research conducted by De Boer et. al. (2011).
(b) some learners tend to perform control actions (stop-resume, backward jump,
forward jump) significantly more often than others.
(c) videos presenting concepts of greater technical difficulty and videos associated
with assignments gather more stop-resume and re-watch actions (i.e. backward
jumps) than videos considered less important.
(d) students do not view the educational videos in the order proposed in the website
but they view videos in a rather arbitrary manner. This is however reasonable
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since most viewings took place just before the exams and students concentrated
mainly on videos that cover concepts which they had problems with in class.

5.3

Summary

This chapter reported some findings from applying the framework in educational
settings regarding the learner behaviour. These findings are then compared to
findings derived by other researchers that have conducted similar experiments.
The key findings are the following:

(a) logging and analyzing viewing activity is very important if we want to examine
viewing behaviours; relying exclusively on interviews and questionnaires for this
type of research cannot give us accurate answers about learner engagement,
video popularity, and viewing patterns followed by learners
(b) students viewed educational videos mostly to prepare for exams and to complete
given assignments
(c) videos were watched mainly from places outside the campus although students
were encouraged to use the library computers since these had faster connection
to the videos and contained the software taught in the videos
(d) there is evidence that viewing videos affected the students performance. However, there was no linear correlation between the marks that students received
and metrics such as the ‘number of video visits’, the ‘number of distinct videos
visited‘ and the ‘overall percentage of viewed videos’.
(e) viewing patterns recorded by other researchers exist in our setting as well and
this is found by observing the sequence graphs. In our setting most viewings
followed the straight-through pattern (sequential viewing). In viewings that
contained actions the stop-resume was the most common action. Viewings were
more interactive during a period when students had to complete an assignment.
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6

Using metrics and cluster analysis for analyzing
learner video viewing behaviours in educational
videos.

In this chapter we continue our analysis by working on a larger dataset and by
using data mining methods in order to obtain more insights on learner behaviour
while viewing and interacting with educational videos.
The aim of the current chapter is to use some of the metrics presented in Section 4.2.1 in order to measure learner engagement and video popularity, and to use
these metrics with cluster analysis to get comprehensive insights about learner behavior. Cluster analysis is a data mining method often used in the literature to
analyze user behaviors while navigating in the open web or in web based environments. Some examples are mentioned in Section 6.3. In this chapter cluster
analysis is used to reveal clusters of: (a) learners with similar engagement metrics,
(b) videos with similar viewing indicators, and, (c) viewing patterns with similar
characteristics. A short discussion follows the presentation of each result. An
attempt is also made to see if there are any correlations between the obtained clusters of learners and the learner performance (i.e. final marks). Finally, association
rule mining is used to reveal another aspect of viewing behavior, that is videos that
are frequently viewed together in the same session.
The work presented in this chapter was also included in our publication Kleftodimos & Evangelidis (2014b)
More specifically, in Section 6.1 we recap again briefly the educational settings
in which the framework was adopted in order to gather data from learners viewing
educational videos. In Section 6.2, we present the set of metrics for measuring
learner engagement and video popularity that will be used in our analysis, and in
Section 6.3 we use these metrics with cluster analysis in order to gain insights into
the learner viewing behaviors. Finally, we summarize the results in Section 6.4.
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6.1

Educational settings

The educational settings for the research described in this chapter are the same
as in the previous chapter with the difference that data obtained from one more
semester was included in the dataset. There are 48 videos (26 linear, 20 interactive
plus 2 videos consisting mostly of quizzes) supporting the lab part of the course
‘Introduction to Computers’ where Microsoft Office and Excel principles are taught.
There also 42 videos (28 linear & 14 interactive video lessons) supporting the lab
part of the course ‘Communication Technologies’ where students are taught web
page design using the Dreamweaver software. Videos were created using Adobe
Captivate and its screen casting capabilities. The duration of the videos range
from 1 to 10 minutes with most videos to be under 3.5 minutes.
Linear videos cover all topics that the learner needs to know and interactive
videos are videos where the learner is asked to perform a series of actions and is
guided through the completion of certain tasks (e.g. embedding a video in a website,
creating frames and links, etc). In interactive videos, the learner is gaining and
consolidating his/her knowledge through interaction, as well as trial and error.
The first series of video lessons were available in the fall semesters of 2012-2013
and 2013-2014 and the second series throughout the spring semester of 20122013. During these semesters 350 learners in total accessed the video platform
and viewed at least one video. These learners performed over 11,000 viewings for
both linear and interactive videos.

6.2

Metrics

In section 4.2 we defined a set of metrics that can be used for measuring engagement on learner level (learner engagement) and video level (video popularity). These
are metrics that can be derived from the data captured by the logging mechanism
of the framework. As already mentioned, the framework stores information about
the videos visited by learners, the sections visited in each video viewing, and the
actions performed (pause, resume forward and backward jumps). It also stores
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the interactive elements attempted by learners who view interactive videos and the
quiz questions attempted by learners who view videos containing quiz questions.
The frame intervals watched in each video viewing can also be estimated with
sufficient accuracy since we have information about the sections visited but also
about any actions performed. For example, for an action such as a forward jump,
amongst the stored information we have the frame where the video was paused
plus the frame where the video was resumed. Thus, we can calculate the frames
that are skipped.
In this section we define the metrics that will be used in an analysis using
data mining methods. All the metrics presented below were calculated either by
straightforward SQL queries or by more elaborate data processing. The details on
these metrics have been covered in 4.2.1.
The metrics used to measure learner engagement are the following: (a)Number
of videos started by the learner, (b)Percent of distinct videos started by the
learner, (c)Percent of videos watched by the learner, (d)Number of days that
the viewings took place, (e)Percent of interactive elements attempted by the
learner (e)Number of actions performed.
The metrics used to measure video popularity are the following: (a)Number of
times the video is started, (b)Number of unique learners that accessed the
video, (c)Percentage of learners that accessed the video, (d)Number of times
the video was abandoned (e)Percent of abandoned views , (f)Number of Actions.

6.3

Data mining using Cluster Analysis

Several studies have used cluster analysis to analyze user behaviour while browsing web pages or navigating in online environments. Krol et. al. (2008) deployed
clustering to investigate user activity patterns while visiting webpages of a cadastral
system. Morrison et al. (2012) used clustering to analyze temporal user behavior
in online communities. We also have several examples of cluster analysis in educational environments. Beal, Qu, & Lee (2006) deployed cluster analysis to group
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students that used an intelligent tutoring system (ITS). Clustering was based on
self reports of motivation and the obtained groupings were used to predict how
learners interact with the ITS. Bowers (2010) used hierarchical cluster analysis
and pattern visualizations on grading histories and student cohorts to aid data
driven decision making by teachers and administrators.
Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such
a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (having
similar attribute values) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). The
objective of clustering is to track common patterns, group similar objects or to
organize them in hierarchies. It is a main task of data mining and a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many fields (machine learning, pattern
recognition, etc.).
There are various clustering algorithms but we have used simple K-means together with the metrics presented in the previous section to obtain insights on
learner viewing behaviors. K-means is probably the most popular cluster analysis
method. It is a centroid based method that aims to partition n observations into k
clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean.
K-means produces k non-overlapping clusters. The only problem with k-means
is that k (the number of clusters) has to be determined in advance. One way to
determine the optimum number of clusters is by using the ‘within sum of squared
error SSE’ a useful measure for assessing clustering results. For each observation,
the error is the distance to the nearest cluster. To get SSE, we square these errors and sum them up. More specifically, to obtain the optimum k, we start from
one cluster and continue adding clusters until diminishing returns are achieved,
meaning no significant reduction in within SSE. Another important parameter in
accepting the resulting clusters is that we should be able to interpret them.
The software used for the clustering tasks is WEKA24 (Hall et.

al.

2009),

a known open source data mining software that provides a broad collection of
machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks.
24

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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6.3.1

Learner Engagement

The dataset used for obtaining the metrics and performing the cluster analysis was
gathered (as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter) in the winter semesters
of 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 for the course ‘Introduction to Computers’ and the
spring semester of 2012-2013 for the course ‘Communication Technologies’.
To gain insight into learner engagement, we decided to perform clustering to the
whole dataset gathered in these semesters. The data set consists of 350 learners
for which we obtained the metrics mentioned in column ‘attribute’ of Table 4. The
‘Percent of videos watched by the learner’ metric was obtained only for linear videos
and for the interactive videos we used the ‘Percent of interactive elements performed
by the learner’ metric to measure learner engagement. Since our interactive videos
contain a large number of elements the amount of elements performed is almost
equivalent to the video portions viewed. The clusters revealed from the clustering
scheme are listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Learner Clusters
Number of iterations: 22
Within cluster sum of squared
errors: 15.92
Full
Attribute
Data
(350)
Percent
of
linear
videos watched by 37.4
the learner
Percent of Interactive
elements performed 16.5
by the learner
Number of days that
the viewings took 3.6
place
Number of actions
49.2
Performed

Cluster
0 (267%)

Cluster
1(7120%)

Cluster
2 (8424%)

Cluster
3 (298%)

Cluster
4 (14040%)

22.7

73.9

44.7

79.4

8.5

73.5

7.1

6.3

78.3

3.8

3.8

6.2

3.1

5.9

2

16.7

139.2

26.8

115.6

9.3

By examining the clustering scheme in Table 4 we see that there are three clusters of increasing percentage of activity for both linear and interactive videos where
the activity concerning linear videos is larger (and significantly larger) than the ac-
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tivity concerning the interactive videos (Clusters 4,2,1). In these clusters learners
clearly decided to use linear videos and more or less ignored the interactive videos.
One possible explanation for this behaviour is that learners did not have time to
engage in interactive procedures since most of them decided to make use of the
videos only a few days before the exam. The analysis revealed that almost half of
the viewings took place only a week before the exam. Another possible explanation
for the limited usage of interactive videos, at least by some learners, is their preference to engage with other similar interactive procedures instead. There was a
number of students who used the taught software package (e.g. Dreamweaver) in
parallel to watching a video in order to replicate the steps in the video, and this was
confirmed by a survey the analysis of which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Continuing, we have a small cluster (Cluster 3) where learners gave almost
equal emphasis to linear and interactive videos with a high mean value for both. Finally, the smallest cluster (Cluster 0) contains learners who gave emphasis mainly
to interactive lessons and preferred to follow a more interactive way of learning.
The values for the number of days and number of actions performed do not
produce results which can be interpreted with safety.
A visual representation of the clusters is given below in Fig. 26:

Figure 26: Learner clusters

When projecting these clusters to the 0-10 scale of marks obtained by the
learners (Fig. 27), we can not associate the level of engagement to the marks
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obtained. Most clusters seem to be equally or proportionally represented in the
continuous scale of marks. However, although no correlation is revealed we have
to keep in mind that in our setting the educational videos serve as a support
material and are not the only source of acquiring the necessary knowledge since
the topics are covered in class as well. The case may be different if the experiment
was carried out in a setting where video is the main or only source of acquiring the
necessary knowledge like it is in a MOOC environment (e.g. Coursera, edX).

Figure 27: Projecting clusters on the marks (0-10 scale) obtained by learners

6.3.2

Video Popularity

The next step was to use clustering to obtain insights into video popularity. The
clusters formed for the videos of both courses are presented in Tables 5 & 6.
Table 5: Clustering videos for course ‘Communication Technologies’
Number of iterations: 2
Within cluster sum of squared
errors: 4.00
Full
Data
Attribute
(42)
Times started
144.8333
Times abandoned
23.7857
Number of learners
75.1429
Actions per video
112.9286

Cluster
(20-48%)
227.35
37.45
107
199.5

0

Cluster
1(22-52%)
69.8182
11.3636
46.1818
34.2273

The clustering scheme in Tables 5 & 6 differentiates videos of high interest
(i.e. Cluster 0, videos that received many visits and actions) from videos of low
interest (i.e. Cluster 1, videos that received far less visits and actions). The ‘Times
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Table 6: Clustering videos for course ‘Introduction to Computers’
Number of iterations: 3
Within cluster sum of squared
errors: : 4.08
Full
Data
Attribute
(48)
Times started
111.9167
Times abandoned
40.4375
Number of learners
61.5
Actions per video
303.75

Cluster
(22-58%)
146.8214
58.3214
79.8571
467.8929

0

Cluster
1(20-42%)
63.05
15.4
35.8
73.95

abandoned’, ‘Number of learners’, and ‘Actions per video’ metrics increase as the
number of video viewings increase and seem to be dependent.
What is not obvious from the tables is that the clustering scheme revealed that
interactive videos all fall in the second cluster (Cluster 1) meaning that interactive
videos failed to attract learners. The second cluster also contained a few linear
videos that covered topics of low difficulty or topics excluded from the examination
syllabus.

6.3.3

Clustering viewing Sessions

In Chapter 5 we mentioned researchers who focused on the behaviour of learners
while watching educational videos or listening to educational audios and distinguished similar viewing & listening styles.
De Boer et. al. (2011) noted four distinct styles of viewing behaviour: (a) linear
(watching a complete video once), (b) elaborative (watching a complete video twice),
(c) maintenance rehearsal (watching part of a video repeatedly), and, (d) zapping
(skipping through video and watching brief segments). The authors also noted that
viewing style is not constant and appears to shift based on the cognitive needs of
the user.
Moran et al. (1997) on the other hand noted five profiles: (a) Straight-Through
(listening to an audio file sequentially), (b) Stop-Start (performing a number of
pauses and resumes from the same point at a number of points in the audio
track), (c) Re-listen (stopping and going back at specific points to re-listen portions
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of the audio), (d) Skip ahead (pausing and moving forward, skipping portions of the
audio), and, (e) Non sequential (going back and forth and listening to portions of
the audio).
In Chapter 5, we observed that traces of the styles presented by these researches
are present in our dataset as well. We tracked these traces by observing the video
and section sequence graphs of our framework and carried out a data processing
procedure to reveal dominant viewing patterns. The same patterns are again revealed in this experiment only this time a different method is used, that of cluster
analysis.
As in Chapter 5 we classify the viewings of this larger dataset in the following
categories: (a) sequential viewing (or straight-through) with no intermediate actions, (b) sequential viewing that was abandoned (less than 60% of the sections
were visited), (c) non sequential viewing (with one or more intermediate actions),
and, (d) non sequential viewing that was abandoned. The type and number of
actions were also recorded for non sequential viewings. There are three types of
actions all performed by using the pause and resume button on the video player as
well as the slide bar. The actions are: (a) pause-resume, i.e. pausing and resuming
from the same point in the video time line, (b) backward jump, i.e. pausing and
using the slide bar to go back in the time line in order to view a certain part of the
video again, and, (c) forward jump (or skipping) i.e. pausing the video and using
the slide bar to jump to a point ahead in the time line. We also set a threshold
in the number of frames jumped in order to define backward jumps and forward
jumps. Very small jumps (<150 frames) were counted as stop-resume actions.
Clustering was then applied on the dataset consisting of all the linear video
viewings from both courses. The analysis was confined to linear videos and the
results obtained are shown in Tables 7 & 8:
From the clustering scheme, we can see that sequential view is the dominant
style of viewing videos. Cluster 1 consists only of sequential viewings and contains
43% of the viewings. The second larger cluster formed (Cluster 7) is a cluster
containing 18% of the video viewings and consists of sequential viewings which
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Table 7: Viewings from courses ‘Introduction to Computers’ & ‘Communication
Technologies’
Number of iterations: 16
Within cluster sum of squared
errors: : 29.69
Attribute

Full Data
(9403)

Cluster 0
(414- 4%)

sequential_view
forward_jump
backward_jump
stop_resume
drop_out

0.6062
0.3615
0.4298
1.1362
0.2737

0
2.529
1.0531
2.6667
0

Cluster
1(399843%)
1
0
0
0
0

Cluster
2(88- 1%)
0
0.6932
5.125
32
0

Cluster
3(117613%)
0
0.108
1.8206
2.4039
0

Table 8: Clusters continued. . . ......
Attribute
sequential_view
forward_jump
backward_jump
stop_resume
drop_out

Cluster
(872- 9%)
0
0.9805
0.531
1.2901
1

4

Cluster
(135-1%)
0
6
2.4889
4.5778
0

5

Cluster
6
(1018-11%)
0
0.4902
0.2102
2.1552
0

Cluster
7(1702-18%)
1
0
0
0
1

were abandoned (dropout) at some point. By dropout, we mean that less than
60% of the video was viewed. We used 60 as the default threshold value in our
experiment but this can be adjusted as desired. Then, we have Cluster 3 that
contains 13% of the viewing sessions consisting of non sequential viewings. Stopresume actions (stopping and resuming from the same point) are the most frequent
actions detected in viewing sessions of this cluster and backward jumps have a
significantly larger mean value when compared to forward jumps. Then, we have
Cluster 6 containing 11% of the viewings where stop-resume is again the dominant
action followed this time by forward jumps (skipping).
In our setting, sequential views formed a cluster that contained almost half of
the views. One reason for this behaviour may be that videos were easy for the
learners to understand and this caused less media actions such as pausing and
going back in the timeline to view a part that was not understood. As reported in
the previous chapter, in a survey conducted, the majority of learners stated that
they found the quality of videos very good and easy to comprehend. Moreover,
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videos were used for revision purposes since almost half of the viewings took place
only a week before the exams. As we have said in Section 6.3.1 it is probable that
this may be the reason for the low number visits to interactive videos. This also
may be the reason for the low interactivity in linear videos. It is probable that
learners did not have the time to engage in more interactive ways of learning such
as pausing the video at various points in the timeline to perform the taught actions
in the software package (Dreamweaver, Microsoft Word & Excel).
Another reason may be that besides being clear and easy to understand the
videos had also short duration. As mentioned in Section 6.1, most videos used
in this experiment are short demonstration videos (less that 3 minutes) but longer
videos are frequently used for educational purposes, such as lecture recordings.
Longer videos can cause different behaviours such as more frequent forward jumps
(skipping) as well as more dropouts as Kim et. al. (2014) reported in their research.
Kim et. al. (2014) provide evidence that shorter videos are more engaging causing
less dropouts. We also came to the same conclusion in subsection 5.2.4 where
we saw that the length of the videos and the student drop-out rate are strongly
correlated.
As stated in the previous chapter another important factor that may affect
the viewing behaviours is the number of available methods for accessing video
segments provided by the interface. In our setting the only means for performing
media actions are the pause, play buttons and the slide bar in the video player.
There are however environments that provide a variety of methods for getting to
different points in the video timeline, such as a table of contents, which is pretty
similar to the table of contents in a book. The variety in the accessing methods
provided by an interface can cause more media actions and therefore more viewings
which are not sequential.
It has to be noted that what is being examined here is viewing sessions. A general trend is that learners adopt different viewing behaviours from viewing session
to viewing session and we observed this after projecting the clusters to individual
learners. For example, a learner can view one video linearly without any actions,
and, then, view the next one by performing a number of stop and resume actions.
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More investigation, however, needs to be carried out to identify reasons that cause
different viewing behaviours. Another observation is that there is no visible relation
between viewing styles and the marks acquired by the learners. We came to this
conclusion after projecting the viewing style clusters to the marks scale.

6.3.4

Association Rules

Besides clustering, association rule mining is a data mining method that can be
used to investigate learner behaviors in e-learning environments. The patterns and
rules discovered by this method are based on the majority of commonly repeated
items in the dataset.
We used WEKA and the Apriori algorithm in an attempt to find out which videos
are often viewed together in viewer sessions. The term session here indicates the
period starting from learner login. At that point a session id is attached to the
learner and all videos viewed from that point onward belong to the same session.
When the learner closes the browser window, a new login will be needed in order
to get to the webpage containing the links to the educational videos and a new
session will be started.
Apriori revealed that there are strong associations between certain videos that
tend to be viewed together within sessions. For example, for the course ‘Communication Technologies’, we obtained a set of rules from which the first three are
listed in Table 9. The results imply that there is a strong association between the
occurrences of the listed videos. Videos 13, 14 and 15 occur together within a
session very often. In our view these videos besides being consecutive they also
covered topics that were difficult to learn and this is a conclusion derived from
teaching these topics in class.

6.4

Summary

In this chapter we used some of the framework metrics for measuring engagement
on learner and video level and data mining methods in order to obtain more insights
on learner viewing behaviors. In particular, cluster analysis was used to find
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Table 9: Association Rules
Rule
video13=1
video14=1
(123)
→video15=1 (111)
video14=1 (198) →video15=1
(176)
video17=1 (158) →video16=1
(140)

Confidence
0.9
0.89
0.89

groups of learners with similar indicators regarding their engagement on linear
and interactive videos, groups of videos with similar values regarding their usage by
learners, and groups of viewing patterns with similar characteristics. An attempt
was also made to give possible explanations for the outcomes of the analysis.
More specifically, and with respect to learner engagement, the analysis revealed
three clusters of learners with clear preference in linear videos but with different
levels of engagement, a smaller cluster of learners which gave equal emphasis to
linear and interactive videos and an even smaller cluster of learners who preferred
a more interactive way of learning, by attempting mainly interactive videos. The
analysis showed no association between the clusters and the learner performance
(i.e. final mark obtained from assignments and final exam) but we have to take
into account that the videos in our setting are not the only source of acquiring the
necessary knowledge since the same topics are also taught in lab hours.
The cluster analysis on the video popularity metrics revealed two clusters of
videos (for both taught courses) differentiating videos of high interest from videos of
low interest. Interactive videos all fell in the second cluster meaning that interactive
videos failed to attract learners. Association rule mining was used to reveal videos
that were most frequently viewed together within sessions. These were consecutive
videos that covered topics that learners had most difficulty learning when taught
in lab sessions.
The analysis also revealed clusters of different viewing patterns. Sequential
viewings formed the largest cluster followed by sequential viewings that were dropped
out. A cluster containing non sequential viewings with mostly stop resume actions
and backward jumps was the third bigger cluster. Some factors that may have
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caused these behaviours were discussed. More investigation, however, needs to be
carried out to identify reasons that cause different viewing behaviours.
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7

Using open source technologies and open Internet
resources for building an interactive video based
learning environment that supports learning analytics

In Section 3.1 we mentioned that there is a significant increase after 2006 in online
video based learning and this is reported in the literature reviews of Kay, 2012 and
Giannakos, 2013. Moreover, various surveys conducted by Intelligent Television
& New York University (2009), PBS (2010 & 2011) and Kaltura (2014 &2015) also
depict that video usage in K12 and higher education continue to increase. Increased use of video content by educators was matched also by increases in their
perceptions about the benefits of video usage in educational settings.
Together with the increase in the use of educational videos there is also an
increase in the interactive features that accompany these videos. The typical interactive features that could exist in an online video are the ones that are facilitated
by the interface of most media players. By using the buttons or the progress bar
(or playhead) of these media players, the viewers can perform various actions, such
as pausing and resuming the video from the same point in the video timeline or
performing backward and forward jumps. Videos with this basic level of interactivity, where non-linear viewing is possible, have been proven to have better learning
outcomes when compared to videos where the control buttons for stopping, replaying, or changing speed are not present and hence linear viewing is the only option
(Schwan and Riempp, 2004).
Besides the basic interactivity features that control the video flow, other forms of
interactivity also made their appearance. Video annotation was one of the earliest
features.

Video annotation refers to the additional notes that learners add to

the video at specific points. By adding additional notes to the video content the
learners can provide further clarifications, highlight points of interest, raise issues
and provide feedback. A number of video annotation tools are reported in literature
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through the years (Preston et. al. 2005; Theodosiou et. al. 2009; Risko et. al
2013; Yousef et. al 2015).
Commercial e-learning providers also provided additional means for enhancing
the interactivity in video viewing. Some of the features that commercial e-learning
packages, such as Adobe Captivate and Articulate Storyline

25

provide are the

following:

• Quiz questions & other interactive elements: these elements are inserted
by the educator and require the learners feedback (or action) in order for the
video to proceed

• Table of contents: the educator can organize the video into sections and
learners can then navigate directly to these sections through a table of contents

• ‘Branching’: using this feature the educator can make videos that follow
different routes depending on learner actions; for example, a video could jump
to a different point in the timeline and show different content depending on
learner input (e.g. answer given to a specific question)

Although the tools provided by these commercial e-learning packages are great
for introducing interactivity in videos and e-learning content that is created by
educators, they do not offer an easy way for an educator to introduce interactivity
in educational videos found in video sharing platforms such as YouTube and Vimeo.
From the survey conducted by Kaltura (2015), the most widely used source of video
in classes is content from free online resources (73% of 1,200 respondents stated
that they used it frequently).
To address the need of adding interactivity to videos found on video sharing
sites, a new array of tools such as EDpuzzle 26 , eduCanon (now called Playposit) 27
and Zaption

28

were developed. Zaption, for example, is a platform that allows the
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https://www.articulate.com/
https://edpuzzle.com/
27
https://www.playposit.com/
28
https://www.zaption.com/
26
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educator to choose videos from the web and add content such as basic text and
image slides, and interactive elements such as open responses, multiple choice
questions, check boxes, drawn responses and numerical responses. The content
and elements are added at certain points in the timeline through a drag and drop
interface to create a time based interactive video. Discussions can also be accommodated in a video, a feature that is closely related to annotations. Discussions
around video content are also the focus of other video based platforms such as
Vialogues

29

( Agarwala et. al 2012) and Grockit answers

30

. Learners can submit

questions about the video content at any point in the timeline or give responses
to other learners’ questions. Popcorn maker was a tool developed by Mozzila and
was used to remix web video, audio, images and content coming from internet
resources and web services in order to create an educational mash-up. However,
the project is discontinued from August 2015. On the other hand RaptMedia
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is

a commercial tool for creating branching videos.
Although these new tools provide a user-friendly and polished environment
for adding interactivity to videos found in the web, they contain only a subset of
the possible features that could actually be supported in a video based learning
environment.
Furthermore, the majority of these applications are commercial and either are
not free (e.g. RaptMedia) or offer only a limited set of features for free and have
incremental paid account options for the rest of the features (e.g. Zaption, eduCanon). Another drawback is that none of the above tools are open source,
meaning that these tools are not open to further development or customization by
independent developers.
As far as learning analytics are concerned, some of these tools provide basic
level options mainly through visual reports (e.g. eduCanon, Zaption). Analysis
of video viewing data as we have seen in Section 3.3 is a relatively recent trend
and there is a small but increasing body of on-going research that focuses on the
topic (e.g. Li et. al. 2015a,b; Giannakos et. al. 2015; Giannakos et. al 2014b;
29

https://vialogues.com/
https://grockit.com/answers
31
http://www.raptmedia.com/
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Kim et. al 2014; Guo et. al. 2014; Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2014a,b; Brooks
et al. 2013; Gorissen et. al. 2012; De Boer et al. 2011). Thus, it is certainly a
plus for a tool to provide more advanced analytics features but most importantly to
provide the whole dataset of viewing and activity data that will enable researchers
to conduct more elaborate data analysis by applying advanced statistical methods,
visualizations and data mining algorithms.
The aim of this chapter is to provide alternative solutions that tackle the limitations of the existing video based products that are used for learning and research.
This is attempted by providing a roadmap on how to use open source solutions
and open Internet resources in order to build an interactive video based learning
environment that supports learning analytics. Today, the level and types of interactivity are in constant evolution. We anticipate that the steps described in the
roadmap will save significant development time for those who want to follow the
trend and incorporate interactive features and learning analytics options into their
video based environments.
In this chapter we also present the educational settings in which the learning
environment is used and findings from analyzing learner activity data. The analysis
is carried out with the aid of graphical representations and statistical methods.
The aim of the data analysis is to (a) obtain insights on how the learners used
educational videos and the available interactive features within the environment,
throughout an academic year, and, (b) to investigate if educational video viewing
has better learning outcomes when accompanied by other activities such as written
assignments and quizzes, that are related to the video content. Other factors that
may affect performance are also investigated (i.e. viewing time).
The research carried out in this chapter has been published in Kleftodimos &
Evangelidis 2015 and in Kleftodimos in Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2016 b.
More specifically, in Section 7.1, we describe how open source technologies and
open Internet resources are used to create a learning environment where interactive
elements, user content and web content are aggregated with educational videos in
order to transform the video viewing process into a more interactive experience. In
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Section 7.2, we describe a module for gathering and storing viewing activity data
for data analysis and data mining purposes. Details of the educational settings
together with findings obtained from analyzing learner activity data are presented
in Section 7.3. A short discussion on the contribution, limitations and future
directions of the study is given in Section 7.4 and the chapter summarizes in
Section 7.5

7.1

Developing a video based learning environment using open
source tools and open Internet resources

After conducting research in order to spot open source technologies that can be
used to develop time based interactive videos we recorded two available options,
namely, the Mozilla Popcorn framework

32

(used in Popcorn Maker and Grockit

answers) and open source HTML 5 players such as MediaElement.js
player

34

33

and Flow-

.

To build the application that we have used in educational settings, we used
MediaElement.js, an HTML5 player that can be used for videos hosted on a web
server or act as wrapper for videos hosted in YouTube and Vimeo. By using the API
of MediaElement (or similarly the API of similar HTML5 players), actions can be
initiated when specific time points (or intervals) are reached in the video timeline
or when certain video events occur (e.g. pause, resume, start and end of video,
volume change). A typical action is the retrieval (or storage) of content from (or to)
a database and this is the basis for building time based interactive videos.
The basic components of the application are the ‘Administrator’ and ‘Viewer’
modules. The ‘Administrator Module’ is where various elements are defined by the
educator at various time intervals or points. The elements can then be previewed
by executing the video and are finally stored in the database if the result satisfies
the educator. If the result is not satisfying the elements can be deleted. The
interface of the ‘Administrator Module’ is kept very simple.
32
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In Fig. 28 we can see a snapshot of the module where the AdministratorEducator selects a video from YouTube and after this step the Educator is prompted
to select the elements that are to be associated with specific points or intervals of
the video. The MediaElement API also supports videos from Vimeo. Videos can
also be stored and reproduced from the server if this option is necessary.

Figure 28: Choosing a video from YouTube and the elements to be associated
with the video

In Fig. 29, we can see a picture of the ‘Administrator’ module where multiple
choice questions are set and previewed, before they are stored in the database. If
answers are not defined then an open response answer is expected.

Figure 29: Snapshot of the Administrator Module which is used for associating
multiple choice and open response quiz questions with time points (or intervals)
in the video

The other module is the ‘Viewer Module’. This is used by learners and in this
module the elements are retrieved from the database and presented to the learner
at the specified time intervals (or time points) during video execution.
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Javascript (and Jquery) is used in the front-end of both modules. More specifically, it is used to track video time and video events and for handling input coming
from the educator (e.g. insertion of multiple choice questions) as well as the learner
(e.g. submission of answers). At the back-end, for storing and retrieving content
from the database, PHP and MySQL are used.
The mechanism for defining and storing elements to the database and retrieving
these elements when learners view the educational video is depicted in Fig. 30.

Figure 30: Storing and retrieving elements to and from the database at various
time points (or time intervals) and events

The features that are present in the developed learning environment are the
following:

(a) Questions that appear at various points in the timeline. In-video quizzes
are a relatively new feature that can be found in educational videos including
educational videos found in Coursera and edX. In-video quizzes are even the
focus of some recent research (Cummins et. al 2015, Wachtler et. al. 2016).
Quiz question elements can be defined and stored in the database by the educator. These are then retrieved when the learners view the video (in the Viewer
Module). The quiz questions appear when the player head reaches specified
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time points and the video pauses at these points. Feedback can be provided
to the learner after the answer is given, but in our setting this feature was not
present, since the in-video quizzes were part of an assignment. So far we have
implemented multiple choice and open response questions.
(b) Sections and the Table of Contents. Very often it is useful to logically (rather
than physically) segment an educational video into sections, where each section covers a particular subtopic. Then, a pause can be initiated at the end of
each section in order to give the learner the opportunity to reflect on the video
material or, alternatively, video quizzes can be placed at the end of sections to
test the learners’ acquired knowledge. The learner can also be provided with
a table of contents, a feature that allows him/her to access the video sections
at will. This feature aids learner navigation by providing better control over
the learning process and is particularly useful for long videos. As a result, the
linearity of traditional video is eliminated. The table of contents enables efficient random content access in video, and past research supports that random
content access in video increases learner engagement and satisfaction (Zhang
2005; Zhang et. al 2006). Furthermore, the breakdown of multimedia in logical
segments is supported in the literature as a way to make multimedia learning
more effective and is referred to as the ‘segmenting principle’. According to
Mayer (2005) the segmenting principle is that people learn more deeply when a
multimedia message is presented in learner-paced segments rather than as a
continuous unit.
In Fig. 31, we can see an instance of the environment where the video is accompanied with table of contents to aid navigation and an area where questions
appear.

(c) Subtitles. There is a vast range of educational videos on YouTube or Vimeo
but these videos are mostly in English. In order to make them usable in countries where English is not the native language, the educator can carry out the
subtitling process by associating subtitles with specified time intervals. Then,
during learner viewing these subtitles are fetched from the database and shown
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Figure 31: A snapshot of the learning environment where an educational video is
used to support the course ‘Graphic Design’

in a text box underneath the video (e.g. Fig. 32).

Figure 32: A snapshot of the Administrator module where subtitles are
associated with different time intervals

(d) Content aggregation. Another feature is the integration of web content to
educational videos. More specifically, web content coming from web pages and
web services can appear next to the video. Using the Administrator module the
educator defines the web resources that will appear when the player is within
certain time intervals. The web resources will appear next to the video either as
links (and the learner will have to follow the links) or as embedded web pages
in an iframe. For example a Google forms questionnaire can appear at certain
time points (Fig. 33) to test learner knowledge, a Google map (e.g. Fig. 34) can
show up presenting an exact location mentioned in the video, a wiki page can
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appear presenting relevant content in text form, and similarly a web image can
appear if more visual information is needed in order to explain a topic (e.g. Fig.
35).

Figure 33: Incorporating a Google Forms questionnaire into the video based
learning environment

Figure 34: Incorporating a Google Map in order to present a location mentioned
in the video

Figure 35: Incorporating a web image if more visual information is needed
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Another useful option is the synchronization of an educational video with content coming from web services. This is achieved with the parallel use of the
MediaElement API and other web services APIs. For example, in the developed learning environment, video content can be synchronized with slides from
Slideshare

35

(Fig. 36.)

Figure 36: Synchronizing video content with slides in Slideshare in the
‘Administrator Module’

The web content called at specific time points can also be created by the educator using various applications. For example in order to incorporate more
exercise activities we have used Hot Potatoes 36 , a software that creates various
educational exercises such as ‘fill in the blanks’, ‘cross word puzzle’, ‘matching’
and ‘jumbled sentence’ exercises. Hot Potatoes software is not open source but
the web pages created with the use of the software can be incorporated into
a video based environment and called at specific time points. User responses
can also be stored in a local database after making modifications to the web
page scripts. In Fig. 37 we can see a snapshot of the environment where video
content is accompanied by exercises (e.g. fill in blanks) created by Hot Potatoes.
Furthermore, using the same mechanism, where various elements are stored
and retrieved from the database at specific time points, other features can be
facilitated, such as learner video annotation and discussions. Practically, by
using the API of HTML 5 video players, and the mechanism for associating
35
36
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Figure 37: Incorporating webpages with activities created using Hot Potatoes

actions (such as retrieving database content) with specific time points or time
intervals, the number of features that can be supported in a video based environment are really up to the creator’s judgment and imagination. At the
moment we are experimenting with time based discussions, the incorporation
of collaborative activities and the incorporation of web based applications into
the video based environment. These are applications that are typically used in
learning and which can be used within the video based learning environment
to accompany related videos.
At the moment, for a course entitled ‘Image and Video editing Principles’ we
have incorporated Pixlr

37

, an image editing online software, into our video

based environment (Kleftodimos A, Evangelidis 2016a). The students in this
particular setting after following a logging procedure are prompted to watch a
video explaining image editing techniques using Pixlr. During video execution
exercise links appear at various time points together with a short description
of the exercise. If these links are followed, the Pixlr environment is opened on
a separate browser tab together with the necessary image files for the exercise.
Once an image editing exercise is completed by the student and the ‘save’ menu
item is selected, the output is stored on the environment web server. The
students are able to see their files and replace them if they are not happy with
the result. Pixlr API is used for the communication between the server and
the Pixlr application. In this way students watch the related video and perform
37
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the given exercises from within their environment account. This setting will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Furthermore, collaborative activities can also be incorporated in the video based
environment. For example an online collaborative quiz can be incorporated
into the environment and performed by a group of learners who are watching a
related video. Learners would have to agree on a quiz answer for the answer to
be recorded. The effectiveness of in-class collaborative quizzes in performance
and student satisfaction has been researched in past papers (Yokomoto and
Ware, 1997; Slusser and Erickson, 2006) and it can also be investigated if their
presence is effective in an online video based environment. Other collaborative
activities such collaborative writing (answers to questions, short essays etc.)
can also be facilitated. Students can be asked to write a text in groups at the
end of a relevant video segment. At the moment we are experimenting with
Etherpad

38

, a collaborative word processing web application that supports

group synchronous and asynchronous collaborative writing. Students can be
split up into groups and answer questions collaboratively when these appear at
various points in the timeline. Etherpad supports multiple pads and different
pads can be created at group level and question level. Etherpad contains also
a chat application for communication amongst the authors. In Fig. 38, we can
see a snapshot where a question appears at a specified time point and then a
collaborative writing activity takes place in order to answer the question. The
text that each user contributes is highlighted by different colour.
The options for integrating web content and web activities into the video based
environment are many and its really up to the creator to adopt the features that
are useful for learning. Although the usefulness of some interactive video features are supported by the literature, such as segmenting a video into portions
that reflect different concepts (Mayer 2005) and providing a table of contents
for random access to these portions (Zhang 2005; Zhang et. al. 2006), it is still
a research question what features and activities actually assist video learning.
It can be argued that some of the described features may cause frustration and
slowdown the learning process instead of assisting it. However, video based
38
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Figure 38: Incorporating collaborative writing activities in a video based learning
environment. Experimenting with Etherpad

environments built by following the ideas presented in this chapter can be used
to accommodate a broad range of interactive features, conduct experiments and
answer research questions regarding these features and their effectiveness in
learning.

7.2

Video learning analytics

In the heart of the learning environment lies a module with the task of collecting
and storing learner viewing activity for data analysis and data mining purposes. In
Chapter 4 we used a commercial software to develop the logging mechanism. This
time Mediaelement.js is used for accomplishing this task. The tracking module
captures and stores video events that are triggered by learner actions and changes
in the video state. A database with a suitable schema is used for storing all the
relevant information.
Learners are required to perform a login procedure to be able to view the videos.
All the activity data stored is then associated to the current learner id and is not
anonymous. It is also possible to associate the collected data to IP addresses rather
than user ids if ethical issues are raised.
In the application database, viewing data is stored in three tables, Sessions,
Session_videos, and Session_events. The database schema is an extended version
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of the schema presented in Chapter 4. A session starts on learner login and at that
point an entry is stored in table Sessions. Videos started within a session are associated with the specific session and stored in the table Session_videos. Similarly,
events triggered during video execution are associated with the particular video
and stored in table Session_events. Date and time are stored for all the database
entries. The same database schema can also be used to accommodate viewing
activity data if a different technology is used (e.g. Flowplayer, Adobe Captivate).
The tracking program however will need to be specific to the technology used and
its underlying API function calls.
The events that are specific to the MediaElement API and are used in the module
for tracking learner activity are listed in Table 10:
Table 10: Events specific to the MediaElement.js API that can be triggered during
video execution
Event
loadeddata

seeked

play
pause
ended
volumechange
muted

Description
called when the video is loaded.
called when the learner moves the video
playhead to a new position (works only with
videos stored on the server and not with
videos fetched from YouTube).
called when the video starts playing or resumes after a pause.
called when the video is paused.
called when the video reaches its end.
called on volume change.
called on sound mute.

A set of properties can be retrieved when these events occur such as the video
time, the current date and time, etc.

The full list of properties and events is

provided in the MediaElement.js web page (http://mediaelementjs.com/).
The database also contains tables to accommodate administrator-educator and
learner input (e.g. questions defined by the educator, answers given by learners,
subtitles, web content - urls and embedded code - and topic sections, again, defined
by the educator).
Another feature that plays role in analytics is sections. As already mentioned
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in Chapter 4, sections defined by the educator reflect different conceptual topics.
Sections can also play the role of marker points in the video. When a section is
entered while viewing the video sequentially or after a jump, an entry is stored in
the database together with the current date and time. Another way of splitting
the video is through equal time intervals (rather than different conceptual topics).
In this case the markers are inserted in equal time intervals. The time interval is
again set by the educator and stored in a general parameters database table.
The ‘section enter’ events are triggered when there is a change in the current
section, and that can take place when a learner is viewing the sections consecutively or when performing forward or backward jumps.
In order to create these ‘section events’ (i.e. logical sections and time intervals)
we used the ‘time update’ function from the MediaElement API. The ‘timeupdate’
function fires few times in every second and it can be used to track the state of
the video and the current video time. Therefore using this ‘timeupdate’ function
(or event) we are able to know if there is a change in a logical or time section. A
change in the current section can take place when one section ends (and another
is entered) or when a jump takes place.
The insertion of cue markers that initiate events (section enter & time section
enter events), which are then stored in the database together with other events
(e.g. pause, resume), can give us a good estimate of the video portions viewed and
provide us with a dataset of viewing behaviors that can be used for data analysis
and data mining purposes.
Currently, in the developed application we use both markers for topic sections
and markers for time intervals. Although this causes more database accesses
(and scalability problems are possible), we concluded that this option is necessary
for MediaElement in order get more accurate approximations for the segments
viewed by learners. By storing all these events, we obtain a very rich database
of learner viewing activity. The metrics and visualizations presented in Chapter
4 can the be obtained from the acquired dataset. The data can also be further
analyzed by using open source packages, such as R and Weka. At the moment the
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environment does not incorporate data analysis and visualization functions from
R and Weka but once research confirms the usefulness of certain data analysis
tasks the incorporation can take place.
Finally, as mentioned in the thesis contribution (Section 1.2) we decided to
distribute many of the modules described in this section in GitHub39 . We do that in
order to help other educators with the technical knowledge set up interactive video
based learning environments that support learning analytics. The open source
library consists of:

• The database schema
• An administrator program for selecting a video from YouTube and setting
up various features such as in-video quizzes, sections and table of contents,
video and web content aggregation, subtitles etc.

• Example scripts on how to set up a viewer’s environment containing various interactive features. The scripts also contain the logging mechanism for
storing learner activity.

• The distribution also contains detailed instructions on how to set up the
database and get the modules running.

7.3

The educational settings and findings

The developed learning environment is used at the Department of Digital Media
and Communication of the Technological Education Institute of Western Macedonia, Greece. The application was first used in the autumn semester 2014-2015
to support the theoretical part of the first semester courses ‘Introduction to new
Technologies in Communication’ (previously called ‘Introduction to Computers’) (5
videos from YouTube) and ‘Image and Video editing Principles’ (1 video, Fig. 39).
The environment was then used in the spring semester 2015 to support the
second semester course ‘Graphic Design’ for both the theoretical part (1 video
39
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Figure 39: A snapshot of the learning environment where an educational video is
used to support the course ‘Image and Video editing Principles’

from YouTube, Fig. 31) and the laboratory part (10 videos for learning the vector
graphics software Inkscape).
Part of the syllabus was covered by the videos. The features activated in the
application for the courses are the following: (a) Table of contents, for the videos
supporting the theoretical part of the courses ‘Image and Video editing Principles’
and ‘Graphic Design’ (b) Subtitles, for some of the videos supporting the course
‘Introduction to new Technologies in Communication’, and, (c) Questions, (in-video
quizzes with multiple choice and open response questions) for the theoretical part
of the course ‘Graphic Design’. The data recording module is activated for all the
lessons mentioned above (theoretical and laboratory). For the courses ‘Image and
Video editing Principles’ and ‘Graphic Design’ we have defined sections that reflect
different subtopics (e.g. interviews by different professionals or information about
a stage in the video production phase) and the titles of the sections were provided
as links in the table of contents. For the rest of the videos sections were not defined
and a table of contents was not provided. This was done in order to observe the
learners viewing behaviour in the presence and absence of this interactive feature.
However, the videos were split in equal time intervals for data analysis purposes.
For the rest of the section we will concentrate only on the two videos for which
we have defined sections that reflect different subtopics, and provided the learner
with a table of contents. As already mentioned, these two videos were used for
the courses ‘Image and Video editing Principles’ or ‘IVEP’, and ‘Graphics Design’ or
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‘GD’ (theory).

7.3.1

Results from case study 1 (Autumn semester 2014-2015)

During the autumn semester 2014-2015 students attending the course ‘IVEP’ were
given a video to watch as part of the syllabus. The video length was about 30 minutes and it contained information about the promotional video creation process as
well as the professionals involved in this process (script writer, director, video editing specialist, etc.). The video also contained interviews with such professionals.
The video had been produced by a student with a professional experience in the
field as part of his thesis.
Students were given an optional assignment that was related to the video.
The assignment consisted of two parts, a questionnaire (20%) that was delivered
through Google Forms and a written assignment (80%) that consisted of several
open-ended questions. The assignment counted 15% towards the overall mark.
The assignment questions were of low cognitive complexity. According to the
Blooms Revised taxonomy (Krathwohl 2002) there are six levels of cognitive complexity: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate and create. The questions
that were present in the assignment did not go beyond the second level which
means that students had to only to remember and understand content exhibited
in the video in order to answer the questions.
The assignment was not incorporated in the video environment but was distributed through the institutional learning management system. The video content was also included in the exam syllabus and students were notified that some
questions in the exam would be related to the video content. The period for the
assignment completion was about 20 days and the period between the deadline of
the assignment and the exams was about 24 days.
Sections were defined for the video and the headers of these sections appeared
as a table of contents next to the video (Fig. 39). The video consisted of 14 sections
that reflected different subtopics. The learners were able to use the table of contents
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to navigate directly to the specified sections. They were also able to use the typical
player buttons (i.e. pause, play, mute sound, etc.)
In Fig. 40, we see some temporal aspects of the learner viewing behaviour.
Figure 40(a) represents the views in the time interval from the time that the video
was delivered to the students and the assignment was set, until the exam.

Figure 40: Views and actions during a semester period. (a) Views, (b) Views,
pauses and clicks in the table of contents

In Fig. 40(a), we can clearly see two peaks, one before the assignment and
another before the exam. We can also see that there are views in the period before
the peak related to the assignment but almost no views in the period between the
assignment deadline and the peak related to the exam. In Fig. 40(b), one can
also see in a relative scale the views but also the number of pauses as well as the
clicks in the table of contents. From this graph one can clearly see that the table
of contents received more clicks during the assignment period.
Another aspect that we focused on is the section transition matrix. This is a
table depicting the number of transitions (or jumps) from section to section. Transition matrices can be obtained through various ways. We used (a) the TraMiner 40
40

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/TraMineR/index.html
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package within R and the seqtrate function, to obtain a table of transitions, and,
(b) the Heatmap2 function of R to obtain a graphical heatmap representation of the
transitions. In this investigation, we excluded transitions from one section to itself
(e.g. section 1 to section 1) that typically occur via a pause/resume action within
a section.
The most typical transition that can be encountered in a transition matrix is the
transition from one section to the section that succeeds it (e.g. section 1 to section
2). In a video that is viewed linearly without dropouts or backward jumps, the
number of transitions from one section to the next would remain constant. However, this is rarely the case and because of these two factors transitions amongst
sections can either decrease or increase.
In Fig. 41, we see two heatmap graphs depicting section transitions, one from
the period before the assignment (pre-assignment period) and the other from the
period after the assignment and before the exam (post-assignment period).

Figure 41: Section Transition Matrix for the course ‘IVEP’.

In these heatmap graphs the lines correspond to the start sections, the columns
to the destination sections, and, the numerical values are the number of transitions
from the start sections to the destination sections.
Figure 41(a) reveals that besides the typical transitions from one section to the
next (e.g. 90 transitions from section 1 to section 2), there are also transitions to
other sections that stand out. Among these transitions, the ones to the previous
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sections are the ones that stand out clearly meaning that learners performed backward jumps probably because they wanted to view a video segment again before
answering an assignment question.
When comparing the two images of Fig. 41, we observe that the second transition matrix (Fig. 41(b)) is less ‘turbulent’ than the first one (Fig. 41(a)), meaning
that learners viewed videos in a more linear fashion in the period close to the exam.
Another conclusion is that although the table of contents was used more in the
pre-assignment period (Fig. 40b), students used it mainly to navigate to a previous
section rather than make arbitrary jumps. The majority of the questions in the
assignment followed the sequential order of the sections (e.g. a question related
to section 2 was followed by a question related to section 3). However, there were
exceptions to the rule and some of these (but not all) can be distinguished in the
graph. For example, there are 23 transitions from section 2 to 4 and 15 transitions
from section 11 to 13. Both of these cases reflect exceptions in the sequence of
questions.
Lastly, in Fig. 41 we observe that although the pre-assignment period and
the post- assignment period were almost equal (post-assignment period was by 4
days longer) the number of views were more in the pre-assignment period (124
vs. 61) and also more interactive. Thus, it seems like the assignment caused
more engagement with the video material and this will be investigated further in a
following subsection.

7.3.2

Results from case study 2 (Spring semester 2014-2015)

During the spring semester of the academic Year 2014-2015 students attending
the course ‘GD’ were given a video from YouTube where professionals are talking
about Graphic Design (i.e. Fig. 31). The video length was about 7 minutes. A video
related assignment was again set and students were notified that the video would
be part of the exam syllabus.
The video was segmented into 7 sections reflecting different issues covered by
the professionals. A table of contents was again provided for quick access to the
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sections contents. However, this time quizzes were incorporated into the video
environment and next to the relevant video (in-video quizzes).

Quiz questions

appeared at the end of each section (multiple choice and open ended). The quiz
questions were part of an optional assignment and the assignment counted 10%
towards the overall mark. The pre-assignment period was 23 days and the post
assignment period was 41 days. Learners had only one go at each question. Once
the question was answered by a learner, the answer was stored in the database
and the question would no longer appear in the video for the particular learner.
The video could be watched as many times as the learners wished and only the
unanswered questions would appear on each video viewing. Questions were again
of low cognitive complexity and simply required from students to remember and
understand video content.
The same graphs as in Fig. 40, concerning the views in time and also the
pauses and the table of contents clicks, were also obtained for this course. The
patterns were similar as far as the views and the pauses are concerned. However,
the clicks in the table of contents were much less probably because the length of
the particular video was shorter and learners thought it would suffice to navigate
just by using the time slide bar (play head). Moreover, the heatmaps for the preassignment and the post-assignment period were obtained again (Fig. 42) and
these were again similar to the heatmaps obtained for the course ‘IVEP’ (Fig. 41).
This however was an unexpected observation because in the current setting almost
all in-video questions that concerned a particular section appeared before the end
of the section and, therefore, there was no obvious reason for jumping back to a
previous section.
We tried to obtain an answer to this unexpected behaviour by observing the
learner viewing patterns.
In our setting there were 2 questions associated with section 1, 2 questions with
section 2, 1 with section 3, 3 with section 4, 1 with section 6, and, 1 with section
7. Questions appeared at the end of the sections and the video paused so that
the learners could give their answer. After giving their answer (or by passing the
question) the video would continue in the same section for a one or two seconds
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Figure 42: Section Transition Matrix for the course ‘GD’.

and then advance to the next section. For example, towards the end of section
1 (S1), learners were expected to answer the two questions associated with the
particular section. After these questions, S1 played again for one or two seconds
and the video advanced to section 2 (S2). Thus the viewing pattern up to section
2 would be ‘S1-A1-A1-S1-S2’ where A1 is an abbreviation for all the answers given
by learners to the questions associated with section 1.
Following this logic the viewing pattern that we expected to be dominant in
viewings of this particular video would have the following form ‘S1-A1-A1-S1-S2A2-A2-S2-S3-A3-S3-S4-A4-A4-A4-S4-S5-S6-A6-S6-S7-A7-S7’ where ‘S’ stands for
‘section’ and ‘A’ for answer. We soon realized that a small error was occurring in the
video and the second question that was associated with section 2 was appearing
at the first second of section 3 (rather than before it). So the expected prevalent
viewing after taking this abnormality into account would be ‘S1-A1-A1-S1-S2-A2S2-S3-A2-A3-S3-S4-A4-A4-A4-S4-S5-S6-A6-S6-S7-A7-S7’. However, out of the 84
viewings that took place before the assignment, only three viewings followed this
exact state pattern. Some sequences were short (videos viewed partially) and some
were long (with many jumps from state to state). The maximum sequence length
was 54.
From a careful observation of the state sequences it was obvious that the backward jumps occurred mainly due to 3 reasons:
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(a) learners hesitated to submit their answers as soon as the questions appeared
but rather preferred to skip the question and continue viewing for a very short
period by advancing to the next section. After staying in the next section for a
short time they came back to the previous section to submit their answer. The
reason for this hesitation is not fully understood.
(b) learners encountered a question and went back in video time to review content
but without using the table of contents. By using the time progress bar instead they landed to the previous section. This behaviour explained the large
number of visits that were recorded from section 4 to section 3. When learners
encountered the first question of section 4 they had to track the content which
contained the answer. This content was located at the very beginning of the
section and when students tried to reach it by using the progress bar, they
landed in section 3 instead.
(c) learners returned to the video after answering all questions possibly to search
for unanswered questions. These viewings are not linear and they contain a
number of jumps to previous sections where these jumps probably occur because learners wanted to be certain that they had not left anything unanswered.

From the views we observed that many learners did not submit all the answers
on their first viewing but rather submitted answers in two or more viewings. We
also identified a strategy where some students viewed the whole video and the
related questions one or more times without submitting any answers, and at some
subsequent point in time they accessed the video again to give their answers.
The sessions after the assignment were less turbulent as it was observed in the
first semester course with only a small number of jumps. Thus, again, besides the
fact that the pre-assignment period was much shorter than the post-assignment
period, there were more viewings in the pre-assignment period and these viewings
were also more interactive.
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7.3.3

Investigating associations between video related activities, viewing
time and learner performance

Taking into account that the designated assignments caused more viewings and
more interactivity within the viewings (in terms of jumps from section to section),
we wanted to test whether the completion of the assignments had also an effect on
learning.
For both courses the number of students that enrolled for the courses was
larger than the number of students that accessed the videos and these were mostly
students that attended the lectures. The study that follows focuses only on the
students that viewed the related video lessons at least once and participated in the
exam.
For both courses besides the overall exam mark, the student marks on the
questions associated to the video were recorded and only these marks were used
in the study conducted. These marks will be referred to as ‘Video Exam marks’
or ‘VE marks’. In the investigation conducted, we tried to spot any differences in
the VE marks between students that completed the assignments and those who
did not. This test was carried out for the two courses separately since the video
characteristics (e.g. video length) and the assignment activities were not the same
for each course.
An independent sample t-test was conducted for the students of the course
‘IVEP’ in order to check for differences in the final VE mark, between the students
that participated in the assignment and those who did not. The sample of students
was divided into two groups. The first group was comprised of 30 students who
completed the assignment and the second group consisted of 27 students who did
not complete the assignment. Findings from the t-test indicate that significant
differences (p<0.05) exist in the mean scores of the two groups (t=3.289, p=0.002).
Students who completed the assignment received higher VE marks (M=6.63 out of
10) than those who did not complete the assignment (M=4.09 out of 10).
For the course ‘GD’ in order to test whether there were differences in the VE
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marks obtained by students who completed the assignment (31 students) and those
who did not (20 students) we carried out a Mann-Whitney U test. A t-test was not
used for this course since the VE marks did not follow a normal distribution for
the two groups and the two groups were not of equal size (nor nearly equal size).
The test showed that VE marks for students that performed the in-video quizzes
successfully (mean rank = 31.58) were statistically significantly higher than for the
students who did not complete the assignment (mean rank = 17.35), U = 137, z =
-3.59, p = .000 (p<0,05).
According to the ICAP framework (Chi and Wylie, 2014), there are four different levels of cognitive engagement while learning and there are differences in the
learning outcomes depending on the engagement involved. The ICAP hypothesis predicts that as students become more engaged with the learning materials,
from passive to active and then to constructive and interactive, their learning will
increase.
The levels in the ICAP framework are the following:

• Passive - simply receiving information, as in watching an educational video
in a linear fashion

• Active - receiving information but at the same time doing something with the
material, such as manipulating the material by carrying out motoric actions
(e.g. pausing, rewinding) as well as answering quiz questions that are related
to video content.

• Constructive- generating some information beyond the information presented
in the educational material (video content in our case).

• Interactive- when students engage with each other through dialogue or collaborative activities (e.g. discussing about the video content off-line or on-line)

Since the assignment questions that were related to the video did not require
from the students to generate new information we can say that the level of cognitive
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engagement did not go beyond the ‘active’ level. Thus we can say that in the
described settings active engagement proved to be better than passive.
But what actually causes this better performance in the particular setting?
Is it the higher level of cognitive engagement that is associated with the video
related assignments or does it also have to do with the higher level of behavioural
engagement, such as the higher number of video visits or the larger amount of time
spend on video viewing, that could also be associated with these assignments?
To answer the last question we will first investigate if there is an association
between the time spend on video viewing and the learner ‘VE marks’, and if this is
the case then we will investigate if the students that completed the assignments
actually spend more time on video viewing.
In the past we have also used videos for supporting lab classes where various
software programs were taught. The topics were taught in class and video was used
as support material. Assignments that contributed to the final mark were also set.
An analysis on video activity data was carried out and results were presented in
Chapters 5 & 6 (as well as in papers Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2014 a,b). For
those courses we did not observe any linear correlations (using the Pearson test)
between the final marks and indicators such as the total number of video views,
the total time spend on viewing the videos (video engagement), or the percentage
of the videos covered by the student. Through questionnaires it became clear
that a number of students who performed well did not rely much on videos since
they grasped most of the necessary knowledge from class. However, the settings
described in this chapter are different in the sense that the video related knowledge
had to come entirely from viewing the videos, and this could be a factor that affects
the relation between engagement and performance.
In order to investigate whether there is an association between learner engagement and performance we first calculate the overall time spend on video viewing
for all the students in the sample. We will be referring to this time as the ‘Overall
Viewing time’ or ‘OV time’. ‘OV time’ may also include breaks (time between a pause
and a resume) and when these breaks are long this time interval can be considered
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as off task time. In order to exclude time that was not on task the threshold of 30
minutes was used. Any pause time exceeding 30 minutes was subtracted from the
‘OV time.
To find out whether ‘OV Time’ is correlated to the final VE marks a correlation
test was conducted using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
Regarding students that attended the course ‘IVEP’ (57 students), results indicate that there is a significant (p=0,000) positive correlation between the time spent
by students viewing the video and their final VE mark (r=0.481). The significant
correlation found could be regarded as moderate (0.30<r<0,50).
In a similar vein, for the course ‘GD’ (51 students), a statistically significant
(p=0.000, p<0,05) strong positive correlation was found between the ‘OV time’ and
the final VE mark (r=0.512).
From the two statistical tests we can conclude that for the particular educational settings where the educational video is the only source of knowledge for
answering the video related exam questions, there is a positive association between
‘OV time’ and the final VE mark.
Once we found that the learner performance is related to the learner engagement with the video content we can now also investigate if the students that completed the video related assignments actually spend more time on viewing the
videos.
As it is depicted in Figures 40, 41 and 42 of the previous section, the video visits
coming from the whole sample of learners were higher and also more interactive in
terms of backward jumps during the pre-assignment periods.
The assignments also seem to have caused higher levels of ‘OV time’ for students
that engaged with them. This is concluded after comparing the average ‘OV time’
from students of the sample that completed the assignment in the pre-assignment
period, with the average ‘OV time’ of all students that accessed the videos in the
post-assignment period.
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As it was logically expected, for both courses all students that completed the
assignment had at least one access in the pre-assignment period. The average and
median ‘OV times’ are given in Table 11.
Table 11: Average and Median ‘OV time’ for pre-assignment and post-assignment
periods for the ‘IVEP’ and ‘GD’ courses

Course

Video duration

IVEP

30 minutes

GD

7 minutes

‘OV
time’
in
preassignment period for
students that completed
the assignment

‘OV time’ in the postassignment period for all
students that accessed
the video in this period.

Avg: 2 h 45 min
Median: 2 h 28 min
No of students: 30
Avg: 1 h 25 min
Median: 1h 2 min
No of students: 31

Avg: 53 min
Median: 45 min
No of students: 29
Avg: 29 minutes
Median:15 min
No of students: 25

What one can notice from the values in Table 11 is that the average ‘OV time’ in
the pre-assignment period (for students that completed the assignment) is considerably higher than in the post-assignment period (for all students) for both courses,
and we can thus assume that the higher engagement with the video content is a
result of the designated video related assignments. Another observation is that the
‘OV time’ in both the pre-assignment period and post-assignment period exceed
significantly the video durations.
To summarize, viewing a video and performing a related assignment is a more
active way of learning when compared to passive video viewing and requires a
higher level of cognitive engagement. Students who followed this way of learning
performed better in the video related exam questions. The better results are also
a product of the higher amount of time spend on video viewing by students who
performed the assignment.

7.4

Discussion

Today the levels and types of interactivity in video based learning environments
are constantly evolving. Interactive features can be used for various reasons such
as testing the learners knowledge at specific time points (e.g. in-video quizzes),
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making learner navigation more efficient (e.g. table of contents), and making video
viewing a richer experience by aggregating video content with content from the
open web and content that is generated by the educator.
A number of video based tools have recently appeared (e.g. Zaption, eduCanon,
Raptmedia, Grockit Answers) and these tools support a different set of interactive
features. While only few of these tools offer their platforms for free (e.g. Grockit
Answers), the majority of these tools are commercial and either are not free (e.g.
RaptMedia) or provide only a limited set of features for free and incremental account
options for the rest (e.g Zaption, eduCanon). Moreover, none of these tools are open
source (or expose any implementation details) which means that researchers and
e-learning developers cannot rely on them for customization and further development.
To overcome these limitations this chapter presents a roadmap on how open
source tools and open web resources can be used for facilitating a broad range of
interactive features into a video based learning environment. By doing this we aim
at:

(a) saving valuable resources in terms of time and money, for researchers, IT staff,
and educators (with the technical knowledge) who wish to adopt video in their
learning practices and wish to enhance these videos with interactive features.
Such a roadmap can be particularly valuable in cases where resources are
limited as this is the case with many educational establishments today.
(b) providing stakeholders with ideas on the possible interactive features that could
be incorporated in a video based environment. While some of the features mentioned in the chapter are also supported by other environments (e.g. in-video
quizzes) there are also a number of features that are unique to this research effort. For example in the described environment video content can be aggregated
with content coming from the open web (e.g. Google Maps, Slideshare slides)
and with activities created by the educator using the software Hot Potatoes as
well as collaborative writing activities facilitated by Etherpad. By introducing
these features we aim at making the video learning process a richer experience
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by mixing video content with related web resources and by providing more ways
to test the student knowledge besides the typical in-video quizzes.

As far as learning analytics are concerned some commercial interactive video
environments provide basic reports using graphs and a dataset with certain aspects
of the activity data (e.g. viewing time, number of jumps, completed questions).
However, to the best of our knowledge these tools do not provide the whole viewing
and activity data (click level video interactions, segments viewed etc). This data is
however necessary in order to proceed to more elaborate data analysis.
In the presented roadmap detailed information is given on how HTML5 players
and their event driven capabilities are used in order to collect a detailed dataset of
viewing activity. Then, the metrics and visualizations of the framework described
in Chapter 4 can be derived in order to obtain insights about learner activity.
This dataset can also be further analyzed using data analysis and data mining
techniques. The analysis can take place in order to understand learner viewing
behaviors with respect to various parameters, such as the integrated elements (e.g.
quiz questions, table of contents), the type of videos used (e.g. instructional videos,
documentaries, lectures), and, the educational settings and learning scenarios in
which the video learning activities take place. Some findings obtained from such
analysis were presented in this chapter mainly using visualizations and statistical
methods. Visualizations have been used before in literature for spotting points of
interest and drop out (e.g. Giannakos et. al. 2015; Kim et. al 2014). However,
in this chapter we used the framework visualization ‘transition matrix heatmap’
to depict sections of interest (logical or time defined sections) and transitions from
section to section that occur during video viewing (with forward and backward
jumps).
One limitation of our study is that although we were able to incorporate many
different features in our environment not all of these were used in classroom settings and in our analytics research. In this investigation only two features were
used, the ‘table of contents’ and the ‘in-video quizzes’. More work can be done to
examine how learners interact with other features and if these features affect the
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learner viewing behaviour and performance.
Another limitation is that this study was carried out under specific settings.
The videos were used in first year courses in a Communication Department where
most of the incoming students have a theoretical focus and not much exposure to
information and communication technologies. The videos where used as part of
an assignment and were included in the examination syllabus. The videos covered
a specific topic and no other source of information was provided. Therefore, the
results of the analysis are connected to the motives and educational background
of the specific students as well as to the other factors of the educational settings.
Thus more work will have to be done in different settings in order to be able to
generalize the results.

7.5

Summary

This chapter presents a roadmap on how to use open source tools and open web
resources in order to build a video based learning environment that facilitates a
broad range of interactive features and at the same time supports learning analytics. This work aims at saving valuable resources in terms of time and money, for
stakeholders who wish to enhance educational videos with interactive features.
The environment build following the roadmap guidelines was then used in educational settings and a number of interactive features were incorporated into
the environment. Learner viewing activity and interactions were recorded and an
analysis was carried out. The main findings of the analysis where:

(a) Student video visits were more during assignments periods and these views
were more interactive in terms of pause-resume and jump actions.
(b) The ‘table of contents’ feature was used more during the assignment period,
especially for the video related to the course ‘IVEP’. Since the length of this
video was longer (i.e. 30 minutes) we can assume that the ‘table of contents’ is
particularly useful for longer videos.
(c) Students that engaged in more active ways of learning such as viewing a video
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and completing an in-video quiz performed better in the video related exam
questions when compared to students who viewed the videos passively.
(d) The learner performance was found to be correlated to learner engagement (i.e.
viewing time) in a setting where video content was the only source of knowledge
for answering the video related exam questions.
(e) Learners that completed the video related assignments also exhibited higher
engagement in terms of viewing time and that was certainly a factor that played
an important role for the better performance achieved by these learners.
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8

An interactive video-based learning environment
that supports learning analytics for teaching ‘Image Editing’

In the previous chapter we provided a roadmap on how open source tools and
open internet resources can be used to build interactive video based learning environments that could incorporate a range of interactive features and also support
learning analytics. In this chapter we describe how we used similar principles to
build an environment for learning image editing techniques with the use of video
and ‘image editing’ activities.
The work carried out in this chapter has been published in our paper Kleftodimos & Evangelidis 2016a.
More specifically, in Section 8.1 we describe the details of a video based learning
environment for learning ‘image editing techniques’ together with the educational
settings in which the environment was used. In Section 8.2 we describe the module
for storing learner viewing behaviours and actions. In Section 8.3 cluster analysis
is carried out in order to identify groups of students with similar behaviour and an
effort is made to interpret the results. The chapter concludes in Section 8.4.

8.1

Building a video based environment for teaching ‘Image
Editing techniques’

In the previous chapter we described how open source technologies and open Internet resources are used for creating time based interactive videos. By using the API
of MediaElement.js, actions can be initiated when specific time points (or intervals)
are reached in the video timeline or when certain video events occur (e.g. pause,
resume, start/end of video, volume change). An action that can be initiated is
the retrieval (or storage) of content from (or to) a database and this is the basis for
building time based interactive videos. Using this technique various features could
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be incorporated into a video based environment, like, in-video quizzes, subtitles,
sections and table of contents, video and web content aggregation, discussions,
etc.
In this section we describe the features of an environment that is build using
similar principles. This environment combines an instructional video together with
a web based image editing tool, for teaching image editing techniques. The web
based tool that is chosen is Pixlr41 , a tool that is free to use and which has similar
features to Photoshop. Pixlr also provides an API that enables web developers to
incorporate the application in their own web site or application.
For the first semester course called ‘Image and Video Editing Principles’ an
instructional video was produced and added to the platform with the video lessons
in order to teach students the basics of image editing using Pixlr. Students are as
usual required to perform a login procedure in order to enter the platform where
one of the video lessons is the lesson on ‘Image Editing using Pixlr’. Next to the
video link there is also a link to a page containing detailed instructions. Students
are strongly advised to visit the instructions webpage first before clicking on the
video link. When the video link is clicked learners are directed to an environment
that contains the video together with other features as shown in Fig. 43.
The video occupies the top of the page and under the video there is an area with
a table of contents (on the left) with links to different topic sections. By sections
we mean the logical segmentation of video content into segments that cover a
particular subtopic. The video lesson on image editing is divided into seven logical
sections and the starting points of these sections are stored in the database. The
first section is a general introduction to Pixlr and the six sections that follow present
different image editing techniques. The techniques are presented by descriptive
exercise implementations. We also defined one extra dummy section (or marker
point) in the end in order to provide a link (in the table of contents) to the end of
the video.
On the right side of the webpage (under the video) there is an area where exercise
41

https://pixlr.com
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Figure 43: A video based learning environment for teaching ‘Image Editing’
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descriptions appear together with links that learners have to follow to complete the
exercises. Each exercise (six in total) is associated with a different section and
appears only during that section. Students are prompted to follow the link in order
to complete a similar exercise as the one described in the related section. When
the link is followed the Pixlr environment opens at a different browser window (or
tab) together with the related image files that are needed in order to complete the
exercise. For the autumn semester of 2015-2016, the exercises were part of an
assignment that counted for the 15% of the final mark.
Although Pixlr could also be opened as separate iframe in the same webpage
and next to the video lesson, we chose not to follow this option since we wanted to
give enough browser space to the video and the application and have menu actions
related to the Pixlr software be clearly visible. After completing the exercise, the
learner can save it by pressing the ‘Save’ menu item in Pixlr. The image file of the
completed exercise is saved on the learning environment web server (Fig. 44) and
not on the students computer (or the students account on the Pixlr web server).

Figure 44: Saving files on the environment webserver
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This is achieved by using the Pixlr API. We chose this option since students
would have to deliver the same exercises and we wanted to make sure that cheating
is avoided and that students use their accounts to view the videos and complete
the exercises. Learners are able to view the stored files whenever they want by
pressing on a relevant link on the environment interface. Students that used this
environment to complete the assignment were told in the instructions that images
above 1000 width or 1000 pixel height would not be stored on the server and that
was done in order to avoid delays and storage problems. An image with a relevant
informative message was saved in case the student attempted to save an image
that exceeded these dimensions.

8.2

Storing learner activity

In the previous chapter we described a system module that is responsible for capturing and storing learner activity while watching educational videos and performing interactive activities. A similar mechanism was again used for storing activity
data. Events triggered during video execution are stored in the database and are
associated with a specific viewing session. Most of the events are triggered by the
Html5 video player API. The events are specific to the MediaElement API and are
shown in Table 10. A set of properties are retrieved when these events occur such
as the video time, the current date and time, etc.
Besides the events triggered by the MediaElement API we have also created
events using the ‘timeupdate’ event. The events that are created are the following:
(a) section enter, (b) time section enter, and, (c) jump event. Like the methodology
we followed in the previous chapter the ‘Section enter’ event is called when the play
head enters one of the educator defined sections. As already mentioned, sections
defined by the educator reflect different conceptual topics. Sections can also play
the role of marker points in the video. When a marker point is reached, or when the
video play head lands in a section after a jump, an entry is stored in the database
together with the current date and time. Another way of splitting the video is
through equal time intervals (rather than different conceptual topics). In this case
the markers are inserted in equal time intervals. The ‘time section enter’, event is
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triggered when the playhead reaches one of these intervals either during sequential
video execution or after a jump. The time interval is set by the educator and stored
in a general parameters database table. For the specific video the interval was two
minutes meaning that the 36 minute video was split into 18 intervals.
Moreover, this time we have created two additional events one for forward jumps
and another for backward jumps. Although it was also possible to derive backward
& forward jumps from the data collected using the methodology explained in the
previous chapter, this time we store the jumps in the database explicitly, at the
time when these occurred. For example, if at some instance the current video time
is higher than the video time recorded a second before by two seconds or more, then
we can safely assume that a jump took place (in our setting we use the threshold
of 5 seconds to record a jump). A backward or forward jump can take place if the
learner pauses the video at a certain point and resumes at another or when he/she
moves the play head (or slide bar) to a new position in the video timeline. When
jump events occur two entries are stored in the database (with two different codes).
The first entry indicates the video time point of where the playhead was before the
jump, and the other entry the video time point after the jump.
The section enter events together with the events pause, play and jump can
give us a good estimate of the video portions viewed by learners. One advantage
of logging viewing activity into a database is that many things can be quickly
calculated by using the SQL query language (e.g. number of jumps and logical
sections visited).
Actions that are related to the Pixlr activities are also stored in a separate
database table. The additional actions that are stored in the database are the
following: (a) visiting the instructions page, (b) following one of the exercise related
links (six actions for the six different exercises), (c) saving an image file (again six
‘save’ actions for the six different activities), (d) viewing the image files stored on
the server, and, (e) clicking on a section link of the table of contents in order to be
directed to a particular section.
The analysis that follows in the next section concerns data gathered in the
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autumn semester of the academic year 2015-2016.

8.3

Using cluster analysis to obtain insights about learner behavior

In this section, we present some metrics related to learners’ activity that were used
to carry out cluster analysis with Weka. The method of clustering is used in order
to reveal different groups of students with similar viewing and activity behaviours
and then an attempt is made to interpret the results.
More specifically, the following metrics are obtained from the dataset: (a) number of video visits, (b) distinct section visits (logical sections defined by the
educator), (c) time section visits, this indicator is proportional to the time spend
on active video viewing, (d) distinct time sections visited, the video duration is
36 minutes and it is split into 18 equal (2 minute) time intervals, (e) jumps, the
number of forward and backward jumps that took place during video viewing, (f)
backward jumps, (g) forward jumps, (h) pauses, the number of times that the
learner pressed the pause button, (i) volume change, the number of times the
learner attempted to change the volume, (j) exercise link clicks, the number of
times that an exercise link was clicked by a learner, k) save clicks, the number of
times that a learner saved an image file, (l) view files clicks, the number of times
that the learner viewed the ‘saved’ image files, and, (m) read instruction clicks,
the number of times that the learner visited the instructions page. These metrics
are then used for carrying out cluster analysis. The analysis is carried out using
the K-means algorithm. To determine the optimum number of clusters we used
the ‘within sum of squared error SSE’ in order to assess the clustering results.
For each observation, the error is the distance to the nearest cluster. To get SSE,
the errors are squared and summed up. To obtain the optimum K, we start from
one cluster and continue adding clusters until diminishing returns are achieved,
meaning no significant reduction in within SSE. Of course, another important factor in accepting the resulting clusters is that we should be able to interpret them.
The results that were obtained after following this process with Weka are shown in
Fig. 45.
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Figure 45: Results from Cluster Analysis using Weka

More specifically, Cluster 0 comprises of students that have a large number of
video views, large number of jumps and time section visits. These students visited
all the logical sections of the video and also all the time sections (18 in total).
However, the troubling fact is that these students also exhibit a large number of
exercise visits and a large number of visits to the instructions page. A session
where video viewing and exercises are performed without trouble is expected to
be in line with the following scenario: in the beginning, the learner visits the
instruction page, and, after carefully reading the instructions, he/she proceeds to
view the related video. After (or while) viewing the second section of the video that
is associated with exercise 1, the learner presses on the exercise link and performs
the first exercise in the Pixlr environment. After completing the exercise the learner
saves the image file and views the file by pressing the ‘view-files’ link. In the same
manner the learner views the subsequent sections and performs the rest of the
exercises. Ideally, the learner would click the exercise link only once in order to
perform the exercise. The high number of clicks to the exercise link and the high
number of file views as well as the high number of visits to the instruction page
are a sign that the learner is disorientated in the environment.
Cluster 3 consists of learners that have a lower score on the mentioned indicators. However, still the number of exercise link clicks in the particular cluster is
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significantly higher than the number of exercises (6 exercises). Thus these learners
also faced some problems. By looking in the dataset at a number of sessions from
learners in this cluster we observed that a lot of these sessions were ‘troubled’ at
the beginning (e.g. multiple clicks to the exercise links, visits to the instruction
page, high number of jumps) but normalized after a while.
Cluster 1 is a less ‘troubled’ cluster. This cluster is characterized by low
number of exercise visits. The exercise visits in this cluster are close to the number
of exercises.

There are also less visits to the instruction page and also fewer

jumps. Moreover, there are fewer distinct time section visits and this means that
a number of students in this cluster skipped some time segments of the video
probably because it was clear to them how they should proceed.
Finally, Cluster 2 consists of learners that did not finish the assignment since
the number of exercise and ‘save’ clicks are less than the number of the assignment
exercises.
During the completion of the assignment a number of students contacted the
educator in order to express problems that they were facing. The students encountered two types of problems mainly because they did not understand the
instructions. One problem was that students did not understand that in order to
perform the 6 exercises they would have to follow 6 different links that appeared
in the exercise area during the related video sections. Another problem was that
some of them tried to store images with dimensions larger than the defined limit.
An image with a relevant message was saved in this case but not all students
understood what this message was about. Out of the 10 students that expressed
their problems by email 2 of them were members of cluster 0, 7 were members of
cluster 3 and 1 from cluster 1.
A survey was also handed out to the students via Google forms in order for
students to evaluate the environment. 61 students took part in the survey out
of the 90 that attempted the assignment.

One of the survey questions asked

students whether they faced any of the two problems mentioned above (or any
other problem). Out of the 22 students who stated that they had at least one of
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the two problems described above, 16 were found to be members of cluster 3, 1 in
cluster 0 and 4 in cluster 1.
Thus, we observe that the clustering results are in line with the questionnaire
and the emails. However, the data suggests that more students faced problems
than those who stated so in the survey. To summarize, the clustering scheme
revealed clusters of students with differences in the scores of the various indicators.
In these educational settings the higher scores in these indicators were associated
with problems that students faced during the assignment completion. Performance
issues are not discussed in this study since once the students got acquainted with
the environment features they completed the activities with success.

8.4

Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to present a video based learning environment
that supports learning analytics for teaching ‘image editing techniques’. After using this environment in educational settings (autumn semester of the academic
year 2015-2016) as part of an assignment we obtained a dataset of viewing & activity behaviours. Indicators from this dataset were used in a clustering scheme
to obtain groups of learners with similar characteristics. The clustering scheme
helped us distinguish between learners that seem to have completed the assignment without any problems and those who encountered problems. The higher values in the specified indicators in these particular settings were related to problems
encountered by the students during their navigation in the video based environment. This clustering scheme could again be used in the future as a method to
assess the environment after having made all the necessary amendments in order
to overcome the problems that were caused mainly due to misunderstanding of the
instructions.
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9

Conclusions, Limitations and Future directions

The initial aim of this thesis was to find suitable ground for research in the field
of data analysis and data mining of educational data and specifically data coming
from online learning environments. To achieve this the Web Mining research in
education was studied extensively and an overview was provided in the second
chapter. The overview concentrated on knowledge extraction from web based educational environments and open web resources. In this study we identified that
the related research mainly focused on specific educational environments such
as Learning Management Systems, Adaptive Hypermedia Systems and Intelligent
Tutoring Systems.
Video Based Learning however was already a common and growing practice by
2012 and research dealing with understanding and modeling learner behavior by
analyzing and mining data from video based learning environments seemed to be at
an infant state. In fact we could not spot any instances that dealt with this issue
in the Web Mining research but also in the limited research related to Learning
Analytics that existed when this thesis started. For this reason we also explored
the research that focused on video use in education. By exploring the research that
focused on the use of educational videos we found out that several researchers dealt
with learner viewing patterns but they did this mostly by using surveys, interviews
and focus groups. Very few of them followed a data driven approach by using
data analysis and data mining methods for obtaining insights from the behavior of
learners that interacted with educational videos. Having identified this gap in the
research we set as a general goal to explore the viewing activity from learners using
linear and interactive videos under various educational settings. In Section 3.3 we
also list the research efforts that lie in the intersection of Video Based Learning and
Learning Analytics. Most of this work evolved in parallel with the research efforts
of this thesis.
One of the obstacles for analyzing learner viewing patterns in the past was certainly the absence of tools that could collect data coming from video based learning
environments. To overcome this problem in Chapter 4 we present a framework for
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recording, monitoring and analyzing learner viewing activity from learners that
watch educational videos. The framework consists of a data capturing mechanism, a suitable database model for storing the viewing activity, as well as a set
of metrics and visualizations on learner and video level (learner engagement and
video popularity) for measuring and observing the video viewing activity. To implement the capturing mechanism of the framework initially we used the capabilities
of a known e-learning content production software (i.e. Adobe Captivate) and later
on in the thesis we implemented a similar mechanism by using the API of an open
source Html5 player (i.e. Mediaelement.js). The framework also takes into account
that videos today can be interactive, with in- video quizzes and other interactive
elements appearing at various points in the video timeline.
After presenting the features of the framework, the framework was used in educational settings and learner activity was harvested and analyzed using the metrics
and the visualizations of the framework together with data processing, statistical
and data mining methods. A series of educational videos (linear and interactive
videos) were hosted on a platform and used as supplementary material to support
two laboratory courses of the curriculum in a department of a Greek higher education Institute. In these laboratory courses students were taught the features of
different software packages (DreamWeaver, Excel and Word). The courses included
an assignment and students sat an exam in the end. The linear videos supporting
the courses were short demonstration videos presenting various features of the
software packages. The interactive videos provided a way of learning through trial.
In these videos and at certain points, students were asked to interact correctly with
the software features in order for the video to proceed. Different sets of the data
were analysed. In Chapter 5 we used simple statistics and more elaborate data
processing and in Chapter 6 we used data mining methods (K-means clustering)
to obtain insights on learner behaviors.
The key findings from the analysis carried out in both chapters are the following:

• Logging and analyzing viewing activity is vital if we want to examine viewing
behaviours; relying exclusively on interviews and questionnaires for this type
of research cannot give us accurate answers about learner engagement, video
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use, and viewing patterns followed by learners.

• Students viewed the educational videos mostly to prepare for exams and to
complete given assignments. Videos were watched mainly from places outside
the campus although students were encouraged to use the library computers
since these had faster connection to the videos and contained the software
taught in the videos.

• Video lessons were preferred to text notes (by far) for a lesson for teaching a
web design software package (Dreamweaver). The text notes also covered the
topics sufficiently and contained visual information in the form of images.

• There was evidence that viewing videos affected the students performance.
However, there was no linear correlation between the marks that students
received and various engagement metrics. The cluster analysis carried out
in Chapter 6 also revealed that there was no visual correlation between the
clusters of learners with different engagement metrics and the final exam
mark.

• The analysis in both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 revealed that sequential viewing was the dominant pattern. Viewings were more interactive during the
period when students had to complete an assignment (in terms of pauseresumes and jumps) and more linear towards the exam. Furthermore it was
revealed that interactive videos failed to engage students. In both chapters
we discuss possible reasons that may have prevented students from being
interactive. One of the possible reasons was the fact that learners did not
have the sufficient time to engage in more interactive ways of learning since
most of the viewings took place only few days (or even hours in many cases)
before the exam. Another observation was that learners do not follow one
viewing style but their style can change according to their needs. We came to
this conclusion after observing the learner section sequence graphs and after
projecting the viewing style clusters to the individual learners.

In the second part of the thesis and in Chapter 7 we presented a roadmap
on how open source tools and open Internet resources are used for enhancing
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the interactivity of videos and at the same time maintaining the principles of the
framework for data capturing and analysis. The reason for turning our research
towards this direction is the fact that there were significant timely trends concerning interactive videos and we considered vital to take these trends into account in
our video based learning analytics research. An environment was also build using
the guidelines of the roadmap.
The videos used in the environment could either be videos hosted on video
sharing sites or on a local server. The features that we presented in the roadmap
and were able to incorporate into the video based environment were the following:

• In-video quizzes with multiple choice and open ended questions. These questions could appear at various points in the timeline defined by the educator.

• Table of contents that give the learner a way of accessing different segments
of the video on demand.

• Incorporation of content into the video based environment at defined time
points or intervals. This content could be content created by the educator
(images, subtitling text etc.) or content coming from the open web (webpages
and web services). Examples of content that may come from the open web
and appear at various points of the video include web images, quizzes hosted
on Google Forms, content from Google Maps and slides from SlideShare. In
our environment we also created activities using the Hot Potatoes software
and incorporated these activities at various points of the timeline in order to
test learner knowledge.

Besides content, web applications can also be retrieved and used into the video
based environment. In our environment we were able to incorporate Etherpad for
facilitating collaborative writing activities at specified video points defined by the
educator. We also used Pixlr to assist video based learning in a course for teaching
image editing principles. In this setting students had to watch a video on image
editing principles and perform image editing activities using Pixlr at specified time
intervals.
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By introducing the roadmap we intended to save valuable resources in terms
of time and money, for researchers, IT staff, and educators (with the technical
knowledge) who wish adopt video in their learning practices and enhance these
videos with interactive features. Such a roadmap can be particularly valuable
in cases where resources are limited as this is the case with many educational
establishments today. Moreover, by using open source technologies educators do
not have to depend on commercial products and their changing policies. Setting up
interactive videos is a time consuming task and it is certainly not wise to depend
the product of this work on hosting services that could change their policies. As
these lines are written we noticed that Zaption, one of the leading online platforms
for building interactive videos (with free and incremental paid account options),
informed the public through its webpage that it will be shutting down its platform
on the end of September, 2016 (due to merging with a company called WorkDay)
without providing its costumers with information about how they could maintain
or migrate their work to other platforms.
After incorporating the interactive videos into the video platform data was gathered over an academic year period (two semesters) and analyzed using statistical
methods and visualization techniques. The interactive videos used in the analysis contained only a subset of the features presented (in-video quizzes and table
of contents) and were used as part of the syllabus for the theoretical part of two
courses. The two courses again had an assignment and an exam in the end. In
this setting videos were part of the syllabus and they were the only medium for
acquiring the necessary knowledge that was needed for completing the assignment
and answering some questions in the exam.
Some insights obtained from the analysis are the following:

• Videos were again used mainly for completing the assignments and revising
for exams.

• The ‘table of contents’ feature was used more during the assignment period,
and especially for a long video (30 minutes length). The feature was mainly
used to perform jumps to sections preceding the section of the jump action.
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• Student video views during assignments periods were more interactive in
terms of pause-resume and jump actions. Individual student viewing time
was also significantly greater during assignment periods.

• Students that engaged in more active ways of learning such viewing a video
and completing a video related assignment (e.g. in-video quiz) spend more
time viewing the videos and performed better in the video related exam questions when compared to students who viewed the videos passively.

• The learner performance was found to be correlated to learner engagement
(i.e. viewing time) in a setting where video content was the only source of
knowledge for answering the video related exam questions.

Although there are similarities between the case studies of this thesis (e.g.
students used videos mostly to complete assignments and revise for exams and
sessions were more interactive during assignments) an obvious difference is that
performance is linearly correlated to engagement indicators (e.g. viewing time) in a
setting where video is the only source of knowledge (Chapter 7). This was not the
case in the educational settings described in the first part of the thesis where video
was used as support material and knowledge could also come from the lessons
taught in class (Chapters 5 & 6).
In the last part of the thesis we used the data from a setting where Pixlr (a free
online image editing application) was incorporated into the video based environment in order to perform time based image editing activities that were related to
video content. The cluster analysis carried out using the harvested data revealed
clusters of learners which experienced different levels of difficulty while using the
environment.
Limitations of this work have been presented in Chapter 7 and these limitations
also hold for all the research presented in this thesis. The limitations have to
do with the fact that this research was carried out under specific settings and
students had a specific profile. The video platform was used in a Communication
Department where most of the incoming students have a theoretical focus and not
much exposure to information and communication technologies. Therefore, the
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results of the analysis are connected to the educational motives and educational
background of the specific students as well as to the other factors of the educational
settings (e.g. assesment methods, video design characteristics etc). Thus more
work will have to be done in different settings in order to be able to generalize the
results.
As for future work directions these could be the following:

• To conduct further data driven research in order to understand how learners
interact with all the environment features proposed in Chapter 7. Hypothesis
driven research could also be conducted in normal class settings or controlled
environment experiments in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the features
on learner performance and satisfaction. Further research could of course
be conducted in order to find new ways for enhancing video interactivity. The
new features that would emerge from such research could again be employed
under various settings and learning scenarios in order to analyze and make
sense of learner behavior.

• To investigate new ways for data mining and visualizing the behavior of learners when they watch and interact with educational videos. The research could
also include data from other sources in conjunction with the video usage data
in cases where videos are just one type of resource in a learning ecosystem
where multiple educational resources are used. In our research we attempted
to conduct sequence mining but with limited success. Further research could
investigate the possibility of obtaining useful insights using sequence mining
and other data mining methods on video usage data.

• To conduct research towards the direction of modeling learner behavior. In
this thesis we tried to understand how learners behaved when using educational videos under specific educational settings. A step beyond this point
would be to model this behavior.
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APENDIX
During the research conducted for the purposes of this thesis three different

questionnaires were handed out to various student groups. These questionnaires
were used in order to understand various aspects of student viewing behavior
that could not be understood just by analyzing the viewing and interaction data.
These aspects were related to student satisfaction, encountered difficulties, student
reasons for not using videos etc. Some of the results from these questionnaires
(but not all) were reported in the thesis chapters.

Questionnaire 1
(used in the research for Chapter 5 )

Do you have your own Computer?

 Yes
 No

Do you have connection to the Internet at home?

 Yes
 No

Did you use the video lessons?

 Yes. I used them a lot
 Yes. I used them a little bit
 I didn’t use them at all

If you didn’t use the video lessons (or if you only used them a few times) what
was the reason (or reasons) for doing this? (You can tick more that one answer).

 I didn’t have Internet at home and this was an obstacle for viewing the videos
 Iam not acquainted with this form of educational material
 I grasped most of the necessary knowledge during the lab lessons and I didn’t
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need to view the videos

 I didn’t know that these video lessons existed
 Another reason. Explain.

If the video lessons were also given on CD-ROM would this help?

 Yes
 No

If you used the video lessons more than once, answer the following questions

How would you describe the video lessons as educational material

 Very good and informative.
 Not efficient (time consuming and boring).
 So and so. I would prefer the classical notes.
 Other. Explain.

Some video lessons were Interactive. How did you find these videos?

 Very good. The interactive video lessons helped me understand the features of
the software taught.

 Not efficient. They didn’t help me.

When you watched the linear videos did you exercise with the software (taught
in the video lessons) at the same time?

 No I was only watching the videos.
 Yes. I used in parallel the Software (Word, Excel or Dreamweaver).

The videos had also some control buttons (play, resume) as well as a playhead
for pausing resuming and jumping to any part of the video. Did you at any time
use these methods for controlling the video and if yes why? (you can tick more that
one answer)

 Yes I used them for going back in the video timeline in order to watch something
again.
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 Yes I used them in order to pause the video in order to try something out in the
software.

 Yes I used the pause button for stopping the video in order to take a break.
 Yes I used the control buttons in order to omit certain parts of the video (forward
jump).

 Yes I used them in order to search for something in the video content (that I
hadn’t seen)

 For another reason. Explain.

How did you use or plan to use the video lessons? Will you watch (or plan to
watch) the linear or Interactive videos?

 I watched (or will watch) only the linear videos.
 I watched (or will watch) only the interactive videos.
 I watched (or will watch) both.

Which videos will you watch?

 I will only watch the videos that cover topics that I have problems with.
 I will try to watch all of them or as many videos as I can.
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Questionnaire 2
(used in the research for the case studies in Chapter 7)

Did you use the video lessons for the assignments 1 and 2? (Video with in-video
quiz or Video for learning Inkscape)

 Yes I used them for the assignment in the theoretical part of the course Graphic
Design (Video with questions)

 Yes I used them for completing the assignment in Inkscape.

In assignment 1 (Video with in-video quiz) the questions were appearing during
the video, and at different time points. There was also a ‘table of contents’ for
navigating to different parts of the video.
Did you like these features or did you think that these features were confusing?
State your answer.

Was the ‘table of contents’ aiding the navigation within the video content?

 Yes
 No
 It wasn’t used. I used the control buttons or the playhead instead to move to
different points in the video.

Do you think videos are a good medium for learning?

 Yes
 No

When do you think video lessons are mostly useful?

 For explaining theoretical concepts (e.g. Graphic Design Principles, Video production stages)

 For explaining the features of a software package (e.g. learning Inkscape)
 For both

How would you rate the quality of the videos for the course Graphic Design
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 Good
 Moderate
 Not good
Please comment on you answer.

Do you think that the in-video quiz and the completion of the assignment helped
you in understanding better the concepts of the video

 Yes.
 No. It didn’t make a difference.
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Online Questionnaire 3
(used in the research for the case study of Chapter 8)

Please answers these questions only if you participated in the video related assignment (video related activities using Pixlr)

How friendly did you find the video environment for learning Pixlr and for completing the video related activities.

 It was user friendly. I did not encounter any problems
 It was so and so. I encountered some difficulties but not a lot. Overall it was
OK.

 It don’t think the environment was user friendly. I encountered difficulties that
were hard to overcome.

During the Pixlr assignment the following problems were encountered
a) It was not understood by a number of students that a different link should have
been followed for every Pixlr activity. The links appeared underneath the video at
the appropriate intervals and the outcome of the activity was saved on the web
server and not on the students personal computer.
b) It was not understood by a number of students that large images (above 1000
pixels width and above 1000 pixels height) would not be stored on the server.

Did you encounter any of the two problems described above?

 I did not encounter any of the above problems. I understood what needed to be
done.

 I faced problem a.
 I faced problem b.

Rate the difficulty of the video lessons
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Exercise 1. Synthesize an image from other images without removing their
white background.

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
 Difficult

Exercise 2. Synthesize an image from other images by removing their white background first.

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
 Difficult

Exercise 3. Using the healing Brush for removing small objects from the image.

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
 Difficult

Exercise 4. Using the clone stamp tool for removingb larger objects from an image
(e.g. a boat from a lake)

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
 Difficult

Exercise 5. Converting a color image to a black and white image

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
 Difficult

Exercise 6. Using the lasso for selecting one object (e.g. a boat) and moving
that object to another image

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
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 Difficult

Exercise 7. Using the lasso for selecting a person and blurring everything else
(besides that person) in the image

 Easy
 Moderate difficulty
 Difficult

When do you think video lessons are mostly useful?

 For explaining theoretical concepts (e.g. the video production stages)
 For explaining the features of a software package (e.g. Pixlr)
 For both

How would you evaluate the related video for understanding and performing the
Pixlr activities.

 The video was good.
 The video was not so good (or it was bad). I had difficulty understanding the
video and completing the video related exercises.

Do you think that it would be better if text was used for teaching the image editing
techniques using Pixlr rather than video?

 Yes
 No

In the video environment there was also a ‘table of contents’ for moving to different video segments. Was this feature useful?

 Yes it helped me in the ‘Image editing’ assignment with Pixlr.
 Yes it helped me in the assignment for the video productions stages.
 It was useful for both assignments.
 It wasn’t used. I used only the control buttons (pause,play,resume and playhead) for navigating back and forth in the video timeline whenever this was needed.
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